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PREFACE

In late summer, 2010, I went abroad for the very first time at the age of 21; a one-year 
exchange programme for final year Bachelor of Arts (BA) students took me to the Dutch 
city of Utrecht, which I had roughly known about because of an entry in China’s large-
scale semi-encyclopaedic dictionary Cihai (辞海) concerning a series of peace treaties 
signed in the 1710s. Some twelve years later, at the age of 34, I have finished my very 
last programme (Doctor of Philosophy, PhD), a reasonably longer, much more complex 
and challenging one in Tilburg, the home of Willem II football club that I discovered 
from the 1999-2000 UEFA Champions League, broadcasted on former Beijing Cable 
Television (BCTV). To be honest, when receiving my first student identity card and ver-
blijfstitel (Dutch residence permit), I could not think of an academic degree higher than 
a master’s or an overseas experience spanning more than a decade. At last, before the 
spring of 2023, I have completed this book as not only a regular doctoral contribution 
to academia on relevant disciplines, but also the finale to my prolonged yet temporal 
stay in the Netherlands.

As my parents came/come from drastically different family backgrounds in terms of 
ethnicity, home of origin and social class, I have been exposed to miscellaneous con-
ventions, standards and discourses in relation to language practice since my childhood. 
For example, my father was a Mongol Chinese bearing a transliterated Mongolian name 
and grew up in diverse places in Inner Mongolia whereas my mother is a Han Chinese 
and comes from Chengdu in China’s southwest province of Sichuan. They spoke/speak 
Putonghua (普通话, Standard Chinese) with a slight Beijing accent with me, and other 
regional Chinese dialects or a different language (Mongolian) with their kin and fellows. 
As a result, I have acquired Putonghua at a native level as well as truncated repertoires 
of other Chinese dialects and Mongolian. Plus, my name combines traditions of both 
Mongols and Han Chinese: a two-character name featuring a certain positive meaning 
though without an actual surname. Such home environment, so to speak, brings me a 
sense of and sensitivity to the cultural diversity within China as a vast, multi-ethnic and 
multicultural nation.

Meanwhile, since my parents were/are both professionals in the Chinese language, 
they had/have given me comprehensive, intensive and rigorous training and guidance 
in classical and contemporary Chinese norms that the state promulgates, covering pro-
nunciation, intonation, orthography, grammar and lexicology. In my childhood, I actually 
spent a lot of time reading dictionaries and miscellaneous reference books as I was not 
provided many proper children’s books or toys. All norms I learnt from my parents and 
the books were long understood as the supreme variety among others and consequently 
practiced as much as possible. Reasonably, in a hierarchical social structure where 
orthodoxy is emphatically honoured, using the language ‘properly’ (in a normal fashion) 
can be beneficial to personal prestige and competitiveness in certain realms. I indeed 
benefited from my normal Chinese behaviour in the past, and acquired a habit of rating 
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and correcting Chinese speeches and texts in line with the norms, even if I do not mean 
to be judgmental or discriminative against their producers whatsoever.

Since 2012, these linguistic habits were further strengthened when Mr PKX (certainly 
a pseudonym), a fellow Beijinger and employee of a Chinese state-owned enterprise in 
the Netherlands attempted to proselytise me in accordance with his diasporic Chinese 
Protestant (DCP) faith. In each of his one-on-one sermons, I could hear a series of words, 
phrases and sentences that seemed to me rather ‘abnormal’, and even unintelligible 
sometimes. When he brought me to further DCP meetings and events, I heard highly 
similar speeches from his fellow brethren and sistren, and read relevant texts that were 
also ‘abnormal’ with regard to a simplified-traditional hybrid Chinese orthography. Ap-
parently, the language norms I and many other people honoured in China did not apply 
in this diasporic religious community. The Chinese language practices I encountered 
kept me busy judging and correcting them in private on the one hand, and intrigued me 
in consideration of its raison d’être on the other hand.

Fortunately, what I observed in the Dutch DCP sphere could be partially explained by 
cases and theories I learnt about during premaster and master courses (2011-2014) at 
the Department of Culture Studies at Tilburg University. Passionate and inspiring profes-
sors like Ad Backus, Kutlay Yaǧmur, Sjaak Kroon, and Jan Blommaert (in chronological 
order) gave me absolutely vital enlightenment on several sociolinguistic subfields such 
as language contact, cultural diversity, language policy, and language and globalisa-
tion. Though the new knowledge I gained directly from them did not disentangle all my 
questions all at once, it proved a solid foundation for further examining the intriguing 
sociolinguistic phenomena and beyond in a possible PhD project.

That said, the approval of a PhD project relied on several significant objective factors. 
First of all, a project proposal needed to be of good quality and therefore accepted by 
Professor Kroon, the then head of the Department who was well known for his pursuit of 
high standards and straightforwardness. After this initial acceptance, financial support 
from China Scholarship Council was to be secured in accordance with the university’s 
external PhD scheme. It was an extremely challenging task for applicants in the human-
ities given that most of awardees were from disciplines in science and engineering. 
When the admission and the scholarship formalities ended, members of the diasporic 
Chinese Protestant community in the Netherlands were expected to give their consent 
for me to conduct fieldwork though I knew their attitude towards non-Protestant Chinese 
could be fairly cautious. Eventually, I went through this laborious preparatory period, 
which was unthinkable without generous and tremendous help from my primary super-
visor Professor Blommaert, the then PhD candidate and later Assistant Professor Ms 
Hou Mingyi, and Ms SZX, a liberal-minded Chinese Protestant and ardent DCP church 
critic. In fact, they continued to play pivotal roles in not only the PhD project, but also 
my personal life in Europe.

Right before my research formally started in 2015, I met Professor Herman Beck who 
was designated by Professor Kroon as another supervisor for me. As a venerable elder 
and pundit in religious studies, Professor Beck invested a huge amount of his time in my 
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research as well as personal wellbeing; every time I poured out my troubles, he offered 
extraordinary patience, comfort and guidance. In addition, before his departure from 
the department, we often had light-hearted exchanges on all kinds of topics, like Dutch 
history, politics, football and so forth. So many stereotypes of the Netherlands I acquired 
from China and the Dutch tourist industry were duly corrected, and I learnt loads of 
fascinating trivia about the country and the wider world. Later in 2020, due to Professor 
Blommaert’s declining health condition, Professor Backus took over the supervisory role 
in relation to the sociolinguistic part of my thesis despite his own heavy responsibility 
of managing the department’s research progress. It was an amazing coincidence that 
Professor Backus played an important role in both my early days and the final phase at 
Tilburg University. During the past decade, our communication was sporadic but rather 
deep and covered a wide range of domains. I am appreciative of his distinguished pro-
fessionalism as well as modest and gentle personality.

Along with the appointed supervisors, I also feel grateful to elder colleagues Professor 
Sjaak Kroon, Professor Kutlay Yaǧmur, Professor Jos Swanenberg, and Assistant Pro-
fessor Jan Jaap de Ruiter for their critical feedback on my draft chapters, and insightful 
perspectives on whatever topics I raised in casual talks. Professor Odile Heynders, who 
became the head of the department after Professor Kroon, granted me considerable 
financial support for conducting fieldwork and participating in conferences within the 
European Union of which I have always been very appreciative. Casual talks with former 
secretary of the ethical committee of the faculty Dr Jan Jans about my fieldwork as 
well as his own experience with Filipino Catholic students were joyful and inspirational. 
Fellow PhD candidates Nie Hua, Claudia Carvalho, Lu Ying, Deborah de Koning, Janieke 
Bruin-Mollenhorst, Andrés Buriticá, Alex Schenkels and Inge Beekmans provided me 
scintillating company either as office roommates or as colleagues with similar research 
interests. I remember them well and cherish the memories. In particular, Lu Ying’s ini-
tiative of hotpot dinner parties was always an effective painkiller against homesick-
ness. Besides the staff at Tilburg University, I also appreciate Research Associate Nie 
Hongping of Oxford China Centre for showing me what aspects concerned mainstream 
China Studies in the West, and Assistant Professor Linda van de Kamp of University 
of Amsterdam for providing me a selfless access to her monograph on transnational 
Brazilian Pentecostalism in Mozambique.

As to my own fieldwork, no matter whether it was online or offline, I encountered 
plenty of problems in connection with my role as a non-Protestant researcher in hu-
manities since some DCP clerics were wary of non-Protestant Chinese mainlanders and 
disdained humanism as well as the realm of humanities. Meanwhile, fortunately, there 
were (former) members of the Dutch DCP community who were highly interested in my 
research topic and recognised its significance for both academia and themselves; they 
offered me valuable materials (records and documents), interpretations, information 
about potential interviewees, etc, which were all crucial to the completion of my field-
work. Among them, Ms SZX and her close friends Ms HGH, Ms YNZ knew the community 
very well and made the most critical contribution to my data collection; then community 
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members Ms CSX, Ms HRB, Mr HFE, Mr HFT and Mr CGQ I got to know successively in 
the course of fieldwork outlining their personal trajectories in the religious space, which 
revealed the Dutch DCP community to me from more diverse angles. Moreover, I express 
my gratitude to several clerics for their varying degrees of tolerance to my appearance 
and actions in their religious space.

During the depressing home stay due to the COVID-19 pandemic in the Netherlands 
since spring 2020, my anxieties were significantly alleviated due to a great deal of mental 
and material support from senior editor Zhou Xia of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 
(CASS), senior editor Chen Xiaoming of People’s Public Security University of China, Li 
Qiang as a founding member of the Intercultural Research and Training Group of Univer-
sity of Ottawa, my mother’s colleagues Yang Ping, Zhang Junxin, Fan Lifang and Zha Lin-
feng in Rotterdam and Budapest, my primary and junior school classmates Zhang Yuan, 
Sun Sichen, Qi Ji and Tong Shan in Berlin, Beijing, and Singapore, my university class- 
and schoolmates Yang Zijiao, Guo Jiyao, Zhang Jia, Cheng Bo and Wang Xue in Dakar, 
Frankfurt am Main, Beijing, California and New Jersey, Chen Siyi, Li Xu and Niu Ruitao 
of a Chinese amateur football team in Utrecht, Geng Chuyi of University of Glasgow, 
Fan Mengdi of the Prince Claus Conservatoire in Groningen, fellow postcrossers Zhang 
Wanru of Carinthia University of Applied Sciences in Villach, Wang Jue of China Univer-
sity of Geosciences, and Liang Ziyue of Beijing International Studies University.

While relieved to see the accomplishment of my PhD project, I deeply regret that my 
highly esteemed supervisor, Professor Blommaert passed away during the process, and 
feel inconsolable as my beloved father unexpectedly left me forever, just three months 
before we could reunion again with the committee’s approval of my dissertation after 
the three-year global pandemic. Their voices and facial expressions are still vividly re-
membered, and their legacies will be honoured, further developed and practiced by their 
successors, comrades and students across the world for long.

Jin Di
Tilburg, January 2023
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Do not be conformed to this world but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, that 
you may prove what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect.1

不要效法这个世界，只要心意更新而变化，叫你们察验何为神的善良、纯全、可喜悦的旨意。2

1 Psalm 23:1, RSV.
2 Psalm 23:1, CUV.
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14 CHAPTER 1

This study concerns language and religion in the context of the Chinese diaspora. In 
particular, it focuses on diasporic Chinese Protestant (DCP) ministries1 for Chinese inter-
national students2 in the Netherlands in the 2010s. Such DCP Chinese student ministries 
are a prominent arena for the new diaspora’s encounters with the emerging non-Western 
Christianity in the Global North.

Since the last decade, the Netherlands has witnessed a rapid growth of incoming 
students from China who, in the academic year of 2019-2020,3 were the third largest 
group of international students in the Dutch higher education system, after German and 
Italian students. Chinese international students come to this developed and secularised 
Western economy not only for quality higher education and promising personal careers, 
but also for migration purposes, either short-term or permanent. Such massive influx 
of Chinese students attracts the attention of a variety of local and transnational DCP 
missions, along with a few non-Chinese Protestant groups. One after another, these 
religious agencies organise particular ministries for Chinese international students in 
order to approach, evangelise, and ‘pasture’ the students whom they treat as ‘lambs’, in 
line with the biblical metaphor. During the course of Chinese student services, the local 
DCP ministers and the transnational evangelists jointly preach conservative and even 
fundamentalist doctrines as well as a veiled political agenda. In so doing, they expect 
that some of the Chinese student ‘lambs’ can eventually stand out as their disciples and 
proceed with the current multilateral DCP missions in the Netherlands and beyond, like 
in China and the rest of the world.

Despite the underlying enthusiasm and effort, the DCP Chinese student ministries 
receive in general a mixed reception; some participants choose to leave the student ser-
vices after a certain period of time due to the enormous socio-cultural and socio-political 
differences between the DCP service providers and themselves, while others choose 
to remain in line with their DCP church adherence. As to the latter group, on the one 
hand, they are diversifying the Chineseness of the Dutch DCP community by virtue of 
their original repertoires acquired in contemporary China. On the other hand, however, 
the new versions of Chineseness the remaining students bring in are largely kept in the 
periphery of the DCP sphere and correspondingly have rather limited impact on the DCP 
service providers and the local DCP church members. Moreover, as a consequence of 
active and continuous participation in the DCP services, the student church members 
who stay acquire a religious Chinese register that is commonly practiced within the DCP 
churches and is deemed considerably idiosyncratic and esoteric to Chinese outside 
the DCP community. Though without an explicit agenda, the student church members 

1 The term ministry is defined as ‘the spiritual work or service of a Christian or a group of Chris-
tians, especially evangelism’; see https://www.lexico.com/definition/ministry.

2 Chinese international students, here, include students who hold citizenships of the Chinese 
mainland, Hongkong, Macau and Taiwan (the alleged ‘Republic of China’).

3 See https://www.nuffic.nl/en/subjects/facts-and-figures/countries-origin; last visited on 4th 
March, 2021.
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15INTRODUCTION

practice such religious register in- and outside the DCP religious space in line with their 
religious piety, which makes the register more noticeable amongst non-Protestant Chi-
nese in the Netherlands and beyond.

The ministries for Chinese international students in the Netherlands were operated 
amidst a series of major historical events and processes on the global, intercontinental, 
international and national scales in the 2010s. Initially, fuelled by China’s ‘Belt and Road’ 
strategy, the Sino-Dutch bilateral relations and economic cooperation, and exchanges 
between the two peoples were moving forward with strong momentum. In this setting, 
student migration from China to the Netherlands exhibited a sustained growing trend. 
Meanwhile, because of massive ongoing turbulence in North Africa and the Middle East, 
the European Union was haunted by a severe refugee crisis and an upsurge of far-right, 
Islamophobic and anti-Muslim refugee politics in several EU member states, including 
the Netherlands. Studying in these countries, Chinese students were inevitably exposed 
to politicised voices from relevant social movements and political parties,4 not to men-
tion numerous news items about Muslim refugee-related criminal cases in which female 
Chinese students were included among the victims.5 Simultaneously, the world was 
exposed to blatant right-wing and anti-Islam speeches from Donald J. Trump who was 
supported and endorsed by America’s New Christian Right during his presidential elec-
tion campaign and following presidency. The reactionary values of the president and 
his evangelical allies transcended national borders and mobilised those who had similar 
views as well as pro-American orientations. In general, so to speak, the overall situation 
between China and the Netherlands, and the surging political and religious discourses in 
the West, jointly created favourable external conditions for local and transnational DCP 
institutes and individuals in the light of the vast number of potential Chinese student 
converts and the pervasiveness of conservative Christian/Protestant voices.

On the basis of a four-year online and offline ethnographic study, plus three years of 
prior personal experience, this interdisciplinary study aims to document the operation of 
the ministries of Chinese international students in the Netherlands, to analyse the internal 
relations between the religious service providers and the student participants amidst 
the ongoing diversification of Chineseness within the wider Dutch Chinese community, 
and to find out the raison d’être for the religiously influenced Chinese language practices, 
which were not previously known to be a key feature of the Dutch DCP.

The study adds a diasporic Chinese perspective to the understanding of the globally 
thriving non-Western Christianity, of which African and South American churches have so 
far attracted significantly more scholarly attention than their Asian counterparts. More-
over, drawing on sociolinguistic data, this study will reveal the interplay between the old 

4 Such as PEGIDA, and Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) in Germany, Rassemblement National 
(RN) in France, Great Britain’s UK Independent Party (UKIP), and Partij Voor de Vrijheid (PVV) 
and Forum voor Democratie (FvD) in the Netherlands.

5 See: https://www.thelocal.de/20170516/man-jailed-for-11-years-for-rape-of-two-chinese-stu-
dents.

1
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16 CHAPTER 1

and new generations in the Chinese diaspora in the ethnoreligious setting. Chinese inter-
national students in the twenty-first century are conventionally treated as a stereotypical 
group to study with respect to its academic performance, its practices in intercultural 
communication, and its role in the internationalisation of higher education in the West. 
This dissertation offers a different perspective, namely Chinese international students’ 
impact on the local diasporic Chinese community’s internal relations and repertoire of 
Chineseness characterised by the enormous and comprehensive differences between 
the new and the old generations. Also, the discussion of the student participants’ acqui-
sition of the religious Chinese register offers a window through which to examine how a 
migrant church can exert considerable influence on its adherents’ language repertoires, 
ultimately supporting a certain theological doctrine. In this chapter, I will further explain 
the broader context of this dissertation and its theoretical foundations.

1.1 THE SOCIOLINGUISTICS OF GLOBALISATION

As stated earlier, this study provides a sociolinguistic perspective on the DCP ministries 
for Chinese international students in the Netherlands. Accordingly, empirical data per-
tinent to discourses and language practices were collected, and a range of theoretical 
notions related to sociolinguistics and globalisation will be utilised for both descriptive 
and analytical purposes. In this section, I will review some of the key sociolinguistic 
notions and research traditions which constitute one of three overarching frameworks 
for this dissertation (the other two are the Next Christendom and the Chinese diaspora, 
which will be respectively addressed in section 1.2 and 1.3).

Sociolinguistics of globalisation
This study primarily aligns with the sociolinguistics of globalisation (Blommaert, 2010), 
a tradition that describes and analyses new linguistic phenomena online and offline with 
an innovative conceptual and analytical apparatus. In keeping with the primary effects 
of globalisation, this research tradition focuses on mobility and therefore regards lan-
guages as mobile resources, in an effort to reconsider linguistic communication in a 
world in which movement of people and mobility of commodities is facilitated by ever 
advanced technology. In this framework, sociolinguistic scales, orders of indexicality, 
and polycentricity are three key theoretical concepts. The conception of sociolinguistic 
scales somewhat resembles musical scales. Given the fact that people or messages 
move from one space to another in which norms, expectations, and conceptions of lan-
guage use may, to varying degrees, differ from those in other spaces, these moves are 
defined as jumps from one sociolinguistic scale to another. Each sociolinguistic scale is 
recognisable as endowed with a certain type of stratified value attribution in social, cul-
tural and political aspects in which some forms of semiosis (the process of signification 
in language or literature) are valuable while others are either less so or even out of sight. 
These scales are indexically connected with each other in accordance with a particular 
sequence, pattern, or method, which is referred to as ‘order of indexicality’; such order 
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17INTRODUCTION

unveils the different mechanisms of authority, control and evaluation, of inclusion and 
exclusion. Finally, the term polycentricity refers to the fact that actual voices (including 
the languages in which they are expressed) in our daily interactions may simultaneously 
refer to multiple authoritative centres that evaluate the quality, conformity and popularity 
of these voices.

Based on these three key terms, as Blommaert argues, communication phenomena 
in this era are perceived as:

‘developing at different scales, on which different orders of indexicality operate, resulting 
in a polycentric context for such communication phenomena – that is, a context in which 

multiple normative complexes are simultaneously at work, but are of a different order.’

Furthermore, he proposes that contemporary communicative forms are likely to man-
ifest ‘truncated’ or ‘unfinished’ characters, and to remain ‘firmly local’ while affected by 
global factors. More than just a theoretical approach, the sociolinguistics of globalisation 
also serves as an appeal for examinations of linguistic inequality in relation to concrete 
resources like registers, varieties and genres worldwide.

Blommaert’s theoretical framework is crucial for understanding the interplay between 
Chinese international students and DCP religious service providers in the West. The 
incoming Chinese student migration implies the simultaneous mobilisation of new so-
cio-cultural and socio-political resources from an increasing diversity of localities in 
China, at high intensity. Since the two sides are densely converging in the DCP student 
services, the long-established linguistic landscape, normal language practices and 
power structure of the Dutch DCP community are being challenged and reshaped, which 
makes it a textbook case for studying the sociolinguistics of mobility and its relevant 
consequences such as new language products and the confrontation with inequality.

Language and religion
A second paradigm relevant for this study is the reviving discussion on language and re-
ligion, a rather specific subfield that in general concerns itself with the role conventional 
religion plays in language variation, shift, maintenance, policy and planning. Recently, it 
has started paying more attention to the burgeoning dimension of globalising religions. 
According to Mooney (2010) and Darquennes and Vandenbussche (2011), though religion 
and language have co-existed in human history for thousands of years, including as ob-
jects of scientific study, a proper scientific discipline bridging these two time-honoured 
research objects was not established until the second half of the twentieth century when 
David Crystal (1966) firstly initiated what was later named theolinguistics. In the past 
two decades, as this subfield has been gaining more traction in sociolinguistic studies, 
researchers have offered several theoretical frameworks to demarcate it (Sawyer, 2001; 
Spolsky, 2006). Darquennes and Vandenbussche (2011) propose an outline around four 
topics of interest: (1) the anthropology of language and religion, (2) meanings and uses 
of religious language, (3) the role of religion in language standardisation and language 

1
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18 CHAPTER 1

spread, and (4) the relationship between language and religion as markers of identity. 
Meanwhile, Mooney’s (2010) sketch in the context of globalisation also has four foci: (1) 
religions from the Global South, (2) hybridity in form and function, (3) religious appear-
ance online and (4) prosperous discourse.

These two pioneering works provide a heuristic guide to understanding the idiosyn-
cratic and esoteric religious Chinese register, the student participants’ acquisition, and 
the cultural and linguistic repertoire within the Dutch DCP community in a broader sense. 
Besides a linguistic description of the religiously influenced Chinese practices, it is also 
important to discern its underlying language ideology and its de facto role in identifi-
cation and differentiation among the Chinese in the Netherlands. Furthermore, since 
the Dutch DCP has features of a Southern church, its special language practices shall 
also be analysed against the background of emerging religions from the Global South. 
Echoing its Southern background, prosperity theology features in the Chinese student 
ministries, and has a certain positive impact on the popularity of the services among 
their participants.

Superdiversity
Taking the inflow of migrants and ethnic minorities in the United Kingdom since the 
early 1990s as an example, Vertovec (2007) coined the term ‘superdiversity’ to address 
a condition of unprecedented complexity and newly emergent demographic and social 
patterns in which a dynamic interplay of variables like country of origin, migration chan-
nel, legal status, migrants’ human capital, access to employment, locality and responses 
by local authorities, service providers and local residents is discovered. The term has 
been widely evoked in a great deal of studies on sociolinguistics and migration around 
the world for more than a decade; with this concept, scholars have examined social, 
cultural and linguistic dynamics present in lots of localities at different levels (e.g., com-
munity, town, city, and country) and on different continents (Erel, 2009; Blommaert, 
2015; Hüwelmeier, 2011; Arnaut, Blommaert, Rampton, & Spotti, 2015). Not surprising-
ly, this term has also been applied to studies on the Chinese population in China and 
its diasporic contexts as ‘very much diversity’ (Vertovec, 2017) of this people occurs, 
causing numerous changes amidst economic globalisation and the tremendous scale 
of migration (Kroon, Blommaert, & Dong, 2014; Li, & Juffermans 2011; Li, & Zhu, 2013).

Following the same direction, this study considers the student-religion encounter 
as an instance of superdiversity for the ever-increasing diversities in various statistic 
dimensions (e.g. ethnicity, dialect, home province, and regional culture), interactions 
in- and outside religious settings between the student participants and the religious 
service providers, and the corresponding changes and adjustments made in domains 
such as language policy, cuisine, publicity, type of service, online appearance, and so on.

Chronotope
At a group level, the differences between the Chinese international students and the DCP 
service providers are multidimensional, multi-layered and profound, corresponding to 
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their specific life trajectories where ethnicity, home origin, family background, language, 
social class, education, historical event, social experience and so forth are significant 
variables. When combined with varying assigned values (regardless of whether they are 
categorical or proportional), these variables can form a chronotope, a term originally 
coined by Russian literary critic Mikhail Bakhtin in the 1930s as the ‘intrinsic blending 
of space and time in any event in the real world’. It was later developed as a notion and 
descriptive tool by Blommaert (2015) who defines it as ‘invokable chunks of history that 
organise the indexical order of discourse’ whereas sociolinguistic scale provides ‘the 
scope of communicability of such invocations’. Each chronotope can be immediately 
invoked by emblematic tropes, which are features in relevant chunks of history.

In this study, the differences between the new and the old generations of the Chinese 
diaspora in the Dutch DCP community are considered a display of complex and com-
peting chronotopes that have distinctive scales. The chronotopes concern themes like 
Chineseness, religious dogma, political affiliation and so forth, which are manifested in 
a great variety of settings, from verbal sermons to food provision. When chronotopes 
invoked in the student religious services have high communicability, a student participant 
is more likely to stay longer and even to be converted sometimes. In contrast, when the 
invoked chronotopes are understood as too archaic, biased, radical, regional, irrelevant, 
illogical or anti-intellectual, student participants, no matter whether they are converted 
or not, will turn their backs on the services and their providers. After all, quite often, the 
clerics and evangelists are either not able to or not willing to meet student participants’ 
personalised and sundry expectations, in line with the perception of the student partic-
ipants’ position as inferior.

1.2 THE NEXT CHRISTENDOM

Given that the DCP Chinese student ministries in the Netherlands are a religiously driven 
social phenomenon, this dissertation needs to concern itself with terms and theories in 
the domain of religious studies, and hopefully shed light on some of its research (sub)
fields. In this regard, it is necessary to outline some major religious concepts and set-
tings we will rely on when examining the Chinese student ministries in the Netherlands 
and their local and transnational organisers.

The Next Christendom
Regarding the thriving momentum of Christianity in Asia, Africa and South America since 
the past century, Philip Jenkins (2002) created the concept of the Next Christendom 
in contrast to the declining Western Christianity in Euro-American countries. This New 
Christianity is being nurtured in countries of the Global South and their diasporic com-
munities in the West. He argues that in the foreseeable future the world will acknowledge 
two new centres of Christianity, in South America and in Africa, from where zealous 
missions for the (re-)evangelization of the Global North are traveling in a continuous 
stream, while imbued with various Southern values. What Jenkins highlights is not only 
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an inexorable shift with respect to the centre of gravity of the Christian world from the 
Global North to the Global South, but also tremendous and substantial differences in 
creeds, doctrines and practices between believers in and from Southern countries and 
their mainline Western counterparts. One such difference pertains to politics; given the 
fact that the modern distinction between church and state is not clearly recognised in 
many developed and underdeveloped countries, the New Christianity usually features 
(1) political interventions by the clergy, and (2) the superiority of religious allegiances 
and activism over loyalties to secular ideologies and nations.

In a subsequent work, Jenkins (2006) further elucidates some ‘new faces’ of the New 
or Southern Christianity through an extensive examination of the styles of Bible reading 
in Africa, Asia and Latin America. Essentially, there is a tremendous divergence between 
Euro-American and Southern Christian believers in their approaches to the Holy Script 
and their attitudes towards biblical authority. Generally speaking, Southern Churches 
are dedicated to literal, conservative and even fundamentalist readings of biblical texts 
without accommodation to modern scholarship and contemporary mores, whereas 
mainstream Western Christianity interprets the Bible in a more liberal and contextualised 
manner. Moreover, in addition to the New Testament, the Old Testament is also an object 
of great veneration, while it has undergone decreasing prestige in modern times in the 
West for its contextualised ritual and political rules. Beyond that, the Bible is enshrined 
as an authoritative source and a guide for daily living among Southern believers in which 
they find vast similarities between the social and economic situations portrayed in the 
scripture and their unpleasant actual lives where poverty and debt, famine and urban 
crisis, racial and gender oppression, state brutality and persecution are realities. As 
such, in a sense, Christianity with extraordinary biblical literalism may be criticised as a 
religion of bibliolatry, worshipping merely letters instead of God or Spirit.

As far as the Chinese diaspora can be considered to be a migrant group from the 
Global South, and that the DCP organisers of Chinese student ministries resemble South-
ern churches with regard to theological orientations and characteristics, this dissertation 
is in effect a study on the Next Christendom among the Asian diaspora, particularly the 
Chinese in the Western World. Besides recognising similarities, it will also be necessary 
to explore the individual nuances of Southern churches, as East Asian churches like 
the Dutch DCP are comparably less researched than their African and South American 
counterparts.

Definition of religious fundamentalism
Though drawing on the term fundamentalism in his description of Southern Churches, 
Jenkins (2006) questions whether it is always a precise and valid notion when it is 
applied, especially by Western media and the general public, to Christians outside of 
the United States and other religions in the rest of the world. Originally, the term rep-
resents evangelical Americans’ ardent belief in the divine inspiration and inerrancy of 
the Bible, and denying or defying attitudes towards American modernism. However, it 
usually appears as an overgeneralised descriptor for anyone or any group characterised 
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by ultraconservative intolerance against others in social and political areas. Similarly, 
Beck (2001) challenges the Western definition of religious fundamentalism as he doc-
uments its limitations in a critical exploration of the Indonesian Muslim organisation 
Muhammadiyah. As a result, he offers an alternative five-part criterion for non-Western 
cases; recognition as fundamentalist is only warranted if the five features listed below 
are all observed:

1. oppositionalism against modernism and modernity;
2. doctrine of infallibility and divine inspiration of the Revealed Scripture;
3. authoritarian, intolerant and exclusive attitude towards outsiders;
4. emphasis on group membership and anti-individualism;
5. reactive and defensive attitude towards the process and consequences of sec-

ularisation and modernisation, and selective attitude towards certain aspects of 
traditions and modernity.

In accordance with Beck’s criterion, the messages that the local DCP ministers and the 
transnational evangelists preach to their student participants exhibit reoccurring hues 
of religious fundamentalism. This preliminary interpretation of the DCP’s messages in 
Chinese student services further facilitates an understanding of the service providers’ 
theological and political orientations in the realm of the Next Christendom.

Migrant churches in the Netherlands
The Netherlands is a perfect example of the European model of secularised nations in 
the twenty-first century. According to the official statistics of 2017, among Dutch citizens 
older than 15, the non-religious outnumber their religious counterparts for the first time 
in history, with 51% of the total population of 17.2 million.6 In the religious camp, Chris-
tians are unsurprisingly the largest group; 24% of the Dutch people belong to Roman 
Catholicism while 15% are Protestants of the three local denominations. Women are 
more religious and attend services more regularly than men, which is also the case in 
some other European countries (Hackett, Murphy, & McClendon, 2016). However, as 
pointed out by the Netherlands Institute for Social Research (Sociaal en Cultureel Plan-
bureau – SCP), the Dutch statistics do not include precise figures for ‘Christian migrants’ 
who are now an increasingly important faith group: there are about 1 million migrant 
believers in the Netherlands, belonging to thousands of migrant religious bodies (Hart 
& Houwelingen, 2018). Indeed, diasporic Christianity as a whole is under-researched 
since migrant churches often lack direct and concrete ties with the host society and 
local Protestantism. In this regard, this study of the DCP Chinese student ministries can 
be of considerable significance in discerning the status of the Dutch DCP as one branch 

6 See: https://opendata.cbs.nl/#/CBS/nl/dataset/82904NED/table?ts=1583427117547 and 
https://opendata.cbs.nl/#/CBS/nl/dataset/37296ned/table?ts=1583427355179.
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of migrant Christians in the Netherlands, and making this church group more visible for 
the Dutch general public.

Christianity of the Chinese diaspora, and Chinese student ministry
Though the literature on Christianity of the Chinese diaspora remains relatively scarce, 
Yang Fenggang’s dissertation (1999) on the Chinese Christians in the United States 
of America is pioneering and insightful. It provides an anthropological paradigm for 
studying a migrant Chinese church (in the West), and summarises a variety of religious, 
socio-cultural and socio-political characteristics of the DCP community in the US. Some 
of these include: (1) theological conservatism and fundamentalism, (2) perpetuation of 
anti-communism, (3) organisational independence from mainline Protestant denomina-
tions in America, (4) defensive and exclusive attitude towards non-Protestant ‘outsiders’, 
(5) predominance of Chinese from Hongkong and Taiwan in ecclesiastical leadership, 
(6) doctrine of revised Confucianism, (7) exclusive focus on evangelism and low interest 
in local community services, (8) little influence within the diasporic Chinese community 
in America. There is no denying that historical contexts and social conditions vary in 
the various Western host societies, but the American case in Yang’s work stands as an 
important example of DCP community description, given America’s strong Protestant 
tradition and considerable number of Chinese Americans.

In Yang’s work, Chinese international students who had moved to the United States 
in the late twentieth century were an important group of new converts, but a particular 
ministry for them had not been formulated yet. According to some recent work (Wang 
Yuting 2004 and Hua Hua 2009), specialised ministries for Chinese students in DCP 
churches have become more prominent in America and France, along with the much 
larger scale of Chinese student influx in this century. However, both studies interpret the 
DCP spheres only at local scales (Iowa City and Macomb in the US, and Île-de-France 
in France) and were based on relatively short fieldwork periods. Taking this previous 
research into account, this dissertation will examine DCP Chinese student ministries at 
a national scale (the Netherlands) and demonstrate similarities and differences among 
DCP student ministries in different chronotopical conditions.

1.3 THE CHINESE DIASPORA

In addition to language and religion, this dissertation also contributes to the study of 
the Chinese diaspora. As the organisers of Chinese student ministries and their student 
participants belong to two different generations of the Chinese diaspora in the West, 
they are likely to have divergent views and practices in relation to Chineseness. There-
fore it is necessary to review existing studies on the Chinese diaspora and on Chinese 
international students in the Netherlands, and look at discourses about Chineseness.

According to CBS, as of 1st January 2020, the population of Chinese background in 
the Netherlands numbered 100,365 (the mainland: 77,648; Hongkong: 18,367; Macau: 
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128; Taiwan: 4,222),7 of which 61,576 were Dutch citizens (61.4%) and 38,789 were Chi-
nese nationals (38.6%).8 When adding Chinese with other nationalities (e.g. Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Suriname), the size of the entire diasporic Chinese community in 
the Netherlands may be even larger. Although the Dutch Chinese are the majority in the 
diasporic Chinese community, they form merely 0.38% of all Dutch citizens and 0.36% 
of the total population residing in the Netherlands.

Regarding this rather small diasporic group, SCP issues an official report (in Dutch but 
with a summary in English) that concerns Chinese Nederlanders, i.e. Dutch citizens of 
Chinese background (Gijsberts, Huijnk, Vogels, & Ross, 2011). According to the report, (1) 
43% of Chinese employees work in the country’s horeca industry,9 making this by far the 
most important sector of employment (zakelijke diensten10 ranks second with 15%); (2) 
the diasporic Chinese community has little contact with the mainstream society because 
of poor command of the Dutch language; (3) the Chinese diaspora is dispersed, and 
therefore internally fragmented in line with their shared origin of subnational divisions 
(village, town, county, city, prefecture, and province); and (4) chain migration and family 
formation in the Netherlands alienate the Chinese diaspora from the people in China. 
In reality, Chinese Nederlanders and non-Dutch Chinese migrants who manifest similar 
characteristics form the backbone of the local DCP service providers.

With regard to chronological order in the timeline of Chinese migration, the participants 
of the Chinese student ministries are no doubt a burgeoning group in the new Chinese 
diaspora, whereas the religious service providers belong to the old diaspora. Conven-
tionally, the concept of new diaspora broadly refers to those who emigrated from China 
or Southeast Asia during the second half of the twentieth century while migrations from 
Hongkong, Taiwan and the mainland started at different time periods (the 1960s, the 
1950s and the late 1970s respectively). As Zeng and Cao (2005) summarise, the new 
Chinese diaspora (1) prefer the developed countries for migration; (2) attained a higher 
level of personal education; (3) can migrate at younger age; (4) have stronger economic 
strength; (5) can acquire higher social status in the countries of destination; and (6) have 
a larger proportion of women.

In addition to these generic demarcations between the new and the old generations 
of the Chinese diaspora, new Chinese international students in the Netherlands are 
expected to contrast with the old DCP religious service providers in more nuanced per-
spectives and at deeper levels due to China’s rapid and drastic shifts in economy, society 
and culture in the twenty-first century. Indeed, they have drawn the attention of local 
researchers in relation to their study and life experiences in the Netherlands as well as 
how they perceive their host Dutch universities. An empirical study commissioned by 

7 See: https://opendata.cbs.nl/statline/#/CBS/en/dataset/37325eng/table?ts=1548261259657
8 See: https://opendata.cbs.nl/statline/#/CBS/en/dataset/03743eng/table?ts=1548261246577
9 Horeca is a Dutch term standing for the catering and hospitality industry as it combines the 

first two letters of hotel, restaurant and café.
10 The literal translation of this sector is ‘business services’.
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Leiden Asia Centre states that, on the one hand, Chinese students may prefer to stick 
to their compatriots rather than mingle with Dutch and other international fellows due 
to a language proficiency, in either Dutch or English, that they perceive as insufficient. 
On the other hand, the students rarely rely on the local diasporic social networks as 
they recognise that there are considerable differences between the Dutch Chinese and 
themselves in terms of language use, ideology and culture (Hong, Pieke, Steenhouder, 
& Van Veldhuizen, 2017).

There is no denying that China, with its vast territory and population, has great internal 
ethnic and cultural diversity. The Han people, as the largest ethnic group (more than one 
billion), exhibits the most extreme example of internal cultural diversity, with language, 
cuisine and religion as the most commonly cited topics. As such, Han people and ethnic 
minorities who (can) speak the language of the Han (equated with the Chinese language 
in English) often debate their self-identifications and the diversity issues. These debates 
have varying implications with reference to different contexts and groups of people, 
ranging from a topic of daily conversation, a consideration in life and at work, an ingre-
dient of regional discrimination, to a serious ideological basis for national secession.

As a whole, the DCP Chinese student ministries and the wider Dutch DCP community 
provide enhanced and amplified cases of this internal diversity within the Chinese dias-
pora in the Netherlands. On this ground, this study will attempt to elucidate the relations 
between the new and the old generations within the ethnoreligious setting, and between 
members of the Dutch DCP community and other Chinese migrants, including Chinese 
Protestants who are detached from the mass of Dutch DCP church adherents.

1.4 OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION

In the present chapter, I have outlined some key theoretical foundations and described 
the context in which this study is situated. Next, in Chapter 2, I will cover a series of 
methodological matters, such as research methods, data processing and analysis, the 
timeline of my ethnography, and my role in the field. In line with the main title, ‘Dare to 
Be Different’, the collected empirical data will be described and analysed in Chapters 3, 
4, and 5, covering different aspects in which the DCP ministries of Chinese international 
students in the Netherlands are self-proclaimed and considered as being different.
First, Chapter 3 examines the major DCP and non-Chinese organisers of Chinese student 
ministries in the Netherlands in the 2010s with respect to their history and development, 
socio-cultural and socio-political characteristics, and theological doctrines. The review 
reveals how the religious service providers want their student participants to be different 
in terms of religious convictions and political views. Chapter 4 describes the DCP stu-
dent ministries’ actual operations and the mixed reception among their Chinese student 
participants, and the ministry-laity relations. The vast differences between the service 
providers and Chinese student participants in the light of how they define Chineseness 
provide the core findings: how old and new versions of Chineseness are displayed, or-
dered and hybridised in the migrant religious space. Drawing on data from religiously 
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affected speeches and texts, Chapter 5 examines the religious Chinese register that is 
circulated among Dutch DCP members and that is acquired by Chinese student partic-
ipants, a register that is intuitively and linguistically different from standard Chinese. 
The active use of this register echoes the Dutch DCP’s religious doctrine and suggests 
its de facto role as a normative centre for the Chinese language.
The concluding Chapter 6 recapitulates the data presented and analysed in the three em-
pirical chapters, and interprets what the findings mean for our academic understanding 
of language and religion in a general sense, and specifically of the Chinese diaspora in 
the context of transnational migration and emerging Southern Christianity. 1
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2.1 THE CHOICE OF SOCIOLINGUISTIC ETHNOGRAPHY

In this interdisciplinary research, I adopted a sociolinguistic-ethnographic perspective, 
collecting empirical evidence of Chinese language practices in relation to the multilateral 
DCP ministries of Chinese international students in the Netherlands.

As introduced in the preface, it was the ‘abnormal’ Chinese practice in the Dutch DCP 
community that caught my attention at the beginning. Through my master’s thesis, I 
discovered that speeches circulating in the DCP community in the Netherlands were an 
ideal entry point for me as a researcher to discern their users’ theological orientations 
and socio-political characteristics. Thus, sociolinguistic ethnography is an ideal choice 
for a methodological framework as it allows us to anthropologically document how the 
Chinese language is being applied and identify its static features and characteristics 
that make it ‘abnormal’ to non-DCP outsiders. Furthermore, it also facilitates a compre-
hensive interpretation of the dynamic social realities in the Dutch DCP community and 
the broader Dutch Chinese community. Language is considered a socially and culturally 
embedded resource, and its use has social and cultural consequences. Ethnography, 
as summarised by Blommaert and Dong (2010), contains a perspective on language 
and can therefore reveal the workings of power and the deep structure of inequality in 
society when it focuses on linguistic practice.

The ethnography employed in this study was multi-sited, and conducted through par-
ticipant observation, linguistic landscaping, interviews, sound recordings and document 
collections. Though concentrating on the student services, this study also took some 
other religious and non-religious occasions in- and outside the Dutch DCP religious 
space into account, since they served to illuminate the wider contexts and provided 
extra pieces of information with respect to the local and transnational service providers’ 
characteristics, theological orientations and political views. Moreover, by observing more 
upper-level events, we could see multi-layered and scalar values (Blommaert, 2010) of 
language and cultural resources owned by people of different generations, and accord-
ingly examine the asymmetrical internal relations.

Meanwhile, the ethnography also paid abundant attention to online communications 
and texts, ranging from the religious institutes’ official websites to their chat groups, ac-
counts and pages on diverse social media platforms. These were utilised by the service 
providers and the participants primarily for religious purposes and on a daily basis. In 
general, the online dimension of the ethnography echoed the momentum of religiously 
oriented use of the Internet, enabled better inclusion of the ethnographer, allowed the 
collection of more data that were pertinent to linguistic practices, and minimised the 
ethnographer’s intrusion given the Dutch DCP community members’ wariness of atheist 
or ‘heretic’1 mainland Chinese newcomers.

1 Some groups are considered ‘heretic’ within the Dutch DCP community, such as The Church 
of Almighty God/Eastern Lightning, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and Mormons.
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2.2 THE TIMELINE AND THE FIELDWORK SITES

This study developed out of my master’s thesis in the sense of a continuation of time 
and space; the previous work was done between 2013 and 2014 at Tilburg University and 
concerned language practices within the Chinese student fellowship organised by the 
Breda2 branch of the ‘Evangelical Mission & Seminary International’ (EMSI), a US-based 
transnational DCP body. Like many other Chinese international students in the Nether-
lands, I had been approached by several part-time evangelists and full-time clerics of 
Chinese origin since 2012, before embarking on my master’s thesis. Because of them, I 
got to know ‘OneLove’ and Chinese Christelijke Gemeente in Nederland (CCGN, Chinese 
Christian congregation in the Netherlands) as two Dutch DCP church systems. Following 
their invitations, I participated in a number of DCP religious events as well as private 
recreational activities, most of which took place in cities in the province of South Holland.

Later, for this doctoral dissertation, fieldwork (both online and offline) was carried 
out between October, 2015 and October, 2019. The offline part covered cities in 6 (out 
of 12) Dutch provinces, including North Holland, South Holland, Utrecht, North Brabant, 
Limburg and Gelderland. However, I collected data most intensively from the Rotterdam 
branch of CCGN between 2015 and 2016, and from the Utrecht branch of EMSI between 
2016 and 2017. After these phases of intensive fieldwork, I took part in sundry CCGN 
activities sporadically till October, 2019.

Meanwhile, occasional special events held by other DCP church systems and non-Chi-
nese Protestant bodies were also included in my fieldwork. For example, I went to Frasca-
ti, Italy in March, 2016 where a Chinese youth camp was held by ‘International Chinese 
Biblical Seminary in Europe’ (ICBSIE), a DCP agency located in Castelldefels, Spain. 
During this trip, I had an interview with a participant of the event who was a former ‘stu-
dent coordinator’ of CCGN Rotterdam’s Chinese student fellowship. I also observed an 
evening session in the Dutch city of Wageningen in November, 2017 which was jointly 
held by the UK-based DCP body ‘Chinese Overseas Christian Mission’ (COCM), and a 
local Dutch initiative ‘Chinese Student Ministries Netherlands’ (CSMN). Finally, I had 
several one-off visits to local DCP churches in Munich, Germany; Budapest, Hungary; 
and Dublin, Ireland, in order to find information about possible ministries of Chinese 
international students in those countries.

The collection of online data started simultaneously with these on-site visits. First, I 
joined a handful of official chat groups on the Chinese social media platform WeChat, 
which were created for either regular services or special events by EMSI Utrecht and 
CCGN branches, respectively. I gained further knowledge and understanding of vari-
ous local and transnational Chinese or Chinese-related foreign religious institutes by 
exploring their official websites, public accounts and pages on WeChat, Facebook and 
Instagram, mobile phone applications, and entries and posts on non-religious WeChat 
chat groups of Chinese international students as well as forums of the open diasporic 

2 A Dutch city in the province of North Brabant.
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Chinese web portal ‘Gogodutch’. In some cases, I also gathered important data from 
one-on-one conversations with evangelists, clerics and (former and current) student 
service participants via e-mail and WeChat message. In addition to these collective and 
institutional sources, I paid attention to DCP believers’ faith-related updates on their 
personal WeChat profiles, aka pengyouquan (朋友圈), or ‘Moments’ in official translation.

In short, though the dissertation project was initiated in 2015, both my academic 
fieldwork and personal experience as a Chinese international student span as many as 
eight years during the 2010s. The continuous contact with the local and transnational 
evangelists and clerics, and the former and current student service participants was 
crucial and constructive in respect of providing overarching yet nuanced insights into 
the development of the multilateral DCP ministries of Chinese international students in 
the Netherlands, at individual, institutional and communal scales. Though there were 
many other subgroups in the churches I visited, I focused mainly on the student-related 
services or events instructed in Mandarin; unless necessary, I did not go deeper into 
religious occasions that explicitly concerned the old diaspora, had few connections to 
the new student members, or applied regional Chinese dialects which were beyond my 
linguistic repertoire.

The fieldwork sites were mostly in the diasporic religious space but also included some 
places in the secular domain. On the one hand, some occasional and special student 
services were held in private houses and facilities that were open for other customers, 
such as hotels, public parks, and amusement parks; publicity and information leaflets 
were visible in diverse diasporic businesses. On the other hand, it was necessary to 
observe occasions in the Dutch Chinese community and Dutch society which provided 
the overarching contexts for the DCP institutes and their Chinese student ministries. In 
spite of a certain degree of detachment, there were considerable common aspects of 
Chineseness shared between the local DCP service providers and other diasporic Chi-
nese religious groups as well as commercial sectors in the Netherlands. Finally, the host 
society was one determining factor in the construction of Chineseness in the Chinese 
diaspora, and the Chinese students’ understanding of Western Christianity and of the 
Dutch image of the Chinese diaspora. All these aspects were relevant to the student 
participants’ reception of the DCP student ministries.

2.3 THE ETHNOGRAPHEES AND THE RESEARCHER

My ethnographees were basically (former) Chinese student service participants, local 
DCP ministers, and transnational evangelists who turned up in Chinese student minis-
tries and/or were responsible for them. The interviewed student participants included 
both Protestants (not necessarily converted in the Netherlands) and non-Protestants 
(no longer or never a believer). Some of them disliked what they (had) experienced in 
the Dutch DCP community and were therefore more critical about the services and their 
organisers. They offered me narratives I did not, or could not, hear from current and 
loyal DCP members, and materials I had no official access to. Even so, I attempted not 
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to listen to voices from just one side; arguments of loyalists and the critics were treated 
as equally as I could.

Being an atheist researcher from the Chinese mainland, I approached the DCP insti-
tutes and individuals candidly and scrupulously in the course of getting official consent 
to my fieldwork. For instance, when planning visits to CCGN’s student fellowship in 
Rotterdam and other activities in other branches/locations, I relied on my existing social 
connections as I had known several former and current lay CCGN members who knew 
some CCGN clerics very well; I asked them to be intermediaries between potential CCGN 
interviewees and me. With their help, I got a chance to meet a male minister who took 
charge of the CCGN Rotterdam Chinese student fellowship on a non-religious occasion 
during which I demonstrated my intention and plan to conduct fieldwork, and luckily 
earned his approval afterwards. As to the contact with EMSI Utrecht, I inquired about 
its student service via e-mail, along with a clarification of my personal background and 
a research plan. The chief pastor of the branch wrote back to me in a friendly tone, and 
accepted my request when we actually met in the church.3 Apart from them, all other 
DCP ministers, lay church members and student service participants whom I ever met or 
conversed with in CCGN, EMSI and other systems were unequivocally notified (via e-mail 
or during on-site visits) of my personal background and research plan, as a precondition 
for further interviews and observations.

Since a PhD candidate is largely regarded as a student among the Chinese (though 
it is a proper job in the Dutch higher education system), my request to conduct ethno-
graphic research was often (but not always) tolerated by the laity and the clergy, and 
somehow taken as a long-term visit of an ordinary Chinese student whom they could 
perhaps eventually proselytise. Such a visitor is rhetorically labelled a mudaoyou (慕道
友), a Chinese Protestant notion that literally means ‘a friend/person who admires the 
truth’ and resembles ‘catechumen’ in the conventional Christian glossary.

Nonetheless, regardless of the legitimately gained consent, the mutual trust between 
the Dutch DCP community members (in particular the clerics and evangelists) and me 
was often perceptibly fragile. For example, during the very first meeting of CCGN Rot-
terdam’s weekly student fellowship that I attended, in 2015, the minister told everyone 
an anecdote: the DCP fellowship he joined when he was a resident in Germany many 
years ago was ‘infiltrated by an informer dispatched by the Chinese embassy and asked 
to monitor the DCP activities and give reports to the Chinese officials’; in the end, after a 
certain period of time, he ‘confessed himself to espionage in front of the congregation’. 
This was reminiscent of Yang’s past experience (1999); though being an ardent anti-(Chi-
nese)communist, he was ‘bluntly’ challenged ‘How can we know that you are not doing 
the investigation for the Chinese Communist government?’ by a pastor who once served 
in the troops of the Chinese Nationalist Party (Kuomintang or KMT), the defeated side 
in the Chinese civil war of the late 1940s. To my understanding, the minister’s anecdote 

3 Though not verified, it might be the case that the EMSI Utrecht pastor made a decision in my 
favour after consulting his fellow clergy in EMSI Breda about my previous conduct.

2
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was a subtle message, or even a deterrence, to me, my work basically being the collection 
of data for scientific research.

Furthermore, in a later meeting, the minister told the student participants in a seem-
ingly jocular way after I made a self-introduction: ‘He will record whatever you say in 
his notebook!’ In my understanding, this ‘joke’ was a gentle and implicit warning for the 
audience; they had to be cautious about what to say when I was present or about whether 
to accept my requests for personal interviews. In fact, the vigilance in CCGN was compa-
rably moderate as the system granted me access to a number of its regular services and 
special events anyway. ICBSIE, as many CCGN clerics’ alma mater, repeatedly rejected 
my interview requests, as the institute basically adopted a de facto non-Protestant ex-
clusion policy. I had received answers like ‘appearance of a non-Protestant in our event 
will make us Protestants uncomfortable’ and ‘don’t bother us any longer’.

In response to the fragility of trust, I decided to limit the intrusiveness of data collec-
tion, the sensitivity of interview questions, and the quantity of interviewees, in order to 
allay any potential and undesired suspicion of me and my work from the clergy and the 
laity. First, in lieu of making audio and video recordings, I chose to take fieldnotes on 
paper and through photos, taken with my smartphone in most cases. If required, both 
could be surrendered to interviewees for instant or later censorship. As to interview ques-
tions, I attempted not to raise ‘sensitive’ or ‘classified’ matters (e.g. financial situation, 
political orientation, private information, number of church members), and not to ask 
safe questions in a ‘provocative’ manner (e.g. when discussing the position and social 
responsibility of DCP churches in the Dutch society) unless my interviewees mentioned 
those issues or adopted certain attitudes spontaneously. Except with the ministers with 
whom I had to make preliminary self-introductions, I only had impromptu conversations 
or interviews with those who showed interest in my research or came to me on their 
own initiative to offer their knowledge, experiences and interpretations in respect of the 
participants, the services, the churches, and wider perspectives.

2.4 DATA ANALYSIS

The largest part of my data came from fieldnotes, in which I especially recorded (1) spe-
cial and reoccurring programmes of the student services, (2) idiosyncratic and esoteric 
Chinese speeches and texts, (3) important religious, socio-cultural and socio-political 
themes and discourses of the religious institutes and the individual community mem-
bers, (4) key information concerning my interviewees’ personal religious and migration 
trajectories, and (5) basic information about the religious service institutes. Besides, I 
applied historical, thematic, discourse, sociolinguistic and visual analysis to material 
artefacts, screenshots and photos. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the analysed data 
and the corresponding research themes.
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Table 2.1: Overview of data processing

Chapters and research themes Summary of data

Chapter 3

the organisers of the Chinese 
student ministries: history and 
development, socio-cultural and 
socio-political characteristics, and 
theological doctrines

fieldnotes (interviews, and the student and other 
religious services), material artefacts (the Chinese 
student ministry organisers’ official weekly, leaflets, 
brochures, etc.), photos (the student and other religious 
services), screenshots (the Chinese student ministry 
organisers’ official websites and social media accounts, 
the student service participants’ social media posts)

Chapter 4

the Chinese student ministries: 
operations, functions, reception 
and internal relations

fieldnotes (the student religious services), material 
artefacts (the student religious services’ poster, 
leaflets and brochures, etc.), photos (the student and 
other religious services, and sites in the Dutch Chinese 
community and the Dutch society), screenshots (the 
student services’ adverts posted in social media chat 
groups)

Chapter 5

the religiously affected Chinese 
practice and the role of the 
religious service providers

fieldnotes (interviews, the student and other religious 
services), material artefacts (the Chinese student 
ministry organisers’ official weekly, leaflets, brochures, 
etc.), photos (the student and other religious 
services), screenshots (the student services’ internal 
communications within social media chat groups, the 
service participants’ personal posts on social media)

2
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CHAPTER 3

The ‘Shepherds’: the 
Organisers of DCP Ministries 
of Chinese International 
Students in the Netherlands

 

 

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.1

耶和华是我的牧者，我必不致缺乏。2

(literal translation: Jehovah is my shepherd; I will not lack.)

1 Psalm 23:1, RSV.
2 Psalm 23:1, CUV.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Since the 2010s, Chinese international students in the Netherlands are likely to be ap-
proached on diverse online and offline occasions as potential religious converts or lay-
people, and subsequently to be hosted in religious services by clerics and evangelists 
(non-ordained) in accordance with their specialised DCP Chinese student ministries. 
The multilateral ministries are organised by a number of DCP institutes of both local 
Dutch and transnational backgrounds, and assisted by some non-Chinese religious or-
ganisations from the Netherlands and beyond. Accordingly, the clerics and evangelists 
include not only Dutch Chinese and non-Dutch Chinese, but also native Dutch, South 
Koreans (nationals and migrants) and so forth. In compliance with the DCP narrative, 
the Chinese student ministry organisers are muzhe (牧者, ‘shepherds’) whereas stu-
dent participants are xiaoyang or gaoyang (小羊/羔羊, ‘lambs’); activities in relation to 
such ministry are described as muyang (牧养, ‘to pasture’). As time goes on, student 
participants are expected to have lingming chengzhang (‘spiritual growth’, 灵命成长) and 
one day become jingbing (精兵, ‘good soldiers’) who fulfil the organisers’ religious and 
political convictions in China, the Netherlands and ‘all nations’.1

Although just having one particular clientele, the multilateral Chinese student minis-
tries in the Netherlands concern most of the Dutch DCP institutes, and studying them 
therefore reveals the most recent development in the local Dutch community. Moreover, 
the active involvement of the transnational DCP organisers illustrates the fundamentals, 
mobility and movement of contemporary Protestantism of the Chinese diaspora as a 
branch of non-Western Christianity.

On the scale of the Netherlands, there has been a lack of scholarly work that focuses 
on the DCP community since the 2010s. In some earlier and general contributions on 
the country’s migrantenkerken (migrant churches), several Dutch DCP institutes were 
briefly introduced, covering aspects of basic information such as year of establishment, 
size of membership, number of branches, theological orientation, service language and 
so forth (Wan, 2003; Castillo Guerra & Steggerda, 2008; Hoekstra & Ipenburg, 2008). 
As time has passed, some of the statistics have become inevitably outdated. Besides, 
some conclusions or observations about the Dutch DCP institutes are not valid any 
longer due to either possibly flawed data or significant shifts in the nature of the Dutch 
DCP community in the previous decade. Beyond basic information, these studies also 
explored some socio-cultural and socio-political aspects of the DCP in the Netherlands, 
though with rather narrow foci and shallow conclusions. A comparable and instructive 
reference to DCP in a different Western country was Yang’s in-depth and comprehensive 
observations of the Chinese Christians in the United States (1999). Nonetheless, since 
the Dutch and the American societies are considerably different from each other in the 
light of crucial chronotopical aspects such as language, history, politics and culture, 
there should be both similarities and distinctions between the two DCP communities.

1 Psalm 117:1, RSV.
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Apart from the national scale, the dynamics of the DCP institutes in the Netherlands 
will also be contextualised on a global scale, namely as a part of the recent develop-
ment of non-Western Christianity among East-Asian migrants in the West. Proposed 
by Jenkins (2002, 2006), newer versions of Christianity out of Africa, Asia and South 
America emerging since the second half of the twentieth century are holistically styled 
as Southern Christianity or the Next Christendom. Studies foresee a thriving prospect of 
the Southern churches worldwide, and outline the conservative and even fundamentalist 
character of the Southern Christian faith. With reference to religious fundamentalism, 
Beck (2001) argues that the Western definition does not always apply to non-Western 
religious institutes. On the basis of an Indonesian case, he offers an alternative fivefold 
framework which is applicable to judging non-Western fundamentalist organisations. 
Meanwhile, with respect to burgeoning cross-border religious activities in the era of 
globalisation, Spickard and Adogame (2010) come up with seven patterns of religious 
transnationalism typified by the current situation in Africa and among ‘the new African 
diaspora’ in the West.

Following the aforementioned perspectives on migrant churches in the Netherlands, 
and on non-Western Christianity in Euro-American countries, this chapter will examine 
the major local and transnational DCP and non-Chinese organisers of Chinese student 
ministries in the Netherlands with respect to their proliferation, transnationalism, and 
the theological and ideological orientations in the 2010s. Compared with African Inde-
pendent or Indigenous Churches (AICs), Asian migrant cases in the West are relatively 
less well covered, and thus deserve more nuanced empirical works to verify how well 
they fit the existing theories. When new phenomena or features that are unique to Asians 
or a specific Asian group are recognised, further modifications to the existing theories 
will be inevitable with the aid of new notions and newly coined terminology. Besides, it 
seems imperative to give the Dutch society as well as the Dutch Chinese community an 
empirical update on the Dutch DCP institutes regarding the scarcity of relevant informa-
tion and the increasing exposure and influence of the DCP exemplified by the Chinese 
student ministries.

After this introduction, there will be four sections in this chapter. Section 3.2 goes over 
the Dutch DCP institutes’ proliferation in the 2010s, and provides detailed information of 
the student service providers. Section 3.3 discusses the local and the transnational DCP 
institutes’ socio-cultural characters, including the commonalities and the differences 
between them. Section 3.4 focuses on the religious institutes’ creeds and political ide-
ologies, which holistically exhibit a hue of religious fundamentalism. Section 3.5 finally 
summarises the chapter.

3.2 AN OVERVIEW OF THE DCP INSTITUTES IN THE 
NETHERLANDS IN THE 2010S

According to five entries in Handboek Christelijk Nederland (Handbook of the Chris-
tian Netherlands) edited by Hoekstra and Ipenburg (2008, pp. 597-600), the country’s 

3
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earliest DCP initiative occurred in 1966 as a follow-up to the local Dutch mission and 
social involvement with Chinese, which dated back to the 1930s. It was not until 1974 
that the Netherlands saw the first DCP church system. After nearly five decades, Dutch 
Chinese Protestants have established a few local religious institutes that own dozens 
of churches across the country whereas some transnational religious organisations 
have also entered the Dutch DCP market in certain ways. Many of these religious service 
providers have or once had specialised ministries of Chinese international students in 
the Netherlands in the 2010s. In this section, I will present a series of figures and facts 
in relation to the proliferation of the DCP institutes in the past decade, and introduce the 
(former) major organisers of the Chinese student ministries, which forms the foundation 
for the analysis in Section 3.3.

3.2.1. The proliferation
A credible estimate of the size of the contemporary Dutch DCP population is largely 
missing. Sources like Wan (2003), Castillo Guerra and Steggerda (2008), and a Dutch 
Chinese pastor’s speech published in Herald Europe2 (2018) give figures for 3 different 
years in the 2010s as shown in Table 3.1 below. None of them explain the procedure of 
data collection and we may therefore be cautious about the reliability of the data. If the 
figures reflect the reality somewhat at least, we can see a rising trend since 2003 as the 
most recent figure of 2018 (8,000) is more than ten times higher than that of 15 years 
ago (750). Despite this increase, the ethnoreligious community still seems rather tiny 
as the absolute number covers only 0,8% of the one million Christian migrants in the 
Netherlands (Hart & Houwelingen, 2018).

Table 3.1: DCP population in the Netherlands

Year Population

2003 750

2008 1,700

2018 8,000

Echoing the growth of the DCP population, both the existing literature and my fieldwork 
data support the proliferation of DCP institutes (church systems and their branches) in 
the Netherlands in the 2010s. Along with site visits, I referred to (1) official online and 
offline sources of different DCP institutes (official websites, social media accounts, 
and internal periodicals, etc.), (2) business profiles of the religious institutes on the 
open database of Kamer van Koophandel (KvK, the Netherlands Chamber of Commerce), 
and (3) list of churches on Herald Europe. Some key findings in combination with the 

2 Herald Europe is the European edition of Herald Monthly, a newspaper-style periodical or-
ganised by Chinese Christian Herald Crusades (CCHC), a transnational DCP institute whose 
headquarter is located in the United States.
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preceding studies are summarised in some tables below, and are followed by further 
interpretations.

Table 3.2: Numbers of DCP institutes and their church branches in the Netherlands, 2008 and 2018

2008 2018 Difference

DCP Institutes 43 9 +5 (+125%)

Church branches 134 34 +21 (+162%)

From a static perspective, we can see from Tables 3.2 and 3.3 that in 2018 there are (at 
least) 9 DCP institutes possessing in total 34 churches in the Netherlands. Table 3.3 
further reveals that they operate in 22 municipalities in 10 out of the 12 provinces in the 
Netherlands; not represented are Zeeland in the southwest and Drenthe in the northeast. 
Approximately 61,8% (21 out of 34) of the churches are in the interprovincial Randstad 
megalopolis5 with South Holland, the most populous Dutch province, accounting for 
more than one third (12 out of 34). At the level of municipality, Rotterdam, as an economic 
centre of the country, and Amsterdam, as the capital city, accommodate the most DCP 
churches (4 each). In short, DCP churches in the Netherlands have a wide regional cover-
age but favour the most urbanised areas in accordance with the significant appearance 
of Chinese migrants there.

Table 3.3: Numbers of DCP church branches by Dutch provinces and municipalities, 2008 and 2018

2008 2018 Difference

South Holland 5 12 +7

Rotterdam 5

The Hague 3

Delft 2

Zoetemeer 1

Leiden 1

Utrecht 3 4 +1

Utrecht 2

Amersfoort 1

Veenendaal 1

3 Hoekstra and Ipenburg (2008) mentioned two ‘Chinese churches’: Church of God and Interna-
tional Christian Fellowship, which are actually international ones instead of DCP institutes.

4 The equivalent figure in Castillo Guerra and Steggerda (2008) was 12, but had no detailed 
information of geographical and institutional distributions.

5 The Randstad area consists of certain municipalities in North Holland, South Holland, Utrecht 
and Flevoland.

3
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Table 3.3:  Continued

2008 2018 Difference

North Brabant 2 5 +3

Eindhoven 1

Tilburg 1

’s-Hertogenbosch 1

Breda 1

Bergen op Zoom 1

North Holland 1 4 +3

Amsterdam 1 4

Overijssel 1 2 +1

Enschede 1

Zwolle 1

Gelderland 1 2 +1

Arnhem 1 2

Flevoland - 1 +1

Almere 1

Limburg - 2 +2

Maastricht 1

Heerlen 1

Groningen - 1 +1

Groningen 1

Friesland - 1 +1

Leeuwarden 1

Total 13 34 +21 (+162%)

When comparing the situation of 2018 with that of 2008, as the two tables show above, numbers 
of DCP institutes and of their church branches have more than doubled (9 to 4) and nearly tripled 
(34 to 13), respectively. At the provincial level, DCP churches have expanded to 4 more provinces 
(Friesland, Flevoland, Groningen and Limburg), while mostly located in the provincial capitals 
(Leeuwarden, Maastricht and Groningen) or other important municipalities (Almere and Heerlen). 
Among the other 6 provinces, South Holland witnessed the most prominent growth in numbers of 
church branches (7 out of 21), more than the sum of North Holland and North Brabant combined (3 
new churches each); Gelderland, Utrecht and Overijssel each host 1 more DCP church branch.

Based on the comparisons between 2008 and 2018, we can roughly see a proliferating 
trend of DCP institutes in the Netherlands in the 2010s, just like in some regions outside 
Europe where larger diasporic Chinese communities and well-established networks of 
the Chinese diaspora exist (Jenkins, 2002, p. 70). In this light, the Dutch DCP case shows 
that the Asian diaspora are also making progress in the West where the Christendom is 
currently shrinking; the proposed Next Christendom is expanding because of not only 
Africans and South Americans, but also the Chinese diaspora, who are important late-
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comers. However, the statistics on the DCP population and institutes in the Netherlands 
needs further refinement as well as more contributions, given also the tremendous diffi-
culties I ran into in accessing internal materials about the DCP institutes, in relation to 
my role as a non-Protestant Chinese researcher. In addition, more empirical studies on 
DCP in other Western countries and areas are needed as well, which is helpful in filling 
the gaps in relevant local information on a national scale, and providing a global and 
up-to-date picture of DCP transnationalism.

3.2.2 The organisers of Chinese international student ministries

3.2.2.1 Local organisers
Amidst the proliferation, many DCP institutes organise, or once organised, ministry of 
Chinese international students in the 2010s. As mentioned briefly in the previous chapter, 
I have been to Chinese student services organised by CCGN, EMSI and OneLove, i.e. 3 
local DCP institutes. Send the Light (StL) was another local DCP organiser of Chinese 
student services, but it stopped this activity in the early stages of my research. In addi-
tion to the DCP institutes, a local Dutch initiative Chinese Student Ministries Netherlands 
(CSMN) is a rising organiser with an even more specialised focus. It operates regular 
services independently as well as special events in collaboration with other local and 
transnational DCP institutes. To my knowledge, there were no other organisers of Chi-
nese international student ministry in the 2010s.

While under different brand names, EMSI, CCGN and StL were introduced earlier in 
Hoekstra and Ipenburg (2008), and they are the largest three DCP institutes in the coun-
try; they own 23 out of the 34 church branches, covering more than two-thirds of the 
Dutch DCP market. Considering their prominent status in both the local DCP community 
and the secondary market of Chinese international students, I will give descriptions of 
them with updated and/or revised information. This lays the foundation for the subse-
quent analyses of their socio-cultural characteristics. In addition, some key facts about 
OneLove and CSMN will also be covered, albeit succinctly.

Chinese Christelijke Gemeente in Nederland (CCGN)6

Registered as a stichting (foundation), CCGN was established in Rotterdam in 19727 by 
a Chinese couple migrating from Indonesia, a former Dutch colony known as Dutch East 
Indies, in 1967, claiming to be the very first DCP institute in the Netherlands. The male 
founder was a Hakka whose home of origin was Meizhou, Guangdong province.8 CCGN 

6 Information extracted from an official sermon in CCGN the Hague, March 2017 and interviews 
with a male CCGN Rotterdam minister.

7 The year in Hoekstra and Ipenburg (2008) is 1984.
8 Meizhou city is an area with a majority of Hakka people in Guangdong province; Hakka people 

speak Hakka dialect while Cantonese dialect is the predominant one at the provincial (Guang-
dong) level.

3
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is a Calvinist9 while independent system and is neither congregational nor presbyterial 
in terms of theological orientation and ecclesiastical polity.

The incumbent chief pastor is a senior Dutch Chinese of Hongkong origin and another 
senior pastor comes from Zhejiang. Besides, there are two more junior pastors from 
Anhui and Shandong provinces who have received Mandarin-instructed education till 
high school or university in China. They were newly ordained in 2019 after being low-
er-ranking ministers for many years. There are also a certain number of deacons and 
senior lay leaders, most of whom are southern Chinese (including migrants from former 
Western colonies in Asia and South America).

CCGN now has Mandarin as the language of instruction; Hakka and Cantonese were 
the predominant codes earlier, but are now applied only in a handful of smaller-sized 
services. Historically, CCGN members were mostly non-native Mandarin speakers and 
many of them worked in the horeca industry. Nowadays, increasing numbers of church 
members and visitors come from the Chinese mainland and Taiwan, and are either native 
or fluent speakers of Mandarin Chinese.

Evangelical Mission & Seminary International (EMSI)10

The case of EMSI in the Netherlands (国际神学福音布道会荷兰分会) is somewhat spe-
cial. EMSI per se is in reality a transnational DCP organisation established in New Jersey 
in the United States, in 1968. The male founder of EMSI was born in Fujian province in 
1940, and spent twelve years in Indonesia (1948-1960) before moving to America. Mean-
while, a Dutch DCP institute Chinese Evangelical Mission in Europe (CEME, 旅欧华侨福音
布道会) was independently founded in Rotterdam, the Netherlands in 1974. Later, CEME 
holistically became the Dutch branch of EMSI in 1997. Accordingly, CEME churches were 
rebranded as EMSI churches (e.g. EMSI Utrecht). EMSI is self-defined as a non-aligned/
nondenominational system; an EMSI Utrecht pastor once told me that he denounced 
the established theological division within mainstream Protestantism. EMSI the Neth-
erlands is predominantly a Cantonese-speaking sphere in line with the Hongkong origin 
of its clerics and major conventional members who are working or once worked in the 
horeca industry. Correspondingly, Mandarin services are rather small-size as EMSI is 
not attractive for the members of the new diaspora, for diverse socio-cultural reasons.

Send the Light (StL)11

StL was established in Eindhoven in 1980 under the name Eindhoven Chinese Christian 
Church (安多芬基督教会). The system operates mainly in the southern part of the Nether-
lands (North Brabant and Limburg) plus two branches in Liege, Belgium and Luxembourg 

9 The theological background in Hoekstra and Ipenburg (2008) is interdenominational.
10 Information extracted from interviews with a male EMSI Utrecht pastor and http://www.em-

sionline.org/emsiweb/images/files/Moses%20Chinese%20Resume%203_14.pdf
11 Information extracted from interviews with a female StL minister and http://chinesechurch.

nl/, http://dbccc.nl/
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City, Luxemburg, which makes it an interregional/transnational Benelux organisation. It 
defines itself as an independent church with Calvinist beliefs. StL has no ordained pastor 
but several male and female ministers whose home of origin is mainly Hongkong; two of 
the ministers are siblings (brother and sister). In line with this, Cantonese dialect is the 
predominant code whereas Mandarin and Dutch services are also restrictedly available. 
The institute used to seek new visitors by sending leaflets to Chinese restaurants and 
Chinese french-fries vendors. Once StL had a specialised service for Chinese interna-
tional students in Tilburg, but it has now been defunct because of the low number of new 
visitors. Two former and core members of the StL Tilburg Chinese student fellowship 
later transferred to the CCGN Rotterdam student fellowship.

OneLove12

A middle-aged migrant Chinese couple based in The Hague established OneLove, the 
newest DCP institute in the Netherlands in 2011. It has Mandarin services and is largely 
a regional system as its three branches are all located in South Holland. The founding 
couple are both ordained pastors and of Hongkong background. Reportedly, the male 
pastor owns a postgraduate degree (Master of Science) from a Dutch university and 
worked in the ‘banking and finance sector’ before he created OneLove whereas the 
female pastor has a Master of Art degree in French literature from another Dutch uni-
versity. Given the ordainment of woman and the self-branding of (former) business elite 
and being highly educated, OneLove is somewhat different from the other three local 
DCP institutes that have deep roots in the horeca industry.

Chinese Student Ministries Netherlands (CSMN)13

CSMN (中国学生荷兰事工) is a foundation of evangelism established in 2015 and operat-
ed by a native Dutch team based in Wageningen. It has the ambition to ‘earn the Chinese 
students for Jesus’ as it believes MA’s and PhDs are ‘future leaders in (Chinese) society’ 
and have ‘high impact’. CSMN provides services in English and does not ‘emphasise a 
particular church doctrine or connection to a certain church denomination’. A senior 
Dutch couple are core members of the team and claim that they had higher education in 
the United States and worked as university researchers. Now the couple are ‘connected 
to’ International Students Incorporated (ISI), a domestic American mission agency and 
two other transnational institutes: Swiss-based International Christian Fellowship (ICF) 
and East Asian-based Overseas Missionary Fellowship (OMF). Besides, CSMN also co-
operates with the local system CCGN and the transnational mission Chinese Overseas 
Christian Mission (COCM).

12 Information extracted from https://yifanpan710.wixsite.com/onelovechurch1 and https://ww-
w.52hrtt.com/nl/n/w/info/D1521452542787

13 Information extracted from an interview with CSMN’s official contact person, https://www.
facebook.com/pg/ChineseStudentMinistriesNL/about/?ref=page_internal and https://www.
facebook.com/ed.margreet/about?lst=1822107391%3A604563985%3A1550791383
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3.2.2.2 Transnational institutes
Collaborating with the 4 local DCP and 1 native Dutch service providers, a number of 
transnational evangelical Protestant institutes are also active in Chinese international 
student ministries in the Netherlands. During my fieldwork, it appeared there are 4 of 
them that have partnerships with particular local DCP systems: (1) Chinese Young Adults 
& Students of All Nations (CHYASTA),14 (2) International Chinese Biblical Seminary in 
Europe (ICBSIE, 国际欧华神学院) and (3) Korean Students of All Nations (KOSTA), all 
working with CCGN, and (4) Chinese Overseas Christian Mission (基督教华侨布道会, 
COCM) in alliance with StL, OneLove and CSMN. Their teams consist of mostly ethnic 
Chinese15 and Koreans16 living in East Asia or Euro-American countries, and their pro-
vision in the Netherlands includes sermons, theological courses, social value lectures, 
and the co-organisation of youth camps, which are complementary to and sometimes 
surpass the repertoires of their local DCP counterparts. In addition to the foursome, 
there are also individual evangelists; they are either independent or come from other 
transnational institutes, and travel to the Dutch DCP sphere but do not exclusively focus 
on Chinese international students.

International Chinese Biblical Seminary in Europe (ICBSIE)17

ICBSIE is located in Castelldefels, Catalonia, Spain as the result of an initiative of a 
Chinese elder of Taipei Lin Shun South Road Church (台北基督徒林森南路礼拜堂) in 
2007. The vision of ICBSIE is to provide clerics with ‘sufficient equipment’ for all DCP 
churches in Europe. They dispatch lecturers to and receive local ministers (for clerical 
training) from CCGN. From the open profiles of their leadership and teaching staff, it is 
clear that ICBSIE is an institute operated by Chinese nationals or migrants from Taiwan.

Chinese Overseas Christian Mission (COCM)18

COCM is a ‘veteran’ DCP mission; it was established in 1950 by a northern Chinese high 
school principal during his overseas training in the UK. This London-based interdenom-
inational organisation aims to bring the Protestant faith to the Chinese diaspora mainly 
in Great Britain but also in other European countries. COCM members give sermons in 
OneLove, StL and CSMN. Judging by the Romanised Chinese name spellings of its team 
members, it is clear that COCM has a leadership of Cantonese-speaking Chinese migrants.

14 The organisation has altered its English name for multiple times since 2016: from CHISTA 
(Chinese Students of All Nations), CHYSTA (Chinese Young Men & Students of Nations) to 
CHYASTA. However, it has no official name in Chinese.

15 Chinese nationals and migrants with foreign citizenships.
16 Korean nationals and migrants with foreign citizenships.
17 Information extracted from http://www.icbsie.org/history/.
18 Information extracted from https://www.cocm.org.uk/sc-3, http://www.grateful-heart.org/

WonderfulGrace/content.php?article=2253 and https://www.cocm.org.uk/who-we-are-mis-
sion-field-1.
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Chinese Young Adults & Students of All Nations (CHYASTA)
Differing from the other two DCP counterparts, CHYASTA seems a relatively closed or-
ganisation as it has no official website, and no openly accessible information about its 
history and personnel. According to their speeches in youth camps co-organised with 
CCGN, CHYASTA has a leading couple: a member of the Chinese business elite from 
Taiwan and a South Korean woman who converted her husband. This team involves 
Chinese from Taiwan, Southeast Asia and Mainland émigrés, and it travels to wherever 
they can find Chinese international students to convert.

The institute behind CHYASTA is KOSTA,19 the South Korean transnational mission 
founded in the United States in 1986. CHYASTA introduces itself as inspired by and 
having closed relations with KOSTA. However, there is no direct evidence that KOSTA is 
formally involved in Chinese international student ministry as an institution. Rather, we 
can only see that some of its members, mostly working in sectors of natural and med-
ical sciences, joined the CHYASTA events individually. The role of KOSTA members in 
the youth camps is to preach ‘correct’ versions of the Protestant faith and conservative 
social values to Chinese student believers.

3.2.2.3 Analysis: the Chinese student ministries’ dimension of religious 
transnationalism
Referring to the seven patterns of religious transnationalism proposed by Spickard and 
Adogame (2010), the performance of the aforementioned transnational institutes in 
the multilateral Chinese student ministries falls into the pattern of ‘transnational or-
ganisation theory’. The transnational evangelists travel across national boundaries, 
coordinate religious activities, and borrow each other’s expertise in order to generate 
mutual success in the Chinese student ministries. They are allegedly more educated 
in both religious and non-religious disciplines; what they preach in front of the student 
participants seems to have more credibility and authority than what they hear from the 
local ministers. Further, the Korean ambition exhibits a hue of ‘reverse missions’. They 
appeal to the Chinese students to ‘receive a relay baton from the Koreans’ and ‘bring the 
Netherlands back to the Kingdom of God’, suggesting an action of reverse mission in a 
host society that is fundamentally secularised. As some of the student participants will 
not return to China soon but obtain long-term/permanent residency in the Netherlands, 
or even become naturalised as Dutch citizens, they could carry on the religious mission 
among the Dutch Chinese and the native Dutch and other nationals in the Netherlands.

In the meantime, the religious transnationalism in the Chinese student ministries 
shows some unique characteristics that make it go beyond the existing seven patterns. 
For example, the participation of Koreans arguably resembles the ‘South-South religious 
trade’ pattern as Korean nationals and migrants mobilise and promote non-Western, 
culturally revised Protestant faith, practices and social values to the student service 
participants. Nonetheless, since South Korea as the sponsor nation does not belong to 

19 Information extracted from http://kostaworld.org/homepage_30th/board/introduce.
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the Global South, their outward cross-border missions are technically not South-South. 
Moreover, the participation of non-Mainland Chinese and Mainland émigrés partly con-
forms to the pattern of a ‘deterritorialised religious identity’, given that they attempt to 
weaken the mainland student participants’ attachment to the secular Chinese society 
and the Chinese state. However, these transnational evangelists do not mean to promote 
a Protestant identity that transcends the border between the Chinese and other ethnic-
ities or nationalities. Instead, (certain versions of) the Chinese culture, the subjectivity 
and the unity of the Chinese diaspora are essential constituents in the ideology of the 
Dutch DCP community.

To some extent, the case of the DCP Chinese student ministries in the Netherlands 
implies a new pattern of religious transnationalism characterised by the particular posi-
tion of South Korea and the Koreans in the existing Christendom, and the sophisticated 
political relations between the Chinese from different regions and ideological groups. 
Given the vibrant transnational appearance of South Korean missions, the vast number 
of Chinese international students across the world, and the tensions between various 
Chinese regimes or groups, similar cases may be pervasive among DCP communities; 
based on this the new pattern could be further verified and filled in.

3.3 THE SOCIO-CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

Following the exploration of the Dutch DCP market, this section will discuss the DCP 
institutes’ socio-cultural characteristics. In detail, I will describe and discuss the service 
providers in consideration of their homes of origin, ethnicities, occupations, the languag-
es used for instruction, and their senses of social responsibility. These aspects were 
partly addressed in Yang’s work on the American DCP community (1999) and other pre-
vious studies, and epitomise the differences between the religious service providers and 
their incoming student participants. In the meantime, there are commonalities as well as 
differences among the local and the transnational DCP institutes. The discussion on the 
socio-cultural characteristics provides nuanced perspectives on the DCP institutes for 
studies of the Next Christendom (Jenkins, 2002) and studies on the Chinese diaspora.

3.3.1 Commonalities

Hegemony of southerners
In Dutch universities, Chinese international students can meet compatriots from all 
provincial subdivisions, alternatively known as northern and southern Chinese in line 
with a north-south dichotomy. When participating in the DCP student services, however, 
they meet clerics, evangelists and lay members who are overwhelmingly southerners.

As introduced in Section 3.2, the founders, the ecclesiastical leaders and the main 
member groups of the local and the transnational DCP institutes come from various 
southern parts of China (e.g. Zhejiang, Guangdong, Fujian, Hongkong and Taiwan) and 
Southeast Asia (e.g. Singapore and Indonesia). The few northern ministers in service are 
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under different southern ecclesiastical leaderships. In line with the southern origin, the 
DCP institutes exhibit their Chineseness in southern styles, which are conventional for 
themselves but comparably peculiar, or even incompatible for northern newcomers. For 
example, in terms of the language of instruction, Cantonese and Hakka as two southern 
Chinese dialects are dominant in many plenary and small group services within the 
different DCP churches, whereas Mandarin is applied only on limited occasions. As to 
Mandarin services, the speeches of most ministers, evangelists and lay members are 
characterised by certain southern accents, influenced by either regional Chinese dialects 
or Taipei’s norm for Mandarin. Besides, internal food provision within the DCP churches 
regularly features southern Chinese cuisine, which corresponds to the food providers’ 
southern origins, and satisfies most of the church members’ tastes.

Given the majority of southern Chinese and the dominance of southern Chineseness, 
a hegemony of southerners in the DCP institutes in the Netherlands can be affirmed, 
which is similar to Yang’s observation (1999, p. 39) among American Chinese Protes-
tants two decades ago. Though the hegemony of southerners does not manifest in any 
intentional or ostentatious exclusion or marginalisation of northerners, it has inevita-
ble and considerable repercussions for sensitive northern newcomers in the light of 
language barriers, differences between different regional Chinese cultures, regionalist 
sentiments, and so forth.

Monoethnicity of Han Chinese
The 5,000 Chinese international students in the Netherlands consist of both Han Chinese 
and ethnic minorities. As a Mongol Chinese, I have personally met Uyghur, Hui, Manchu 
and Korean Chinese students, and have heard of Tibetan Chinese students from other 
sources, but Han Chinese students no doubt form the vast majority. In contrast, it is 
almost impossible to meet Chinese of ethnic minority backgrounds among the 8,000-
strong DCP population in the Netherlands.

In essence, the southern prefectural and provincial subdivisions in China where the 
DCP mass come from have extremely tiny proportions of ethnic minority populations. 
On this ground, the nominal proportion of ethnic minority in the DCP institutes could 
be even more negligible, which implies a de facto mono-ethnicity of Han Chinese. In 
practice, apart from just one transnational male evangelist from Taiwan, whose ethnicity 
was presumably Hui Chinese,20 all other individuals I interviewed or contacted confirmed 
their Han Chinese identities. Besides asking direct questions, I also referred to DCP 
official documents about the issue of ethnicity. I filled in a visitor registration form of 
EMSI Breda in 2014, and saw a membership registration form of CCGN Rotterdam later 
in 2016 (I was not asked to fill in); and neither of them had a blank to fill in ethnicity infor-

20 The evangelist did not categorically identify himself as Hui Chinese, though acknowledging 
his parents were buried in the Taipei Hui cemetery. His father had a cousin who was a well-
known Chinese Muslim military leader of the Kuomintang (the Chinese Nationalist Party) in 
the twentieth century.
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mation, which is a regular and important identity to clarify in China. The absence of an 
ethnicity information column reveals that clarifying ethnicity within the DCP institutes 
is not necessary, the reason of which is presumably the de facto mono-ethnicity of the 
conventional members.

To sum up, mono-ethnicity of Han Chinese is a prominent characteristic of the DCP 
institutes. Accordingly, for Chinese students of ethnic minority background, there is a 
lack of sensitivity about multi-ethnicity among the service providers, which is a some-
what negative factor for attracting and maintaining this cohort. For the time being, the 
mono-ethnicity of Han Chinese is unlikely to change.

Low interest in public service activities
It is known to many Chinese international students that a Christian church may be very 
active in the realm of charity and other benevolent activities. Nonetheless, it does not 
happen in the DCP institutes. In contrast to the observation of Castillo Guerra and Steg-
gerda (2008), there is little proof that the DCP institutes are frequently involved in neigh-
bourhood projects or any other public benefit activities.

Once in CCGN’s 2017 annual ‘Night of Worship and Praise’, an activity of student par-
ticipants singing evangelical songs, the church’s chief pastor briefly mentioned during 
his concluding remarks in front of the student audience how the city of Amsterdam has 
always been ‘moved and excited’ by model Protestant Majoor Bosshardt.21 However, he did 
not go further into her detailed personal information, and the benevolence for which she 
was famous and respected in Dutch society. In fact, oddly enough, this was the only case 
where I heard issues of charity, benevolence, social and community services discussed 
in my seven years of personal experience and four years of fieldwork. Likewise, there was 
no mentioning of charity plans or works in the DCP institute publications. Furthermore, 
the chief pastor of CCGN once even blamed the mainstream Dutch Protestant churches 
for participating in ‘much’ social and cultural activities of public interest, but did ‘little’ 
evangelism; the church was just a cultural rather than a religious entity for the locals. In 
line with this stance, no matter what major natural calamities, terrorist attacks, or incidents 
with casualties happened in the Netherlands, Europe, China or the rest of the world, there 
was neither an institutional sympathetic reaction to the plight of the victims nor in-group 
discussions about possibilities for offering support within the DCP institutes.

Thus, echoing Yang’s observation about Chinese Christians in America (1999, p. 69), 
the DCP ministers and evangelists in the Netherlands show quite low interest in doing 
public service activities within the diasporic Chinese community or the host society, as 
they have an exclusive focus on religious missions.

Weak representation of Protestant denominations
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the local Dutch DCP institutes define themselves as either 
Calvinist (CCGN and StL) or nondenominational (EMSI) in terms of theological orien-

21 Alida Margaretha Bosshardt (1913-2007), an officer of the Salvation Army in the Netherlands.
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tation. However, despite the categorical answers from the clerics, most of the student 
participants in these churches are not aware of their institutes’ theological positions, 
since the issue is hardly raised in the DCP student services, and the service providers’ 
names do not indicate denominations.

At the early stage of my fieldwork in CCGN Rotterdam, I saw a female student member 
wearing a necklace with a crucifix, which is a typical sign of Roman Catholicism. I asked 
her about the choice of this very type of cross, and it seemed that she did not know there 
were different types of Christian cross, nor was she aware of the Calvinist preference 
for a plain cross. Apparently, she had not been given any instruction about the cross 
issue and the wider background of Christian traditions and Protestant denominations. 
Henceforth, I paid attention to whether the religious providers would give descriptions 
of the miscellaneous branches in Protestantism and Christianity, and justify their own 
affiliations to their student visitors. However, it did not happen in the following years; the 
student participants were exposed to very weak representation of Protestant denom-
inations in the DCP religious services, which brought them little knowledge about the 
branches in Protestantism or Christianity. The situation resembles Wang’s observation 
(2004) in the US setting: while participating in DCP student services, the Chinese stu-
dents still know very little about the particular religion of their church.

In practice, what the clerics and the evangelists usually prioritised in their student ser-
vices is the promotion of theism over atheism; ‘it is better to be religious than irreligious, 
even if the religion is not Protestantism/Christianity.’22 Meanwhile, the DCP institutes 
do mention some Christian ‘heresies’ such as Jehovah’s Witnesses, Mormonism and 
Eastern Lightning, against which the student participants shall take all precautions.

3.3.2 Differences

Language-oriented division
Compared to denomination, language is a more practical dimension for differentiating 
DCP institutes in the Netherlands. Though holistically described as ‘southern’, the Dutch 
DCP sphere can be further dichotomised into a ‘Mandarin zone’ (MZ) and a ‘regional dia-
lect zone’ (RDZ) on the basis of their policies regarding the main language of instruction. 
As the dichotomy implies, each local DCP institute opts for a certain Chinese dialect23 
as the primary language in consideration of the language repertoires of the majority of 
their current members, as well as visions for future development.

For example, CCGN largely locates in the MZ since Mandarin Chinese is the language 
of instruction during plenary Sunday worships in its branches whereas EMSI belongs to 
RDZ given that Cantonese Chinese is the unmatched dominant code among its members. 
However, it should be noted that MZ churches also provide niched services in several 

22 I heard such message separately in a CSMN-COCM student sermon in 2017 and the CCGN-ICB-
SIE youth camp in 2018.

23 Mandarin is considered a national dialect.
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southern regional dialects. Meanwhile, their RDZ counterparts do arrange small-sized 
congregations for speakers of Mandarin or of other southern regional dialects; and there 
is no RDZ system that accommodates only regional dialects and completely rules out 
Mandarin.

In general, an MZ institute has a clear ambition to attract new visitors from as many 
places in China as possible whereas an RDZ system is more focused on and committed 
to its original groups and newcomers from the same region(s). Hence, the language-ori-
ented dichotomy triggers a division of incoming new visitors in the light of their reper-
toires and preferred Chinese dialects. Nevertheless, both kinds of DCP institutes are 
in the process of receiving increasingly linguistically diversified members, though to 
varying degrees.

Occupational/social class division
Although working together, the local and transnational DCP ministers and evangelists 
have rather different occupational and social class backgrounds. In the local DCP insti-
tutes in the Netherlands, there is a hegemony of the old Chinese diaspora in terms of 
chronological and occupational dimensions; by my definition, those who came to the 
Netherlands before the 2000s and work(ed) in the conventional horeca industry or low-
skill business sectors fall into the old diaspora. Meanwhile, the transnational Chinese 
evangelists who occasionally visit the Netherlands for religious missions (as either guest 
lecturers or co-organisers) are a group of southern, middle-aged, and highly educated 
social elites living in China, Southeast Asia and Euro-American countries. The two sides 
complement each other’s advantages and achieve mutual benefit in the multilateral 
Chinese student ministries.

The mass of the Dutch DCP community is made up of mostly middle-aged and elderly 
members who migrated to the Netherlands as the first generation many decades ago 
(since as early as the 1960s). While having Dutch citizenship, many of the senior local 
DCP members are not well integrated in the local society and stick to their fellows from 
the same region(s) in their social contacts. As to occupation, most of them are/were 
owners or workers in the Dutch horeca industry. In line with this background, some of the 
local DCP institutes keep restaurant facilities in the churches (e.g. freezers and miscella-
neous types of cookware of gigantic sizes) and are able to provide free or low-cost food 
from kitchens of either their own restaurants or the churches to the student participants.

In the meantime, the transnational DCP institutes usually send evangelists who are/
were allegedly of higher social class, such as high-ranking employees in top-flight in-
ternational enterprises, scholars, musicians, etc. to the student services.24 They were 
portrayed as elites in respective secular areas on the one hand, and model Protestants 

24 It happened frequently that the social elites were introduced in public with truncated personal 
information: no full name, no national identity, no detailed life trajectory and no clear infor-
mation about (current) positions and employers which, however, seemed not a concern for 
student participants during formal sessions as they always listened to them very carefully.
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or spiritual leaders on the other hand. Consistent with these images, their instructions on 
personal careers and testimony in religious life were supposed to project great credibility 
and importance to the student participants who are assumed to essentially crave this 
worldly prosperity. Accordingly, the transnational evangelists’ lectures in the student ser-
vices always oscillated between largely secular content on business to typical religious 
propaganda, asking their student audience to be professional and competitive when at 
work, and preach the religious faith at the workplace as a ‘proper’ believer.

3.3.3 Summary and the proposal of ‘Horeca-ism’
As described above, the Dutch DCP institutes organising ministries of Chinese inter-
national students in the Netherlands have 5 major socio-cultural characteristics in 
common: (1) hegemony of southerners, (2) mono-ethnicity of Han Chinese, (3) a low 
interest in public service activities, (4) weak representation of the different Protestant 
denominations, and (5) hegemony of old migrants with horeca background. Given the 
description of a similar case in the United States twenty years ago (Yang, 1999), three of 
the five characteristics are shared by the two cases, but the horeca hegemony is unique 
to the Dutch DCP institutes.

In essence, these characteristics are largely consistent with the wider context of the 
old Chinese diaspora in the Netherlands. For example, the earliest generations migrated 
from the southern coastal area of China whose indigenous inhabitants were predom-
inantly Han Chinese. In other words, home of origin and ethnicity are intertwined with 
each other. Further, when coming to the Netherlands, the old diaspora had a comparably 
low level of education and did or could not get systematically educated in the Dutch 
educational system. Consequently, the old migrants’ upward mobility was restricted by 
a language barrier and the scarcity of professional skills, and the community was mainly 
isolated from the mainstream society. This has contributed to the high proportion of 
employment in the horeca industry (low threshold of entry and high market demand), low 
possibility and sense of doing public service activities (isolation from the mainstream 
society), and limited understanding of Protestantism/Christianity (low level of education 
and detachment from the local mainstream churches).

On the basis of the Dutch DCP student ministry case, I propose the concept ‘Horeca-ism’ 
for the studies in relation to the DCP in the Netherlands and beyond. The word horeca 
indicates its origin in the Netherlands as well as the indexical link to the (hotel and) ca-
tering industry; the horeca occupational background is the key aspect and underlies the 
other four. The term refers to a basic phenomenon that characterises the contemporary 
local DCP organisers of Chinese student ministries in the Netherlands, which more gen-
erally manifest the aforementioned five socio-cultural characteristics. Correspondingly, 
the DCP institutes manifesting the five characteristics will be referred to as ‘Horeca-ist’, 
distinguishing them from other institutes that have either a different or no clear occu-
pational background. The phenomenon (‘Horeca-ism’) and the corresponding adjective 
(‘Horeca-ist’) could be a novel contribution to the glossary of DCP as an Asian branch of 
Next Christendom (Jenkins, 2002), and a religious group within the Chinese diaspora.
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3.4 THE HUES OF RELIGIOUS FUNDAMENTALISM

Having discussed the socio-cultural characteristics, this section concerns the DCP insti-
tutes’ theological and ideological orientations. Beyond theism (‘there is a God’), the stu-
dent service providers also promote biblical literalism, conservative creeds and a certain 
political agenda to their student participants, which are ‘different’ from the mainstream 
views in the host society and in China. Such promotion meets Jenkins’s description of 
Southern Churches (2006), and many of the speeches, remarks and statements in- and 
outside the Chinese student ministries manifest hues of religious fundamentalism. On 
this ground, as student service providers, the DCP institutes seem to have a fundamental-
ist orientation. In what follows, I will demonstrate the hues of religious fundamentalism 
that roughly correspond to Beck’s criteria (1999); the data examples given below include 
reoccurring as well as sharp views, which in reality provoke polarised reactions among 
the (former) student participants.

Biblical inerrancy and literalism
Principally, the local DCP ministers and the transnational evangelists jointly and re-
peatedly propagated that a ‘proper’ Protestant shall read the Bible frequently, believe 
in its inerrancy unconditionally, and take every word in the text literally. This threefold 
doctrine was the most important one because Bible study was the most fundamental 
type of activity in regular student services in terms of content, frequency, duration and 
the seriousness with which it is enacted. Even so, amongst the converted students and 
the visitors who had not been converted yet, difficulties with reading and understanding 
the Chinese Union Version (CUV) Bible still existed, in relation to its specific language 
style and to the general credibility of the Holy Scripture. When questions and challenges 
were explicitly, though gently, tabled by the student participants, the ministers initially 
reacted to them in two ways: either reiterating the presupposition of inerrancy without 
justification, or suggesting that they would ultimately comprehend the Bible and rec-
ognise its infallibility by re-reading it as many times as possible, which resembles the 
rationale behind a Chinese expression: The gist of a book will come to you after you have 
read it over one hundred times (书读百遍，其义自见).

As to the unsolved reading problems pertinent to the CUV Bible’s language style, the 
ministers sometimes offered a ‘solution’ of parallel reading between Chinese and English 
Bibles, in addition to simple re-reading. Due to its archaic and awkward translation style, 
verses in the CUV Bible were even more difficult to read than those in English versions 
such as the (New) King James Version (KJV/NKJV), the New International Version (NIV) 
or the English Revised Version (ERV). If the suggestions did not work, the student partic-
ipants would either not to go to the church again or stay while setting the issues aside. 
After all, most of them did not want to spoil the seemingly harmonious mood of the 
DCP student services with a series of long-standing and intertwined disputes between 
believers and non-believers. Simultaneously, all DCP ministers and evangelists would 
avoid escalating tensions as well.
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Oppositionalism
Secondly, to varying degrees the DCP ministers and evangelists manifested miscella-
neous oppositionalist attitudes towards modernism and the secular Chinese state in 
their student services. On the one hand, they attempted to remould the student partic-
ipants’ social values that had been acquired from or influenced by the Chinese and/or 
the Dutch societies. On the other hand, some of the transnational evangelists eagerly 
but implicitly preached their anti-communist convictions. Though characteristic of DCP 
overall, the oppositionalist voices were not heard as frequently in local regular services; 
instead, it is usually the transnational evangelists who advocated anti-modernism and 
anti-Chinese state sentiment in the occasional special events. As the local DCP institutes 
treated their transnational partners as distinguished guests of high calibre, instructions 
from them usually enjoyed higher prestige and seem to carry greater authority. In the 
meantime, the local clerics sometimes went over these topics as well, but mostly in 
services not targeted at the student participants.

For example, CHISTA25 consecutively expressed its anti-Chinese state position in the 
CCGN-CHISTA youth camp 2016 and 2017. Mr OSD, a Chinese émigré pastor based in 
Mountain View, California asserted that communism to which his mother was dedicated 
throughout her lifetime is ‘erroneous’, and proudly revealed that he had been to the 
Tian’anmen Square three times, all of which meant to ‘oppose the central government’.26 
In the following year, Mr CDG, a Chinese businessman from Taiwan who had worked 
in Shanghai asked his student audience to fantasise about ‘conquering Tian’anmen 
Square’ as ‘the heart/centre of Beijing’. It is not hard to see that their speeches convey 
oppositionalist sentiments against the Chinese state as they meaningfully referred to 
the June Fourth Incident in 1989.27

Meanwhile, the DCP ministers and evangelists did not believe in the hegemony of 
reason and accused Dutch society of becoming de-christianised and secularised. In 
CCGN-ICBSIE youth camp 2018, Mr USN, the then acting rector of ICBSIE articulated this 
in a hierarchy of knowledge: theology was the ‘noblest’, natural science was the ‘second’ 
and the humanities was the ‘lowest’. He urged the student audience to rethink what they 
had learnt from higher education and what they could still gain (theology) in the future.28 
Ms CFR, the South Korean wife of Mr CDG, criticised the Netherlands’ ‘betrayal’ of the 
Kingdom of God after the historic heyday of Calvinism in the country.29 Moreover, in terms 
of social values, both the local ministers and the transnational evangelists mentioned 
multiple times that the student participants should not believe in privatisation of reli-
gion, not ‘commit’ premarital sex, ‘compromise themselves’ by tolerating homosexuality, 
follow the no-marriage lifestyle, choose voluntary childlessness and so forth.

25 The previous name of CHYASTA.
26 In a morning sermon on 6th May, 2016.
27 In a morning sermon on 26th May, 2017.
28 In a morning sermon on 10th May, 2018.
29 In a conclusive speech on 7th May, 2016.
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In line with the inerrant and literalist doctrine, many oppositionalist thoughts were 
initially justified and underpinned with Biblical verses. Besides, the DCP evangelists also 
made use of non-biblical proof. For example, in order to make oppositionalism more 
convincing and reasonable to the students, the DCP ministers and evangelists usually 
arranged those who had university and even less advanced higher educational degrees 
in non-humanities fields to give speeches about theological and social issues on the 
basis of their personal reputations and scientific expertise.

In the CCGN- CHISTA youth camp 2016, Dr MCX, a middle-aged South Korean lecturer 
came to illustrate why evolutionism was not the truth in the realm of biology.30 In 2018, 
Dr TKU, a senior southern Chinese specialising in materials science and now working 
for America-based transnational missions gave his observation that ‘socialist China was 
not developing better that fast, and the capitalist West was not decaying that fast either’ 
in contrast to what China’s political propaganda has said in the past.31

Again, there were no publicly noticeable opposing voices from the students against 
the service providers’ oppositionalism; on the contrary, some student participants would 
give a round of applause and enthusiastic acclamation when hearing such opposition-
alist speeches.

No elections, intolerance and exclusion
According to Yang, migrant Chinese Protestant churches in America serve as an in-
stitutional setting for promoting and practicing ‘democracy’ among their members as 
they hold elections of church ministers (1999, p.116). In contrast, the DCP institutes in 
the Netherlands do not seem to bear this responsibility. In the student services, the 
discourse of democracy was utterly absent and the student participants were never 
informed about any democratic electoral procedures for selecting ministers or elders. 
Further, apart from ‘student coordinator(s)’ appointed by full-time ministers, most of the 
student members did not have institutional access or have a say in church management.

As to the issue of intolerance, Muslim, non-Protestant Christians (e.g. Catholic and 
Orthodox) and atheists were stigmatised from religious perspectives. For example, in 
CCGN-CHISTA youth camp 2016 and 2017, the Korean evangelists warned about the 
depopulation of Christians and the booming growth of Muslims all around the globe.32 
Correspondingly, they proposed that Chinese Christians should marry heterosexual 
fellow Christians, give birth to as many children as possible, ‘at least three, and make 
them Christians’. By doing so, they could ultimately prevent the Muslim population from 
globally outnumbering Christians.33

Moreover, there were local but occasional voices that denounced Roman Catholicism 
as ‘heresy’; in EMSI Utrecht, it was said that if Protestants felt amazed at classic statues, 

30 In a morning lecture on 6th May, 2016.
31 In an evening lecture on 10th May, 2018.
32 In an afternoon lecture on 5th May, 2016 and a morning lecture 27th May, 2017.
33 In a morning lecture 27th May, 2017.
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paintings and architectures when visiting the Roman Catholic basilica (Saint Peter’s) in 
Vatican City, they should be alerted that such feelings may actually ‘come from Satan’.34 
However, in most of the cases, divisions within Christianity were not mentioned; it would 
seem as if there were no other Christian traditions or Protestant denominations.

Finally, regarding non-Christians, intolerant voices were heard and exclusive policies were 
sometimes implemented. In regular DCP student services, non-believers were reasonably 
welcome as they may be potentially converted. However, theological lectures and special 
youth camps that were offered for a fee to those who had been converted usually excluded 
non-believers. According to CCGN, it was ICBSIE that imposed a threshold of participation 
in some jointly organised events that merely accommodated ‘baptised, reborn and saved 
Christians’, for which they felt sincerely sorry.35 Meanwhile, ICBSIE insisted that the appear-
ance of non-Protestant participant(s) among Protestants would be ‘disturbing’ and ‘inevita-
bly cause inconvenience’.36 Once at CCGN-ICBSIE youth camp 2018, Mr USN from ICBSIE 
even boldly expressed his strong dissatisfaction in a plenary speech before both believers 
and non-believers, saying the latter ‘should have been excluded from this event’ as CCGN 
decided to grant permissions to its non-Protestant visitors in regular student services.37

Group membership and anti-individualism
The local and the transnational DCP ministers and evangelists all emphasised group 
membership and defied individualism. However, for practical and strategic reasons, 
they did not openly and literally declare anti-individualism in front of the student partici-
pants. Alternatively, they urged the young generation to go to church and read the Bible 
frequently, and justified why group membership was compulsory.

In CCGN-CHISTA youth Camp 2016, Mr OSD quoted Extra ecclesiam nulla salus in 
Chinese (教会之外并无救恩, outside the Church there is no salvation), the classic dogma 
proposed by Saint Cyprian of Carthage in his speech (though he did not indicate that it 
was a quote). Later he continued with a metaphor, claiming that every believer was ‘a 
brick in the house of God’; if believers did not attach to (Chinese) church, then they ‘do 
not bear force’ (不受力), suggesting that there would be no grace or salvation for them.38

When not facing students, the clerics spoke more directly. In a revival meeting (培灵会) 
speech in 2016 and later in a 2018 interview with a religious periodical, the chief pastor 
of CCGN implied that individualism caused ‘enormous difficulties’ for the local Dutch 
and the DCP institutes, along with secularism, humanism, modernism and relativism, 
which were all rather pervasive ideologies in the contemporary Dutch society. Influenced 

34 In a session of Bible study on 6th November, 2016.
35 In an SMS conversation with a CCGN Rotterdam minister in March, 2017.
36 In an e-mail conversation with an ICBSIE staff in March, 2016.
37 In an evening lecture on 10th May, 2018.
38 In a morning sermon on 6th May, 2016.
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by these ideas, younger generations (including descendants of the old diaspora) would 
start leaving the church when they went to middle school.39

Likewise, in a one-on-one interview on miscellaneous issues, the pastor of EMSI 
Utrecht told me that, in his point of view, human beings only had freedom of choice 
when they meant to ‘glorify God’; if they did not want to glorify God, if they made choices 
merely based on their individual desires, then they should not have such kind of freedom. 
For example, he said believers should not have freedom (of choice) to leave a church just 
because they did not like its clerics, religious songs, language, food, fellows, etc.; after all, 
such choices ‘had nothing to do with glorifying God but only pleasing individual tastes’.40

Being reactive and selective
As addressed in the segment on oppositionalism, the DCP student service providers 
rhetorically condemned the Netherlands for its religious ‘betrayal’, which essentially 
referred to the process of secularisation and modernisation in the country, and its con-
sequences.41 Indeed, both local ministers and transnational evangelists were resentful 
about the prevalence of liberal social values, the sidelined position of the Christian 
Church, and the private status of religious beliefs in Dutch society.

Moreover, given that the student participants mostly came from China, the DCP evan-
gelists also expressed reactive and defensive attitudes towards the modernisation of 
Chinese society. A typical case of this perspective concerns China’s advances in informa-
tion technology, in particular the emergence of Chinese social media WeChat. Once, after 
a Protestant-only CCGN-ICBSIE lecture on the history of the Protestant Reformation, the 
ICBSIE lecturer Dr IFN, a southern Chinese in his 30s exhorted his student audience to 
avoid the usage of WeChat ‘as much as they can’ because ‘the Chinese state was there 
to monitor Chinese Christians’ daily communication’42 regardless of the application’s ver-
satile functionality in daily life and enormous number (over one billion) of active users.43

While verbally defaming WeChat and the Chinese state, the local DCP ministers did 
make use of the Chinese social media application for both regular religious practice in 
their own sacred space, and religious missions and daily communications in the secular 
space. For example, the CCGN system had established several chat groups (群聊) of fel-
lowships and of youth camps on WeChat in order to keep its regular members connected 
and deliver information about special events. Also, the institute had one public account (
公众号) per branch, containing basic information about the CCGN itself and the schedule 
of meetings, which could be forwarded to all personal accounts for attracting potential 
church visitors. Indeed, the local DCP ministers could be said to cherry-pick the products 

39 On 29th October, 2016 and a report in Herald Europe, 2018 December.
40 In a conversation on 4th December, 2016.
41 In a conclusive speech on 7th May, 2016.
42 After an afternoon lecture on 11th March, 2017.
43 http://www.xinhuanet.com/politics/2018-03/05/c_1122488991.htm
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of advanced communication technology, and use them as long as they facilitated their 
religious campaigns, particularly among the younger generation.

3.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has examined the organisers of DCP Ministries of Chinese international stu-
dents in the Netherlands in the 2010s from three perspectives, namely their recent devel-
opment, their socio-cultural characteristics and the hues of religious fundamentalism they 
display. The examination is primarily contextualised on the basis of Jenkins’s frameworks of 
the Next Christendom (2002) and Southern Church (2006). In addition, Yang’s observations 
of the American DCP community (1999) also form an important reference. In the 2010s, there 
was a proliferating trend of DCP institutes in the Netherlands. Most of the major Dutch DCP 
institutes have, or had, organised Chinese student ministries, in which some transnational 
institutes also play an important role. The student ministries’ transnational dimension implies 
a novel pattern of religious transnationalism that is characterised by the (South) Koreans’ par-
ticular position in the Christendom and the politics among the Chinese from different areas.

Furthermore, the chapter has discussed the DCP student service providers’ socio-cultural 
characteristics, which are grouped into commonalities and differences. In detail, the DCP 
institutes are similar to each other in (1) hegemony of southerners, (2) mono-ethnicity of Han 
Chinese, (3) low interest in public service activities, and (4) weak representation of Protes-
tant denominations. Meanwhile, there is a language-oriented division of the local Dutch DCP 
institutes (either Mandarin Chinese or a regional Chinese dialect as the dominant language), 
and an occupational/social class division of the local (workers in the horeca industry) and 
the transnational DCP institutes (social elites). The commonalities are largely consistent 
with the features of the old Chinese diaspora in the Netherlands. Based on them, I have 
proposed ‘Horeca-ism’ as a novel term to refer to the phenomenon in the Dutch DCP stu-
dent service market, and ‘Horeca-ist’ as the corresponding adjective for the DCP institutes.

Finally, the chapter has discussed the DCP institutes’ theological and ideological 
orientations. Just like Jenkins’s description of Southern Churches (2006), the service 
providers promote conservative creeds and a certain political agenda, which are ‘differ-
ent’ from the mainstream views in the host society and in China. In line with Beck’s five 
criteria for religious fundamentalism, the DCP service providers seem to possess a fun-
damentalist orientation, given their speeches, remarks and statements in- and outside 
the student services. To sum up, the DCP institutes (1) promote biblical inerrancy and 
literalism, (2) hold oppositionalist attitudes towards modernism and the Chinese state, 
(3) hold no internal elections, exhibit intolerance against other religions and exclusion 
against non-believers, and (4) emphasise group membership and defy individualism, and 
are negative while pragmatic with regard to the use of Chinese social media WeChat.
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CHAPTER 4

The ‘Pastures’: the Services 
of DCP Ministries for Chinese 
International Students in the 
Netherlands

 

 

I will feed them with good pasture, and upon the mountain heights of 
Israel shall be their pasture; there they shall lie down in good grazing land, 
and on fat pasture they shall feed on the mountains of Israel.1

我必在美好的草场牧养他们。他们的圈必在以色列高处的山上，他们必在佳美之圈中躺
卧， 也在以色列山肥美的草场吃草。2

1 Ezekiel 34:14, RSV.
2 Ezekiel 34:14, CUV.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

Having been approached by the local and the transnational ‘shepherds’, many Chinese 
international students start participating in diverse kinds of religious services on a regu-
lar basis, most of which are implementations of particular Chinese student ministries. In 
line with the biblical metaphors, these services can be perceived as ‘pastures’ and their 
student participants are correspondingly styled as ‘lambs’. Across numerous ‘pastures’, 
either large or small, the religious institutes attempt to convert non-believing visitors, 
provide converts with regular pastoral cares, and preach their special ideologies and 
dogmas in front of all student participants. Regarding these efforts, the student par-
ticipants have given a mixed reception, and seem bifurcated; some of them stayed in 
certain DCP institutes and showed growing loyalty, while others, including both Prot-
estant and non-Protestant students, chose to leave after a certain period of time, for 
various reasons.

Despite this bifurcation, the observed ministers and evangelists proceeded with their 
student services emphatically for the remaining participants, as this cohort was more 
dedicated to DCP ecclesiastical authority and church memberships. Though being fur-
ther and more deeply influenced by the service providers in religious terms, the student 
church members were in turn diversifying the socio-cultural and socio-political nature of 
the local DCP community vis-à-vis the disparities between the different generations of 
the Chinese diaspora. Nonetheless, subject to their minority status and their obedience 
to ecclesiastic authority, the student clientele was largely positioned on the periphery 
of the Dutch DCP mass. At the church level, they did not have a say in decision-making; 
their initiatives, ideas, conventions, and norms were hardly adopted by the old-southern 
majority, who, in turn, affected the student participants’ repertoires.

Essentially, the dynamics of the DCP student ministries exemplifies the internal ten-
sions, stratifications and differentiations within the Dutch Chinese community, triggered 
by the continuous influxes of the new Chinese diaspora. These social phenomena are 
even more intensified at the scale of the Dutch DCP community, due to the smaller size 
of religious space, the authoritarian ecclesiastical leaderships, and the radical new-old 
disparities. Following the general introduction of the student ministry organisers, this 
chapter elaborates on the services of Chinese student ministries, covering their oper-
ation, their reception by the (former) student participants, and the new-old integration.

In the past three decades, tremendous disparities between different generations have 
been recognised in studies of the Chinese diaspora, regarding social, cultural and eco-
nomic dimensions. The new generations migrating from contemporary China usually 
have higher social mobility and cultural diversity, better education, a stronger financial 
base, and more diversified purposes of migration in comparison with their predecessors 
(Zhuang, 1997; Zhao, 2000, 2001; Zhu, 2002; Zeng & Cao, 2005). The Chinese diaspora of 
different generations usually have negative attitudes towards each other (Wong, 1994, 
p. 237; Zeng & Cao, 2005). On the ground of multidimensional disparities, the new gen-
erations may have an impact on their older counterparts in terms of Chineseness. For 
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example, Shibata (2013) argues that the old migrants in the Caribbean start questioning 
their own locally hybridised Chineseness and henceforth reconstruct their ‘inauthentic’ 
ideas and practices. Similarly, Christiansen (1998) suggests that Chinese academics 
and students in Europe are considered ‘role models’ for the Chinese diaspora, as they 
exist outside or above local diasporic communities. In the meantime, however, how the 
old migrants may influence the new migrants has not been addressed well yet.

Unlike the emerging discussions on the Chinese diaspora at the level of a certain coun-
try or region, empirical works on DCP communities are relatively scarce, not to mention 
studies on smaller and specialised Chinese international student ministries. In a general 
exploration of a local DCP church in Oxford, Great Britain, Xu and Feng (2007) find that, 
even if the church members attend separate services in line with the Chinese dialect 
they speak (Mandarin or Cantonese), a ‘strong cohesion’ is still observed. Hua’s work 
(2009) on specialised Chinese student services in Île-de-France, France points out that 
Chinese international students may have to discard local DCP churches due to internal 
clashes and authoritarian ecclesiastical leaderships. Besides the European cases, Wang 
(2004) and Liu (2006) investigate DCP Chinese student services in America’s Midwest 
and the entire American DCP sphere, respectively. Wang exclusively focuses on why 
the students go to DCP churches and does not cover issues of internal relations. Liu 
concludes categorically that neither regional discrimination nor conflicts of interest 
among the different generations of Chinese migrants are observed in his fieldwork. In 
addition, Liu claims that church members from all source places are becoming more 
‘homogeneous’ in language, habits and ideas in the religious space. In general, these 
studies either make no (clear) distinction between the old and the new migrants or they 
do not take the new-old relations into account. They also overlook or downplay issues 
of regional cultural diversity and the new-old disparities, but instead underscore the 
homogeneity of the Chinese diaspora.

Considering the merits and gaps of the literature mentioned above, I will shed light 
on the DCP student services in the Netherlands with a more nuanced perspective and 
approach. In section 4.2, I will give a brief overview of the service operation. Section 4.3 
will demonstrate the mixed reception from the perspective of Chineseness. In section 
4.4, I will interpret the integration of the old-southern majority and the remaining student 
participants in- and outside the student services. Section 4.5 provides a summary.

4.2 THE OPERATION

The DCP Chinese student ministries were comprised of miscellaneous types of service, 
which normally differed from each other in frequency and complexity. They take place in 
religious space, but they could also be organised in secular spaces, such as a restaurant, 
a resort hotel, a park and a church member’s home. Apart from religious sessions, there 
were also non-religious sessions in a billiard room, a tourist attraction, a paintball field 
and so forth in the Netherlands, Belgium or Germany, in line with the student participants’ 
high mobility and interest in travel. Not surprisingly, most of these services welcomed 

4
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both Protestant and non-Protestant Chinese students in accordance with DCP insti-
tutes’ focus on religious conversion.1 In this section, I will provide a description of the 
operation of the student services, introducing their publicity practices and two major 
types of service, and analysing their functionality as an arrival infrastructure (Meeus, 
Van Heur and Arnaut 2019).

4.2.1 Publicity
In order to reach as many Chinese international students in the Netherlands as possible, 
the local and the transnational DCP religious institutes publicised their services in both 
online and offline spaces. In the traditional offline world, they placed advertisements, 
posters and leaflets in print media, shops and restaurants of diasporic Chinese back-
ground, which were largely accessible to all Chinese international students (Figure 4.1). 
Moreover, the service providers mobilised some active student participants to attract 
new visitors and develop memberships on the basis of their individual social networks. 
Likewise, it was also possible that student visitors knew a student service or an insti-
tute from their Protestant kin or friends in China. However, unlike many other religious 
organisations (e.g., Jehovah’s Witnesses), the DCP teams of publicity rarely went to 
university campuses and into the neighbourhood to promote the faith, the institutes 
and the services.

1 Except certain youth camps (co-)organised by ICBSIE that exclusively aimed to promote theo-
logical education among student believers.
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Figure 4.1: A poster of EMSI Breda’s student fellowship attached in an Asian supermarket, Breda
(Translation: Breda Overseas Student Fellowship...Activities: Bible study, films and sharing of 
songs, games, group meals on festivals, tours during vacation. God is our refuge and strength, a 
very present help in trouble. Psalm 46:1 (RSV))

Figure 4.2: Advert of COCM and CSMN student sermon forwarded in a WeChat group, accessed 
9th November, 2017
(Translation: You are sincerely invited to be present in our meeting. With music, interactive game, 
drama and short speech, (let’s) have a heart-touching night together. Start from your heart, depart 
from a new post, make new friends, receive a new environment and a new life trajectory! All friends 
who are studying in the Netherlands are welcome! ……Free dinner offered)

4
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Meanwhile, in the online realm, the DCP student service providers took advantage of 
Chinese social media WeChat and local diasporic Chinese web portal Gogodutch (荷乐
网) which were, to some extent, life essentials for some of their potential visitors. Relying 
on the two online platforms, they publicised and delivered information about regular 
services and special events to as many student readers as possible. For example, on 
WeChat, there were religious messages sent or forwarded in both religious (for standing 
service participants) and non-religious (for potential new visitors) chatting groups via the 
personal accounts of the standing (student) church members (Figure 4.2). In addition, 
there were institutional accounts of the DCP institutes that could push updates to their 
WeChat subscribers (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: A screenshot of CCGN Rotterdam’s institutional account on WeChat, accessed 12th 
April, 2019
(Translation: CCGN Rotterdam; Visit this Institutional Account; Unfollow; Update; [CCGN Weekly] 
No.15, 2019; [Sunday Sermon] Mission of Life)

As to the platform of Gogodutch, religious forum threads were posted in diverse city 
zones via personal accounts (Figure 4.4). The web portal was particularly convenient 
for those who had newly arrived in the Netherlands as it served as a database where 
users could search and find categorised information and tips shared by other experi-
enced fellow students. Besides, the DCP institutes also owned official websites and had 
developed official mobile phone applications (Figure 4.5). However, these two means as 
well as institutional accounts on WeChat were either only useful to the recruited church 
members rather than potential visitors, or not well maintained since up-to-date and 
specific information about student religious services were usually missing.
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Figure 4.4: A screenshot of CCGN Utrecht’s post on Gogodutch, accessed 12th April, 2019
(Translation: Utrecht Youth Fellowship—Welcome party, come and join us! First time in the 
Netherlands? Do you want to know more about the life here as soon as possible? Do you want to 
make more friends, have a big warm family in the Netherlands, and know (the) faith? Come and 
participate in activities in our fellowship! Activities: a rich feast of Chinese food, songs, games, 
introduction of (the) fellowship, demonstrating the relation between (the) faith and us, giving people 
a holistic and comprehensive orientation of (the) fellowship.)

Figure 4.5: A screenshot of CSMN’s mobile phone application, accessed 12th April, 2019

4
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4.2.2 Two major types of service
Over the past decade, the DCP institutes organised no less than seven types of Chinese 
student service, including student fellowship (学生团契), Bible study group (查经班/小
组), youth camp (青年营会), concert of worship and praise (音乐敬拜赞美, Figure 4.6), 
student sermon (布道会, Figure 4.7), games or city excursion (娱乐活动/城市游), and 
festival celebration (节日特别活动). The weekly student fellowship and the annual youth 
camp were the comparably most significant activities. The former was the basic type 
of DCP student service and ran most frequently whereas the latter was rather complex, 
and emphatically revealed the service providers’ core religious creeds as well as their 
social values. In this light, I will provide more details about these two types of student 
service below.

Student fellowship
The most common and important type of DCP Chinese student service was the local 
student fellowship. A meeting of this kind usually took place on weekend evenings (Friday 
or Saturday, with some exceptions) with about 10 to 25 student participants under a min-
ister’s supervision. In terms of structure and duration, a paradigmatic student fellowship 
meeting was basically a three-hour and three-act play as shown in Figure 4.8. However, 
it usually took longer, as there could be temporary or extra phases. In the first step, new 
visitors and student participants would have a group dinner together, which functioned 
as a non-religious warming-up phase; while enjoying food, student participants could 
chat with each other on a variety of topics, ranging from personal information, hobbies, 
and fields of study to common interests like TV dramas, popular singers, and tourism.

After the group dinner, there would sometimes be several rounds of games that aimed 
to liven up the atmosphere. When new visitors were present, all participants would in 
turn make formal self-introductions before they would start playing games. Next, the 
atmosphere would turn solemn, as the phase of worship came arrived, which was also 
known as worship and praise with songs. A student member on duty hosted this phase; 
the host chose two or three religious songs beforehand and played corresponding You-
Tube videos in this session. The whole congregation then watched the videos projected 
on a large external screen and sang together.
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Figure 4.6: CCGN’s Night of Worship and Praise in CCGN Utrecht, 2015

Figure 4.7: COCM and CSMN student sermon in Wageningen, 2017

4
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Figure 4.8: Weekly schedule of CCGN Rotterdam Student Fellowship published in its WeChat public 
account, accessed 12th April, 2018
(Translation: Rotterdam Student Fellowship...18:00-19:00 dinner, 19:00-19:30 worship, 19:30-20:45 
bible study and exchange of ideas.)

Figure 4.9: A moment of prayer in a meeting of CCGN Rotterdam Chinese student fellowship, 2016
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This would be followed by Bible study and the exchange of ideas, with a rotating student 
presenter. All participants, one by one, were first invited by the presenter to read one 
verse in a planned biblical chapter. Next, the presenter asked the participants whether 
they had any question, or encountered difficulty in grasping the verses. If someone did, 
the question(s) would not be answered immediately. Instead, having listened to all other 
participants, the presenter would explain the text verse by verse on the basis of some 
prepared notes. When the Bible study session was finished, the presiding minister and 
the student fellowship coordinator (a student member appointed by the church) gave 
some news and updates about the church, which usually concerned upcoming plenary 
as well as student-oriented religious events.

In effect, student fellowship was a significant infrastructure of the DCP student min-
istries, through which the student participants could develop a habit of reading the 
Bible and accept the literal understanding of its texts. Moreover, emotional connections 
between fellow Protestants and strong commitment to the DCP institutes could also be 
cultivated among the student participants, which facilitated a gradual detachment from 
non-believers and wider secular societies.

Youth camp
Youth camp was a more sophisticated service/event in many ways. Taking CCGN’s 
annual youth camp Hefengyang (荷风飏, which literally means ‘The Dutch wind rises’) 
as an example, it lasted for two or three days; consisted of various types of programmes 
and sessions; deployed dozens of transnational crews (including presenters and sup-
porting staff); and hosted as many as 120 to 150 participants every time. Because of its 
intensive schedule and its large attendance, the youth camp was held in a resort hotel 
every spring; the locations included Helvoirt in the province of North Brabant (from 2015 
to 2017) and Baarlo in Limburg (2018 and 2019). Every student paid some 130 euros 
for participation whereas a special half price discount was also available upon request.
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Figure 4.10: Schedule of CCGN-CHISTA youth camp in Helvoirt, 2017

Figure 4.11: A session of plenary seminar hosted by an American Korean evangelist in great hall 
in CCGN-CHISTA youth camp, 2016
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As shown in Figure 4.10, CCGN-CHISTA’s youth camp in 2017 comprised 15 major pro-
grammes, including registration (报到), introduction of the camp (大会介绍), games for 
reunion and ice-breaking (联谊时光), worship and praise with songs (诗歌敬拜), sermon 
(讲道), lunch and dinner (午餐、晚餐), plenary seminar in great hall (大堂研习会), one-
on-one talk (1v1约谈), lectures in separate rooms (分堂讲座), meetings by separate 
small groups (小组时光), early morning Bible study in separate small groups (分组晨更), 
plenary outdoor games (户外活动), group sharing/report (小组分享), witness sharing/
report (见证分享), summary/retrospect of the camp (回顾营会). Differing from a local 
student fellowship meeting, a youth camp was primarily a stage for the transnational 
evangelists. In accordance with the intensive indoor schedule, they appeared on the 
stage in rotation in plenary sessions or simultaneously in separate rooms.

Data example 4.1: Description of a CCGN-CHISTA youth camp presenter

Jane老师
20年间曾在多家财富500强企业中负责亚洲不同地区的人力资源管理和发展工作。致力于个人与
团队的辅导和发展。目前是新加坡基督教长老会的执事。

Teacher Jane
During the past two decades, she has worked for several Fortune 500 enterprises in human 
resource management and development in different regions in Asia. She is devoted to tutorship 
and development of individuals and teams. She is currently a deacon of the Presbyterian Church 
in Singapore.

As introduced in section 3.3, many of the evangelists were described as charismatic social 
elites in various secular domains (e.g. business, academia, art) and role models for Chinese 
student Protestants (Data example 4.1). Based on such personal images, the transnational 
evangelists articulated and justified certain religious creeds and social values on the one 
hand (see section 3.4), and offered some business/professional guidance on the other 
hand. In doing so, they had the chance to earn loyal followers from the student audience and 
subsequently lead the younger generations to carry on their transnational DCP missions.

4.2.3 Analysis: functionality as an arrival infrastructure
As a consequence of the efforts of diverse DCP institutes, a certain number of Chinese 
international students in the Netherlands got involved with the student religious ser-
vices on arrival, in addition to their participation in life at Dutch universities and in other 
non-religious organisations. Furthermore, due to continuous participation in the services, 
many students’ future social mobility was negotiated or produced in accordance with the 
service providers’ religious and political agenda. In this light, the ministries for Chinese 
international students in the Netherlands can be seen as social practice, and their ser-
vices fall into what Meeus, Van Heur and Arnaut (2019) define as arrival infrastructure. 
Their student services’ functionality can be analysed through the three proposed political 
dimensions: subjectivity, directionality and temporariness.
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Initially, it is clear that the providers of DCP services wanted to convert as many Chinese 
student participants as possible, and then urged the converts to become ‘good Protes-
tants’ in accordance with their doctrines and values. Nonetheless, for most of Chinese 
international students, being proselytised was not necessarily an expected step in their 
stay abroad; what they chiefly sought, and the host country/state officially permitted and 
assisted in, were academic knowledge, diplomas, and life and (possible) work experiences 
abroad. In this case, the DCP Chinese student services were a means to revise the Chinese 
students’ subjectivity; adding DCP religious conversion, church attendance and acquisition 
of religious ideas to the purposes of going abroad along with higher education.

A revised subjectivity means diverted direction and prolonged temporariness. Though 
in coming to a foreign country, not all Chinese international students were determined 
to stay for good. Some of them would return to China and others may want to stay or 
look forward to other countries. In this context, on the one hand, the local DCP ministers 
sometimes attempted to persuade certain participants to ‘remain in the student fellow-
ships’, implying that they would not leave the Netherlands right after study and would 
prolong the current stay indefinitely. On the other hand, as the transnational evangelists 
described themselves as ‘model Protestants’, they appealed to the student participants 
to follow and carry on their transnational DCP missions when living in the Netherlands, 
which induced the students’ movements across European countries and beyond in ac-
cordance with the religiously revised subjectivity.

4.3 THE RECEPTION

Having described how the DCP operates, this section will interpret the mixed reception 
the DCP student services elicited. In practice, from a non-religious perspective, Chi-
neseness was one of the main determinants of the student participants’ reactions to 
the religious services. On the one hand, there were Chinese ideas and practices shared 
by both the service providers and the student participants, which facilitated the stay of 
some Chinese students. On the other hand, there were also situations in which the two 
sides were considerably divided in line with generational differences; a repercussion 
of this division was the departure of numerous student participants. In what follows, I 
will provide and analyse three examples of Chineseness in relation to the DCP student 
services, which directly or indirectly contributed to the mixed reception they triggered 
in their participants.

4.3.1 Analogy to cram school
In terms of motivation, format and outcome, we can make an analogy between the DCP 
Chinese student services and cram schools in China. Almost all Chinese international 
students have experience in cram schooling in their life trajectories, facilitating better 
grades and performances in various courses and examinations at school. A number of 
Chinese international participants reacted positively to the DCP student services as the 
DCP institutes reconstructed a cram school setting and subsequently brought benefits 
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to the participants’ religious as well as secular lives. The mechanism of cram school(ing) 
is an element of Chineseness that the student service participants recognise.

Regarding the aspect of motivation, on the one hand, religious teachings from the 
local ministers and the transnational evangelists pointed out clear directions to become 
‘good’ or ‘model’ Protestants, which effectively equalled to higher prestige, privilege 
and/or clerical posts within a given local DCP institute and beyond. On the other hand, 
personal trajectories and expertise of the transnational social elites exemplified pros-
perous lives in this world and helped youngsters achieve success in the same or similar 
ways outside the religious space. To a large extent, these motivations resemble the one 
behind attending cram schools for extra courses and training, namely to strengthen 
competitiveness in various stages of compulsory education as well as upcoming uni-
versity entrance examination. Due to a deeply rooted and pervasive credentialism in the 
Chinese culture, those who have comprehensive knowledge and skills, high academic 
performance and credentials from prestigious universities may enjoy a significantly 
higher upward social mobility.

Figure 4.12: A handout distributed in a student fellowship session in CCGN Rotterdam, 2016
(Translation: IV. Hard to harness (verse 7-12) 1. What are James’s ideas towards our tongues in 
verse 8? 2. Why does James describe our tongues as an unruly evil, full of deadly poison? (Reasons/
Our experiences) 3. What attitude (verse 10-11) does James find the most difficult to tolerate? 
Why is that attitude inappropriate? 4. Just think, in what you have said today, a) any praise? b) any 
curse? c) What’s your feeling then? V. Practice 1. How can we avoid tongue-related sins? What 
shall we do in actual life? (see I. 19-24) 2. Try the following task and experience the discipline of 
tongue. Choose a day and try not to speak, not to defend for yourself, not to strive for something, 
not to explain for yourself, not to glorify yourself; just be speechless and feel it, feel the discipline 
of tongue. You may realise what you usually say is not worth speaking out.)
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Figure 4.13: A handout of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) distributed in a professional 
guidance session in CCGN youth camp, 2017

As to the aspect of format, we can see a resemblance in time schedule and instruments. 
For instance, both Chinese student services and cram school courses are scheduled in 
spare time, mostly at weekends and sometimes on weekday evenings. Besides, a handful 
of instruments utilised in the student services are reminiscent of teaching in Chinese 
classrooms. In essence, the CUV Bible and some reference books can be seen as the 
corpus of DCP courses. Further, during a Bible study session (student fellowship) or a 
lecture (youth camp), the ministers or the evangelists sometimes distributed handouts 
to student participants, which were supplementary to their teachings on the spot. In 
terms of content, these paper handouts were either exercises (Figure 4.12) or a syllabus 
(Figure 4.13), which are typical paper materials conventionally printed and distributed to 
all student attendants in Chinese cram schools.

Finally, with respect to the outcome, the DCP student services brought actual benefits 
to their participants in both religious and secular lives, which is comparable to the effects 
of Chinese cram schools on their student attendants’ academic records. For example, 
active student participants could have better performance in giving prayers, being wor-
ship leaders, or hosting Bible study sessions, which eventually resulted in higher personal 
prestige, but also more opportunities to become a lay leader or even a junior minister who 
can work along with the senior ministers and the evangelists. Moreover, contributed by 
the transnational group of social elites, the student services periodically provided their 
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loyal participants with several kinds of employment information and personal career 
guidance, which expanded social connections and strengthened professional skills 
(Figure 4.14). However, a Protestant-only policy sometimes applied in the services and 
events since these social elites were more focused on religious missions; their non-reli-
gious information and guidance were designated to benefit converted students instead 
of all student participants (Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.14: A screenshot of an advert of a career fair on CCGN Rotterdam student fellowship 
WeChat chatting group, accessed 3rd April, 2018
(Translation: We will hold a career fair. You all are welcome. More than 20 companies have been 
registered (in the fair). ‘Enlist soldiers and buy horses, graduate careers fair – company recruitment 
in The Hague vibrantly starts there!’)
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Figure 4.15: A screenshot of an advert of a Protestant-only career forum, accessed 4th April, 2018
(Translation: The First Forum of Chinese Protestants in workplace in the Netherlands. Target groups: 
1. Protestants in workplace; 2. Protestant entrepreneurs. Gist of the forum: Give Protestants in 
workplace Bible-oriented guidance and answers through words from spiritual leaders in workplace. 
Make biblical wisdom as driving force of Protestants’ existing careers. Know how to be witnesses 
of God in workplace. Let Protestants in workplace meet more spiritual partners in workplace and 
move forward together.)

4.3.2 Internal food provision
Provision of free or low-cost meals has long been a prominent selling point of DCP 
(student) services in many countries; the service providers often advertise their dishes 
as ‘home cuisine’, which are indeed attractive to plenty of visitors, including Chinese 
international students. Nonetheless, the effect of food provision on many DCP services 
and occasions was being gradually compromised as the dishes usually failed to meet 
the student participants’ higher expectations of Chinese food with regard to authenticity, 
quality and variety. In other words, the Chineseness of the internal food provision was 
not always fully recognised by the participating group, which, as a result, contributed to 
the departure of many student participants.

With reference to Blommaert’s framework of chronotope (2015), food can be analysed 
as a trope, filled with specific dishes as tropic emblems; the key descriptor ‘Chinese’ 
acts as a token that invokes a chronotope of Chinese cuisine/Chineseness. In practice, 
tokens like ‘Chinese’ and ‘Chinees’ can be readily seen in the Dutch horeca market, such 
as signboards and windows of Chinese restaurants, takeaway pick-up points and bistros, 
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and in ‘Chinese’ products sold in both local mainstream and migrant supermarkets. In 
addition, dishes and products associated with the old Chinese diaspora’s businesses, 
literally described as ‘Chinese’, are widely and customarily recognised as Chinese by local 
Dutch customers. These tropic emblems and tokens jointly invoke a local chronotope of 
Chineseness amongst native Dutch consumers. Meanwhile, however, the same tropical 
emblems (the dishes and products) and tokens (the descriptors) are often unlikely to 
invoke an unequivocal chronotope of Chinese cuisine/Chineseness among the Chinese 
student participants. In contrast, those ‘Chinese’ tropical emblems are considered either 
too regional or exotic and peculiar given what the participants have learnt, experienced 
and practiced as Chinese in their respective Chinese subnational areas, which constitute 
a great many alternative Chineseness/Chinese cuisine chronotopes.

Similar to the situation in the Dutch horeca market, the Chineseness of the internal food 
provision in the DCP student services was also in dispute. After all, those who provided 
food for the student participants were the same who provided it for Dutch customers. 
In most cases, the DCP institutes offered regional Chinese dishes (mostly of Guang-
dong-Hongkong style), Chinese food in the Southeast Asian and/or Surinamese styles, 
‘Westernised’ Chinese food, and occasionally Dutch deep-fried street food, which were 
prepared either out of the churches’ own kitchens or the church members’ businesses.

Not surprisingly, this internal food provision dissatisfied numerous Chinese student 
participants, due to three aspects. Firstly, the predominance of Chinese dishes from cer-
tain southern areas represented a lack of the diversity of Chinese food they would expect. 
Given that not all southern Chinese dishes are popular amongst the northern Chinese 
people, the southern-leaning food provision insufficiently satisfied the tastes of Chinese 
students from the north, and hence contributed to the loss of visitors from this group. 
Secondly, though locally popular, ‘Westernised’ and Southeast Asian Chinese dishes 
seemed rather ‘foreign’ and not so Chinese regarding ingredients, taste, recipe, shape 
and dish name (naming style and language) to the student participants. Accordingly, 
they could not attract Chinese international students due to their non-Chinese traits. 
Thirdly, Dutch deep-fried snacks were in essence not Chinese and more importantly, not 
regarded as an ordinary and ‘decent’ choice for a proper meal amongst the Chinese. In 
short, what was on offer was often below lots of student participants’ expectations and 
this reduced their interests in participating the services (again).
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Figure 4.16: Student participants of CCGN Rotterdam cooked for themselves (May, 2016)

As the internal food provision got a critical reception from the student participants, 
the service providers came up with two ensuing solutions: (1) they sporadically provid-
ed special dishes that the participants particularly welcomed, and (2) they asked the 
participants to cook for themselves regularly (Figure 4.16). In effect, the former only 
pleased those who were more obedient to the DCP institutes whereas the latter basically 
resulted in more departures of the other side. For those who left, the solution suggests 
not only the vanishing benefit of free or low-cost food, but also the old-southern service 
providers’ reluctance and/or incapacity to integrate the students’ new Chineseness into 
the religious services.

4.3.3 Depiction of the Chinese people
The reception from the Chinese student participants was indirectly influenced by their 
attitudes towards the old-southern practitioners of the diasporic Chinese horeca industry 
as a general context given the proposed phenomenon of ‘Horeca-ism’ (see section 3.3.3). 
Among the determinants of such attitudes, how the Chinese people were depicted in 
diasporic Chinese horeca businesses as an eye-catching identity marker on signboards 
and windows was a crucial one. Though being commonplace among the local Dutch 
customers, many of the depictions hurt the national feeling of Chinese international 
students as they exemplified enormous historical cultural differences between the dif-
ferent generations (Hong, Pieke, Steenhouder & Van Veldhuizen 2017), and disputed 
Chineseness whose centres were not China but the host Dutch society.
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Figure 4.17: A signboard of ‘Mister Shi Restaurant’ in Utrecht Lunetten (June, 2018)

One example was available on a Chinese restaurant signboard installed in the vicinity of 
Sportpark Lunetten, Utrecht (Figure 4.17) where we can recognise a caricature of a ‘Chi-
nese’ food delivery man. With respect to Blommaert’s chronotopes (2015), I argue that 
the caricature involved two tropes: (1) Qing dynasty (1644-1911) clothing and hairstyle, 
and (2) a facial appearance filled with six features or tropic emblems: (1) magua (马褂, 
a style of jacket), (2) skullcap, (3) frogs, (4) queue, (5) ‘slitty’ eyes and (6) small nose. 
When applied locally, the caricature served as a token that could sufficiently invoke a 
chronotope or tropic chunk of history of the diasporic Chinese horeca industry among 
the Dutch customers.

Regarding this local chronotope, the caricature was an ordinary sign for a Chinese 
restaurant as it was widely deployed in this business sector. It was presumably assumed 
‘reasonable’ to portray Chinese people with the Qing-style outfit and hairstyle, and that 
‘typical’ facial appearance because the caricature or its two tropes were often discussed, 
reproduced and transmitted in local mass media, online platforms and people’s festive 
outfits during the annual celebration of carnival. In the meantime, however, this chrono-
tope did not have the equivalent scalar effect or communicability among Chinese inter-
national students: the very token would invoke an utterly different chronotope. Overall, 
it manifested the Westerners’ anachronistic understanding of and arrogant attitudes 
towards the Chinese people, no matter whether they were living in the West or in China.

Principally, and in line with China’s official history education and a rising discourse 
of Chinese nationalism, the caricature of the Chinese figure in Qing dynasty style con-
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temporarily employed in the West was seen as reminiscent of the Century of Humilia-
tion (Scott, 2008; Kaufman, 2010), a dark period in China’s history (as shown in Figure 
4.18) caused by Western imperialism and colonialism, which started in the 1840s. This 
negative perception became even worse when the token had the stereotypical facial 
appearance, which would be perceived as a belittlement of the Chinese people and an 
emphasis on the superiority of the West since the First Opium War (1840-1842). In com-
parison, pre-1840 portraits of Qing Chinese, like Figure 4.19 shows, did not particularly 
feature ‘slitty’ eyes and a small nose, since the discourse of Chinese inferiority had not 
yet been established.2

Figure 4.18: A political cartoon Chine, le gateau des rois et des empereurs (China, the cake of kings 
and emperors) by Henri Meyer in Le Petit Journal (1898)

2 The painting now sits in Musée de l’Histoire de France (the Museum of the History of France) 
in the Palace of Versailles.
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Figure 4.19: A portrait painting Le Chinois Kan Gao (1821) by French painter Pierre-Louis Delaval 
(1790-1870)

Since the visibility of this and similar tokens was fairly high, Chinese international stu-
dents were well cognizant of how the Chinese people were usually depicted by the 
old-southern practitioners of diasporic Chinese horeca businesses, whose major cli-
entele were local Dutch customers. The depictions, in conjunction with other types of 
disputed Chineseness, contributed to a negative impression of the business sector and 
its personnel, which further overshadowed the students’ patronage of the old-southern 
Chinese businesses. On this ground, having realised the horeca background of the DCP 
service providers at a certain point in time, some student participants would re-evaluate 
the ‘Horeca-ist’ religious services and terminated their participation accordingly.

4.4 THE INTEGRATION

While losing a certain number of student participants who responded to their versions 
of Chineseness negatively, the Dutch DCP institutes still managed to retain those who 
were more dedicated to religious and institutional loyalties in their student services. 
Even so, the service providers were still under pressure when integrating the remaining 
student participants as well as entertaining new incoming visitors, due to internal cultural 
diversity and generational differences. Considering such circumstance, the DCP service 
providers’ de facto approach was to restrict the student participants’ newer and diverse 
versions of Chineseness to the student services while perpetuating the old-southern 
Chinese conventions at other and higher scales. In this section, drawing on data of Chi-
nese orthography collected from the student services and various other DCP occasions, 
I will interpret the integration of the different generations in the ethnoreligious context.

4
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4.4.1 Chinese orthography: the contexts
Chinese characters used by the Chinese (i.e. excluding variants used in Japan, the Korean 
peninsula and Vietnam) are known for a dichotomised orthography: simplified Chinese 
(SC) as the ratified national or the de facto norm in the Chinese mainland, Singapore and 
Malaysia, and traditional Chinese (TC) as legitimised or at least conventionally practiced 
in Hongkong, Macau, Taiwan, and plenty of diasporic Chinese communities. In this re-
spect, a specific choice for a Chinese orthography has a strong indexicality in relation 
to both language acquisition and political affiliation.

Quantitatively, the TC-SC issue concerns only a small proportion of the characters (some 
2,500 out of 85,000 characters, approximately 3%); the absolute majority of Chinese char-
acters are chuanchengzi, (传承字, the inherited characters) which exhibit no TC-SC dif-
ference and are pervasively applied across different jurisdictions in China and diasporic 
Chinese communities. However, in qualitative terms, the TC-SC difference can result in 
reading difficulties at the individual level, and is often invoked as a socio-cultural and 
socio-political chasm between users on each side and in different Chinese jurisdictions.

As to the DCP institutes in the Netherlands, TC characters once were the only choice 
as the church members emigrated either before the introduction of SC in the late 1950s 
or from areas where TC is the norm. However, as increasingly more SC users from the 
mainland were coming to the Netherlands in the 2010s, the use of Chinese orthography 
had become an issue for the religious service providers that were interested in converting 
and serving this new group. Consequently, SC characters were now observable along 
with TC in the religious institutes’ publicity, internal information release and services.

While involving both TC and SC characters, these religious institutes did not apply them 
evenly. When examining online and offline DCP Chinese texts, we see a predominance 
of TC, a secondary status of SC, and a frequent hybridisation of TC and SC at the DCP 
institutional scale. Meanwhile, at the service level (e.g. Chinese student fellowship), SC 
often featured as the dominant orthography whereas the TC-SC hybrid orthography 
was also common. In what follows, I will provide different orthographical examples and 
interpret their implications for the new-old relations.

4.4.2 Polycentric orthography and asymmetrical relations
When exploring the major four Dutch DCP institutes’ official websites, we can see that 
three of them (from Figure 4.20 to 4.23) were TC-only, whereas CCGN’s page had an SC 
version (Figure 4.21) in addition to Dutch and TC ones. However, when physically enter-
ing into CCGN’s branches and observing their signboards, church weeklies, doorplates, 
registration forms, guidelines for church members, posters and brochures of plenary 
events, we can see that they were mostly TC-only (from Figure 4.24 to 4.30) and did not 
have parallel versions in SC. In this light, I argue that the contemporary Chinese mainland 
as an official SC area was not perceived as the centre for the major local DCP institutes 
in terms of Chinese orthography. Instead, it was the old-southern DCP community itself 
plus official TC areas like Hongkong and Taiwan that functioned as the powerful centres 
for the DCP religious institutes.
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Figure 4.20: A screenshot of EMSI Utrecht’s webpage (April, 2019)

Figure 4.21: A screenshot of CCGN’s webpage (April, 2019)
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Figure 4.22: A screenshot of StL’s webpage (April, 2019)

Figure 4.23: A screenshot of CAMA’s webpage (April, 2019)
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Figure 4.24: The signboard of CCGN Rotterdam (December, 2018)

Figure 4.25: A piece of CCGN church weekly (March, 2015)
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Figure 4.26: A room indicator in CCGN Rotterdam (January, 2016)

Figure 4.27: Membership registration form of CCGN Rotterdam, 2017
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Figure 4.28: Guideline ‘Checklist Before Leaving A Room’ in CCGN Rotterdam (April, 2018)

Figure 4.29: A poster of plenary session of worship and sermon with songs (April, 2016)

4
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Figure 4.30: A brochure of ‘Easter Sacred Music Concert’ in CCGN Rotterdam (March, 2016)

Despite the predominance of TC at the institutional scale, SC characters were more often 
used in the publicity for new migrants-related events and within the Chinese student 
services. For example, in the CCGN Rotterdam Chinese student fellowship’s WeChat 
chatting group (Figure 4.31), slides for the annual youth camp (Figure 4.32), a brochure 
for praise and worship night with songs (Figure 4.33), and adverts already shown in 
section 4.2 (Figure 4.1 and 4.2), messages and texts were usually SC-only and had no 
equivalent in TC characters. However, materials and slides in TC characters also ap-
peared, though in general less frequently than SC ones. Given that student participants 
and other potential visitors of these events would mostly be SC users, I argue that at 
the student service scale, the perceived centre of Chinese orthography was the Chinese 
mainland. This centre was the default one for the student participants but an ‘additional’ 
one for the old-southern service organisers.
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Figure 4.31: A screenshot of chatting group of CCGN Rotterdam student fellowship, accessed 
29th November, 2016

Figure 4.32: A slide of cleaning assignments shown in CCGN-ICBSIE youth camp (May, 2018)

4
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Figure 4.33: A brochure of CCGN’s Praise and Worship Night with Songs (November, 2015)

From the case of TC-SC orthography discussed above, we can conclude there are signs 
of superdiversity (Vertovec, 2007, 2017; Blommaert, 2015) in the DCP community in the 
Netherlands in the 2010s. The diversification of Chinese orthography, which was TC 
only in the past, exhibited the co-existence of diverse centres of Chineseness that were 
primarily ‘imported’ by the remaining student participants. Furthermore, the TC-SC case 
suggests that the Chineseness of the DCP religious space is polycentric (Blommaert, 
2010). Obviously, the old-southern DCP majority and the student participants adhered 
to separate centres of Chinese orthography at different scales. On this ground, there 
was a functional inequality and hierarchical relationship between the two orthographies: 
TC was predominant in all major and plenary occasions (higher) while SC was in gen-
eral a minority practice appearing in secondary occasions (lower), such as the student 
services. Even though SC was being globally disseminated as the Chinese orthography 
along with China’s emerging influence, TC still held a hegemonic status in the Dutch 
DCP institutes because of the superiority of the local old-southern DCP mass and the 
transnational evangelists from Hongkong, Taiwan, and diasporic Chinese communities 
in Euro-American countries.

In comparison, Chinese orthography was one of the most informative and easily ob-
servable sociolinguistic aspects with reference to disputes over Chineseness among the 
Chinese diaspora, including within the Dutch DCP community. For the remaining student 
participants, they were able to maintain their original Chinese repertoires, and did not 
feel it was reasonable or necessary to shift to the old-southern norms by virtue of their 
high transnational mobility, self-esteem, and advanced means of communication. In the 
meantime, for the service providers, the remaining student participants were expected 
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to be receivers of their religious guidance and instructions; student-led internal reform 
or shift in Chineseness was by no means desired by the old-southern DCP majority. 
When challenged, the ministers and the evangelists often quoted the Bible and asked 
the remaining student participants to be ‘humble’ and not to be ‘proud’,3 which effectively 
entrenched the asymmetrical relations in the sense of ruling out a great deal of appeals 
for internal socio-cultural changes from the new migrants.VV

To a large extent, so to speak, the polycentricity of Chineseness suggests that the 
integration has become segregation, in line with the comprehensive new-old differences. 
One the one hand, both sides exerted rather limited influences on each other. In terms of 
indexicality (Blommaert, 2010), the two orthographies and other aspects of Chineseness 
were still features of respective diasporic Chinese groups. On the other hand, there was 
an asymmetrical relationship between the new and the old generations as there was an 
order of indexicality with regard to new and old versions of Chineseness. After all, the 
old-southern Chinese migrants dominated in the ethnoreligious community, and there 
was no internal mechanism through with the new migrants, i.e. the students, could legally 
promote their Chineseness carried over from contemporary China.

4.4.3 Hybrid orthography and superdiversity
Apart from TC and SC, there was a ‘Third Way’ of Chinese orthography that often ap-
peared in the DCP churches’ linguistic practice. In general, when examining Chinese 
texts in printed and online materials in the DCP sphere, we can spot three situations: 
(1) a few SC characters in a piece of TC work, (2) a few TC characters in a piece of SC 
work, and (3) a piece of work with similar numbers of SC and TC characters interwoven 
together. The practices shown in these three situations can be holistically called TC-SC 
hybrid orthography.

In Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.35, materials prepared for student services predominantly 
used SC orthography. In these SC texts, we can spot in total 3 TC characters (學, 納 and 
團). Meanwhile, the TC-predominant poster in Figure 4.36 concerned a plenary activity 
where 1 SC character (会) featured ostentatiously along with 19 TC and 38 inherited 
characters. In these examples, the proportional differences between TC and SC are 
fairly big. Moreover, in each case, the non-canonical characters appeared as single 
units in the corresponding lines: there are no two- or multiple-character words written 
with more than one character from the ‘other’ orthography. Also, it seems that ‘TC in SC 
text’ basically happened in student services whereas ‘SC in TC text’ usually appeared in 
plenary events, in line with what the dominant groups are in these contexts.

Nonetheless, there were ‘rule-breaking’ examples as well, in which TC and SC char-
acters were both used massively. In an internal guideline for a security check shown in 
Figure 4.37, there were 42 SC, 13 TC and 105 inherited characters. First, even though 
there were three times as many SC characters than TC ones, the proportional difference 
was much smaller than those in the previous cases. Second, as a document for all church 

3 James 4:6 (RSV)
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members, SC characters outnumbered the predominant TC counterparts. Third, there 
were not only single characters (會 and 備), but also double-character words (關門 and 
時間) written in TC. This type of orthographical hybridisation suggested that a piece 
of paperwork was either done by multiple persons who had different orthographical 
allegiances, or instantiated a mosaic of multiple documents that had previously been 
in TC or SC.

Figure 4.34: TC characters in an SC youth camp brochure (2016)

Figure 4.35: TC characters in an SC youth camp slide (2017)
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Figure 4.36: SC characters in an online TC Sunday worship poster (2018)

Figure 4.37: An internal guideline with similar numbers of TC and SC characters (2015)

In fact, hybridisation of TC and SC orthographies also happen in China as either grass-
root spellings or unexpected typing/editing ‘errors’. However, unlike the contexts in the 
mainland, Hongkong, Macau and Taiwan, there is neither a clear written language policy 
nor a governing body for the Chinese language in the diasporic Chinese community in 
the Netherlands, let alone in the Dutch DCP community. In this regard, hybridising two 
orthographies would not be considered ‘illegitimate’ and therefore would not get cor-
rected, which is a favourable (pre)condition for generating and maintaining the TC-SC 
hybrid orthography.

4
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The hybridisation case in the student services and other occasions indicates that the 
centres of Chinese orthography, though still largely ordered, were competing with each 
other amidst the rapid socio-cultural and demographic diversifications in the Dutch DCP 
space, which was a consequence of the presence of the remaining student participants 
and the new incoming visitors. On the one hand, the remaining students as SC users 
attempted to maintain and further promote the use of their language practice in DCP 
occasions beyond the small and peripheral student services. On the other hand, the local 
old-southern ecclesiastical leadership, their transnational evangelical partners from 
Hongkong, Taiwan, diasporic Chinese communities in Euro-American countries, and a 
handful of pro-TC Chinese students were dedicated to perpetuating the conventional 
and superior status of TC characters. The result of competition is yet decisive as neither 
type of orthography has been entirely driven out; instead, they both concede territory 
in line with the ordered co-existence of two orthographic centres. Therefore, as it were, 
the TC-SC hybrid orthography is not only an argument for the polycentricity of the DCP 
community in the Netherlands in the 2010s, but also a spin-off of such polycentricity.

In light of the TC-SC hybrid orthography, we can say that the new and the old genera-
tions had a very limited degree of integration despite the aforementioned order of index-
icality and the segregation. Such integration was largely unidirectional and bottom-up 
as the student participants were not always docile when experiencing the ‘problematic’ 
old-southern versions of Chineseness and realising the asymmetrical internal relations 
on other DCP occasions than the student services. Nonetheless, the trend of integration 
was arguably insignificant since the remaining student participants had little chance, 
and almost no need, to mingle with the old Chinese migrants, no matter whether that 
would be inside or outside the diasporic religious space. In a sense, the TC-SC Chinese 
orthography and other hybrid forms of Chineseness in relation to the old Chinese dias-
pora seemed to have little prestige in the eyes of members of the new diaspora, who 
regarded China as the only legitimate centre of Chineseness. That being influenced by 
the Chinese diaspora, especially the old generations, was likely to create an awkward 
situation for those who would return to China after study in the Netherlands, as they 
would be ‘neither fish nor fowl’ from the perspective of native Chinese.

4.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, I have elaborated on the specific services of the DCP Chinese student 
ministries in the Netherlands from three perspectives, including their operation, recep-
tion by the student participants, and integration. In general, student fellowship and youth 
camp are the two most important DCP student services among all types of service. 
Drawing on the framework of arrival infrastructure (Meeus, Van Heur & Arnaut, 2019), I 
have analysed the functionality of the student services, namely (1) adding religious life 
to Chinese students’ purposes of going abroad, (2) diverting the students’ homebound 
direction after graduation to a longer stay in the Netherlands and religious missions 
across other European countries, and (3) prolonging the students’ overseas stay.
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Next, the chapter interpreted the student services’ mixed reception with respect to 
the Chineseness they projected. I have argued that there is an analogy between the DCP 
Chinese student services and cram schools in China in terms of motivation, format and 
outcome. The reconstruction of cram school setting and the promise of religious and 
secular benefits upon participation in the student services are Chinese elements that 
Chinese international students recognise, which result in a positive reception among 
some of the student participants. Meanwhile, through the cases of (1) the student ser-
vices’ internal food provision practices and (2) the depiction of the Chinese people in the 
diasporic Chinese horeca industry, I demonstrated that the student service providers and 
their participants orient to different chronotopes of Chineseness (Blommaert, 2015), in 
line with the prominent new-old differences, which eventually lead to a negative reception 
among, and the departure of, many student participants.

Finally, drawing on Chinese orthography data from the student services and various 
other DCP occasions, this chapter analysed the integration of the student participants 
and the old-southern majority in the Dutch DCP sphere. I argue that the Chineseness 
of the Dutch DCP community is a superdiverse and polycentric one (Vertovec, 2007, 
2017; Blommaert, 2015; Blommaert, 2010). The polycentricity and order of indexicality 
of Chinese orthography suggests a segregation of different generations in the ethnore-
ligious context, and an asymmetrical relationship between them. In the meantime, there 
is a very limited degree of unidirectional and bottom-up integration with regard to the 
occasional hybridisation of two types of Chinese orthography, which is a spin-off of the 
polycentricity of Chineseness in the Dutch DCP community. However, such integration 
is rather insignificant as the student participants had little chance and almost no need 
to mingle with the old Chinese migrants.

4
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CHAPTER 5

The CUV Bible and the 
Different Chinese Speech: a 
Novel Religious Register and 
Its Implications

 

 

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.1

太初有道，道与神同在，道就是神。2

1 John 1:1, RSV.
2 John 1:1, CUV.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, the language of instruction in most of the DCP Chi-
nese student services in the Netherlands is Mandarin Chinese. Overall, applying China’s 
national variety makes the local DCP ministers and the transnational evangelists more 
intelligible to the Chinese student participants who, as the new diaspora, do not neces-
sarily understand any southern Chinese dialect that is conventional and popular among 
the old diaspora. However, due to a range of perceptible idiosyncrasies, the Mandarin 
Chinese speech and its written form practiced by the DCP student service providers 
in the religious space are usually esoteric for those who just start participating in the 
religious services and naturally the outsiders. As time goes, the ministers and evange-
lists familiarise the Chinese students with not only certain religious messages, but also 
a different way of using Mandarin Chinese by virtue of the cram school-like services.

Just like the services per se, such idiosyncratic and esoteric language practice elicits 
a mixed reception; some of the student participants simply see the service providers 
as ‘not speaking Mandarin Chinese properly’ whereas others do not question it at all, in 
particular the remaining student converts. Moreover, driven by their loyalties to the DCP 
ecclesiastical authority as well as religious fervour, the latter even acquire the very prac-
tice upon frequent participations and actively re-apply it mostly inside and sometimes 
outside the religious space. As a result, the remaining student participants become 
distinctly different from their peers who are either new or non-DCP church visitors.

Given its church-centred emergence and considerable idiosyncrasies compared with 
the standard and ordinary forms, the DCP service providers’ Mandarin Chinese practice 
stands as a de facto religious Chinese register. The student participants’ acquisition 
and (re-)application of the register are a vital and identifiable consequence that the DCP 
ministries of Chinese international students in the Netherlands have. In this chapter, I 
will delve into the register’s raison d’être and implications for the studies of language 
and religion.

Throughout the entire Christendom, many historical churches are known for applying 
special registers on the basis of certain languages in their religious liturgies, such as 
Ecclesiastical Latin in Roman Catholicism, and Church Slavonic, Koine Greek and the 
Coptic language in various Orthodox Christian Churches. Meanwhile, as a rather young 
branch of Protestantism, DCP churches worldwide are not identified in academia as a 
church with liturgical or religious Chinese register. At present, discussions on language 
practice in DCP churches are rather limited, largely focusing on choices of certain Chi-
nese dialect(s) as the language(s) of instruction whereas the specific style of a certain 
Chinese dialect in a DCP context is yet to be concerned. Given that the practice of Man-
darin Chinese in the Dutch DCP sphere shows numerous idiosyncrasies to the outsiders, 
it is in a general sense comparable to other historical liturgical registers. In this light, 
(possible practice of) religious register may be a complementary research interest with 
regard to DCP churches in the realm of religious studies.
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In language and religion, a recently emerging subfield of sociolinguistics, multiple theo-
retical frameworks have been proposed to deal with the role conventional religion plays in 
language variation, shift, maintenance, policy and planning (Mooney, 2010; Darquennes 
& Vandenbussche, 2011). Subsequently, some cases studies pertinent to this subfield 
have emerged, including self-representation of Christian metal bands on diverse online 
media (Jousmäki, 2014), religious linguistic landscape in Malaysia (Coluzzi & Kitade 
2015), language planning of Brazilian migrant churches on Facebook (Souza, 2015), 
the use of Skolt Sámi in Finnish Orthodox churches (Kosner, 2016), and language of Is-
lamic sermons in Great Britain (Alsaawi, 2017). Similar to these works, this dissertation 
provides a new case that involves the Chinese language and the DCP Chinese church 
in the Netherlands. In particular, it explores the register’s linguistic characteristics, the 
migrant churches’ institutional roles in creating and practicing the religious register, and 
in influencing the church members’ language repertoires.

In addition, amidst the global emergence of religious fundamentalism, the interdis-
ciplinary study of religion, language and globalisation becomes another burgeoning 
research orientation (Mooney, 2010). In this area, Islam has received massive attention 
and Christian denominations from the Global South are becoming increasingly import-
ant. African and South American churches are often examined and discussed, partially 
because they speak languages that are intelligible to Euro-American researchers (e.g., 
English, French, Spanish or Portuguese). Since DCP churches worldwide basically use 
certain Chinese dialects that are beyond most non-Chinese scholars, their language 
practices are largely out of sight even if they somehow imply the religious groups’ cer-
tain theological orientations. In fact, the religious Chinese register corresponds to the 
DCP service providers’ attitude towards the Holy Script and is endowed with a higher 
and global mobility due to the remaining student participants’ (re)application outside 
the religious space.

As the proposed religious Mandarin Chinese register’s idiosyncrasies are pertinent to 
the Bible used in the Dutch DCP student services, Section 5.2 contextualises Chinese 
translations of the Bible in terms of translation history, strategy and reception. Next, in 
Section 5.3, I will present a series of examples collected in my fieldwork and religious 
literature, and then analyse the religious Chinese register’s idiosyncratic linguistic char-
acteristics and their literal references in the CUV Bible from diverse linguistic subfields. 
After this, Section 5.4 goes through the religious register’s theological and ideological 
underpinnings, the learning mechanisms and the dissemination of the register as driven 
by the converted Chinese students, which reveals not only the interplay between lan-
guage and religion in the specific Dutch DCP context, but also a global dissemination of 
religious fundamentalism characterised by a Southern Church (Jenkins, 2002; 2010). In 
the end, Section 5.5 summarises the chapter.

5
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5.2 THE BIBLE IN CHINESE: THE CONTEXTS

The religious Chinese register practiced by the local and transnational DCP ministers 
and evangelists is esoteric for the general outsiders due to a variety of idiosyncratic 
linguistic characteristics in morphology, semantics, grammar, pragmatics, and orthogra-
phy. These idiosyncrasies do not comply with official and circulating norms of Mandarin 
Chinese in China and are therefore conspicuous to Chinese international students who 
have learnt and subsequently pursue the relevant language norms. A large number of 
the register’s idiosyncratic characteristics directly correspond to the language style of 
the Chinese Union Version (CUV), the predominant translation of the Bible into Chinese 
among contemporary Chinese Protestants worldwide. In the meantime, there are also 
idiosyncrasies that have no literal or direct biblical references; their origins are not known 
in line with this study’s limitations and need further examinations in Chinese linguistics. 
In practice, the CUV-related idiosyncrasies and their non-biblical counterparts intertwine 
in the religious Chinese speeches and texts. In this light, it is exceedingly difficult for 
the general outsiders and even plenty of the religious registers’ users to differentiate 
between them without particular and comprehensive analysis.

As the religious Chinese register is significantly characterised by the CUV Bible, it is 
then imperative to contextualise the translation’s language style by reviewing the history 
of major Bible translations into Chinese. In general, each historical Chinese translation 
has its certain language style in line with the specific period and the translators’ skills 
of the Chinese language, which is why reading difficulties or receptions of idiosyncrasy 
are caused among its readers in/of other ages.

Christianity firstly entered China in the seventh century (i.e., Tang dynasty, 618-907) 
as Nestorian missionary Alopen (阿罗本) and others reached the then Chinese capital 
Chang’an in the year of 635 (Wen, Yue & Wang, 2005). Since then, various versions of the 
Bible in Chinese have been produced by both foreign missionaries and Chinese transla-
tors in the following 1400 years. However, major translation works happened only in a 
few of the historical periods, including Tang dynasty, Qing dynasty (1644-1911), Republic 
of China (1912-1949) and People’s Republic of China (1949-present). The foreign trans-
lators were affiliated to diverse Christian denominations, such as Nestorianism, Roman 
Catholicism and Protestantism (Xu, 2014) whereas the Chinese translators included 
both Christians and non-Christians.

At present, the Vatican-recognised Studium Biblicum Version (SBV) published in 1968 
and the CUV Bible completed in 1919 are respectively the most popular Chinese Bibles in 
(Roman) Catholic and Protestant churches in China while several newer translations pro-
duced in the PRC-era are circulating on a rather small scale (Liu, 1997; Zhuo, 2014). In terms 
of language style, the former CUV is distinct from the later SBV as they were translated 
by different Christian denominations in different historical periods. In fact, all the Chinese 
translations are fairly distinctive from each other since they are indexed to particular tempo-
ral and corresponding socio-cultural contexts. In this regard, the pre-PRC editions read (too) 
delicate, archaic, grotesque and even unintelligible to their current Chinese readership who 
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practice the up-to-date and standardised Chinese language. Besides, the then foreign trans-
lators’ limited proficiency of the Chinese language also caused problematic translations.

For example, regarding the residual volumes of the seventh century Nestorian version as 
the earliest attempt of Christian translation in China, it is clear that the text is in high quality 
classical Chinese and appropriates loads of terms and idioms from Buddhism, Daoism and 
Confucianism in order to seamlessly illustrate the Christian stories for the Chinese upper 
class (Xu, 2014, p. 48; Zhuo, 2014). Given the fact that the Tang dynasty witnessed a heyday 
of Daoism, Buddhism and religious tolerance in China, and the Nestorian translators like 
Jingjing (景净, aka Adam) had excellent command of sinology (Xu, 2014, p. 52), this edition 
reveals unique temporal characteristics because of its three-in-one translation strategy 
(Buddhism-Daoism-Confucianism) and the native degree of classical Chinese literacy.

One thousand years later, from the eighteenth to the first half of the nineteenth century 
(or alternatively summarised as the pre-Opium War period), a number of Roman Catholic 
and Protestant missionaries were dedicated to the translation task, such as Jean Basset 
(白日升) from the Paris Foreign Missions Society, Louis Antoine de Poirot (贺清泰) from 
the Society of Jesus, Joshua Marshman (马士曼) from the Baptists, Robert Morrison (马
礼逊) from the London Missionary Society, and Karl Friedrich August Gützlaff (郭士立) 
from the Prussian Union of Churches (Xu, 2014, p. 142, p. 147, p. 155, p. 160; Zhuo, 2014).

By the time there was a pivotal strategic shift among the foreign missions; they turned 
their eyes on the general public instead of the upper class and the literati, which was the 
strategy in Tang and Ming (1368-1644) dynasties. Accordingly, the translators adopted 
lower classical Chinese like Basset’s Sishi Youbian (四史攸编) in the 1700s (Xu, 2014, 
p. 146), or vernacular Chinese like de Poirot’s Guxin Shengjing (古新圣经) in the 1800s, 
Marshman’s version (马士曼译本) in the 1800s, Morrison’s Shentian Shengshu (神天圣书) 
in the 1820s and Gützlaff’s version in the 1850s (p. 146, p. 151, p. 154, p. 157) in order to 
expand readership and Christian population in China. Simultaneously, there was also a 
trend not to follow native Chinese ways of speaking but to transplant grammatical traits 
of European languages into vernacular Chinese, which is in a sense a sign of limited 
proficiency of the Chinese language. Indeed, it caused lots of difficulties in comprehen-
sion (p. 159) for native Chinese readers and since then became a prominent feature of 
Chinese biblical translations made by foreigners.

What followed the five pre-Opium War versions mentioned above1 is the CUV Bible. In 
1890, a joint Anglo-American panel involving members from diverse western Protestant 
denominations in China was commissioned in Shanghai; the panel was assigned to 
translate the Revised English Version (RSV) into the then vernacular Mandarin Chinese 
in parallel with other two panels whose tasks were translating the RSV version into lower 
and high classical Chinese. The complete vernacular version (the Old and the New Tes-
tament) was eventually published in 1919 (Zetzsche, 1999).

1 Gützlaff’s version was published in the 1850s but actually initiated in 1836, namely before the 
First Opium War.

5
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Having circulated for one hundred years, the CUV Bible enjoys a high popularity among 
Chinese Protestant churches worldwide even if some up-to-date translations are also avail-
able. Notwithstanding, this version of the early twentieth century has now received increas-
ingly polarised reactions in consideration of its style of vernacular Chinese. Principally, the 
vernacular Chinese between the 1890s and the 1920s adopted by the foreign translators in 
the CUV Bible was praised as ‘exemplary’ at the time but is no longer colloquial, unambigu-
ous and appropriate in the twenty-first century due to comprehensive and drastic changes 
in the language as well as in Chinese society. Essentially, it was not until the later 1910s that 
written vernacular Chinese was massively promoted and applied by the Chinese literati as a 
prominent outcome of the New Culture Movement. In other words, there was no regulated 
form of vernacular Chinese by the time the CUV Bible was produced. Moreover, the quality 
of the Bible was also subject to the foreign translators’ limited command of the Chinese 
language, which resulted in plenty of grammatically ‘exotic’ Chinese texts that are difficult to 
understand for contemporary Chinese readers (Zhu, 1988; Li, 2002; Rong, 2010; He, 2015).

5.3 THE RELIGIOUS CHINESE REGISTER’S LINGUISTIC 
CHARACTERISTICS

In the previous section, I have succinctly reviewed the history of the Bible translation into 
the Chinese language and the contemporary critical reactions to the CUV Bible regard-
ing its quality of translation, which is a pivotal origin of the religious Chinese register’s 
idiosyncrasies. In this section, I will illustrate the register’s linguistic characteristics on 
the basis of Mandarin Chinese speeches and texts given by individuals with miscella-
neous roles (such as DCP ministers and student service participants) on various Dutch 
DCP occasions and in different years (since 2014).2 To this end, Segment 5.3.1 outlines 
the religious Chinese register’s linguistic characteristics3 based on an analysis of basic 

2 Unfortunately, the only fly in the ointment is that I cannot add transcriptions of on-site prayers, 
speeches and conversations to my argument along with other existing textual evidence as I 
decided to make as few audio recordings as possible (see Chapter Two).

3 The analysis of idiosyncrasies in this section refers to a wide range of materials of Chinese 
language norms, including Jiang, L., & Zhang, G. (2002). Hanyu yuyan wenzi jiben zhishi duben 
quanguo ganbu xuexi duben [Reader of basic knowledge of written and spoken Chinese, 
Reader for national cadre training]. Beijing: People’s Publishing House; The Commercial Press. 
(2014). Gudai hanyu cidian dierban [The classical Chinese dictionary, the 2nd edition]. Beijing; 
Hornby, A. S., Ashby, M., & Wehmeier, S. (2004). Niujin gaojie yinghan shuangjie cidian diliuban 
[Oxford advanced learners English-Chinese dictionary, the 6th edition]. Oxford: Oxford University 
Press; Lü, S. (Ed.). (1999). Xiandai hanyu babai ci [800 words in the contemporary Chinese lan-
guage]. Beijing: The Commercial Press; Shi, Y. (2017). Hanyu yufa [Chinese Grammar]. Beijing: 
The Commercial Press; Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press. (2002). Xiandai hanyu 
cidian hanying shuangyu [The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition]. Bei-
jing; The Commercial Press. (2016). Xiandai hanyu cidian diqiban [The contemporary Chinese 
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idiosyncratic cases and generic idiosyncratic categories in a DCP minister’s herme-
neutic passage. On this ground, Segment 5.3.2 further interprets why and how typical 
and reoccurring basic cases and generic categories in the religious register featuring in 
Segment 5.3.1 as well as newly provided examples are considered rather idiosyncratic 
in comparison with standard and ordinary Mandarin Chinese.4

5.3.1 A DCP minister’s hermeneutic passage as the epitome
Data example 5.1 below shows an excerpt of a DCP minister’s hermeneutic passage 
posted on CCGN Rotterdam Chinese student fellowship’s WeChat chatting group; words 
and phrases of idiosyncratic characteristics are duly underlined. The passage is consid-
ered as the epitome of the religious Mandarin Chinese register in relation to its author 
and function. On the one hand, a DCP minister is undoubtedly a high-calibre practitioner 
of the register and applies it almost every day, on diverse religious occasions, before 
different member groups, and with authority. On the other hand, daily and online Bible 
study text is the most fundamental and common form of the religious Chinese register 
among others that student service participants of the DCP services can receive in ac-
cordance with the service providers’ doctrine of sola scriptura and emphatic operation 
of Bible study in the student services.

Data example 5.1: Today’s Bible Reading and Exchange

1 当底波拉和巴拉带领以色列民胜过了夏琐王的将军西西拉，将百姓们从外邦人的奴役中拯
救出来之后，他们作了一首赞歌来称颂耶和华的名。
Having prevailed against Sis’era, the commander of the king of Hazor by leading the 
people of Israel and delivered whom out of the enslavement of the Gentiles, Deborah and 
Barak sang to praise the name of the Lord.

2 在这首赞歌当中，他们唱到有那么多的百姓从四面八方涌来，一起来跟随底波拉和巴拉争
战，他们当中不分支派，不分地域，不分男女，而大家都同有一个目标，就是要胜过仇敌。
In this song, they sang that the people from all corners flocked to the fight under 
Deborah and Barak; regardless of tribe, region, and gender, they all had one objective: to 
perish all the enemies.

3 所以底波拉和巴拉唱到，正是因为在以色列中有军长的率领，有百姓们甘心的牺牲，才会让
耶和华的名得着颂扬，让神的百姓可以脱离捆绑。
Therefore, Deborah and Barak sang that because the leaders took the lead in Israel and 
the people offered themselves willingly, the name of the Lord could be praised, and the 
people of the Lord could be delivered out of being bound.

4 一个属灵的群体中，需要有明白神心意的属灵带领者来带领。
A spiritual group needs to be led by spiritual leader(s) who understand(s) God’s mind.

dictionary, the 7th edition]. Beijing; The Starmap Press. (2006). Shijie ditu ji [World Atlas]. Beijing.
4 Though with both qualitative and quantitative significances, the listed linguistic characteristics 

in this section are just a tip of the iceberg given the vastness of accessible and inaccessible 
data that were incessantly generated in the field.

5
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Data example 5.1: Continued

5 曾经的摩西，后来的约书亚，以及混乱时期的士师，这些人都是神在不同的历史阶段，在神
百姓中兴起的属灵带领者。
Once it was Moses, followed by Joshua, and the judges at a time of chaos. They were 
spiritual leaders who were raised up by God in the assembly of the people of God in 
different times of history.

6 他们明白神的心意，他们愿意遵行神的旨意，于是神就将属灵带领的权柄赐予他们，让他们
可以走在神百姓的前面来引领百姓们同样走在神旨意的当中。
They understood God’s mind and were willing to keep the will of God. Then God gave the 
power of spiritual leadership to them so that they could go before God’s people and lead 
the people to do his will. 

Resulting from my analysis, I have underlined in total 27 words and phrases in Data 
example 5.1 and each sentence features a certain number (from 2 to 7) of them. They 
belong to 19 basic idiosyncratic cases, 5 of which are repetitive and the other 14 occur 
only once. The 19 basic idiosyncratic cases fall into 8 generic idiosyncratic categories, 
namely ‘non-standard’ transliteration of personal and place names (3 cases), ‘non-stan-
dard’ words (2 cases), ‘non-standard’ words with ambiguity (3 cases), standard words 
with ambiguity (2 cases), ‘improper’ function words (3 cases), ‘improper’ collocations 
(3 cases), classical Chinese words (1 case), and words indexed to absolute monarchy 
(2 cases).

The 8 generic categories concern morphology, semantics, grammar, or pragmatics. 
Concurrently, most of the basic idiosyncratic cases (15) have literal references in the 
CUV Bible as they appear in multiple CUV Biblical verses and are used with the same 
meaning or function as the corresponding biblical counterparts; the other 4 basic cases 
may (partially) appear in the CUV Bible but do not have the same meaning or grammatical 
function as in the CUV Biblical verses, because of which they are considered of unknown 
origin. The analysis is summarised in Table 5.1 below.

Table 5.1: A summary of the 19 idiosyncratic cases in Data example 5.1

Major linguistic 
aspects

Generic idiosyncratic 
categories

Basic idiosyncratic 
cases

CUV Biblical 
references6

Morphology

‘non-standard’ transliteration 
of personal and place names

底波拉 (x3)
Judges 5:1

巴拉 (x3)

夏琐 Judges 4:2

‘non-standard’ word
以色列民 Exodus 1:9

得着 1 Samuel 2:8

6 Each underlined case may appear several times in diverse biblical verses. Hereby I provide 
only one reference per case in this column.
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Table 5.1:  Continued

Major linguistic 
aspects

Generic idiosyncratic 
categories

Basic idiosyncratic 
cases

CUV Biblical 
references5

Semantics

‘non-standard’ word with 
ambiguity

外邦人 Matthew 4:15

作（了一首赞）歌 Judges 5:1

属灵 (x3) Corinthians 2:15

standard word with ambiguity
军长 Genesis 32:25

胜过 (x2) -

Grammar

‘improper’ function word

神百姓 (x2) Judges 20:2

神旨意 Mark 3:35

甘心的 -

‘improper’ collocation

脱离捆绑 -

兴起的属灵带领者 Judges 2:16

走在神旨意的当中 -

Pragmatics

classical Chinese word 士师 Judges 2:16

word indexed to absolute 
monarchy

赐予 Daniel 2:37

旨意 Ezra 7:18

By virtue of the 27 underlined words and phrases, the DCP minister’s hermeneutic pas-
sage appears marked and even esoteric to those who are not familiar with the CUV Bible 
and the Mandarin Chinese speeches and corresponding texts given by DCP ministers 
and evangelists within their ethnoreligious space. Initially, it is the sheer and frequent 
appearance of ‘non-standard’ transliterations and words (14 underlined words of 9 basic 
idiosyncratic cases)7 in a 6-sentence passage that catches people’s attention. Second, 
from a grammatical perspective, the passage does not read ‘smoothly’ because of the 
4 underlined ‘improper’ function words, and ‘awkward’ because of the 3 underlined ‘im-
proper’ collocations. Third, 3 Classic Chinese words and the words indexed to absolute 
monarchy add a pragmatically ‘anachronistic’ dimension to the passage’s language 
style. Finally, the 8 underlined standard and ‘non-standard’ words with ambiguity se-
mantically make certain sentences ‘bewildering’ and ‘illogical’. That said, inasmuch as 
22 underlined words and phrases (or 15 out of the 19 basic idiosyncratic cases) have 
literal references in the CUV Bible, which means the passage may appear ‘normal’ to 
the register’s practitioners who enshrine the CUV Bible and have a good command of 
the CUV Biblical verses.

5 Each underlined case may appear several times in diverse biblical verses. Hereby I provide 
only one reference per case in this column.

7 Including ‘non-standard’ transliteration of personal and place names, ‘non-standard’ word, and 
‘non-standard’ word with ambiguity.

5
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In short, the analysed passage manifests 3 salient linguistic characteristics, namely (1) 
a high density of basic idiosyncratic cases, (2) a high diversity of generic idiosyncratic 
categories in various linguistic domains and (3) a strong association with the CUV Bible; 
the third characteristic is considered the overarching one as the CUV Bible is the origin 
of most of the basic idiosyncrasies. Considering the passage’s epitomic status, these 
linguistic characteristics are a valid description of the entire religious Chinese register. 
That is to say, they are extensively incarnated in Mandarin Chinese speeches and their 
corresponding texts in Dutch DCP rituals, liturgy, and publications, by virtue of myriads 
of basic cases that fall into the various generic categories.

5.3.2 Analysis of basic and generic idiosyncrasies
In the previous segment, the religious Chinese register was demonstrated from a macro 
perspective by proposing the three general linguistic characteristics. The validity of the 
proposal is determined by why and how the aforementioned and many other cases seem 
significantly idiosyncratic to users of standard and ordinary versions of Mandarin Chi-
nese. In this regard, this segment will further dissect the religious register from a micro 
perspective, by giving an exhaustive analysis of its basic idiosyncratic cases. In what 
follows, I will present a series of basic cases from different passages that concern 13 
generic categories in morphology, semantics, grammar, pragmatics and orthography; all 
the cases and categories are considered typical and reoccurring in Dutch DCP members’ 
Mandarin Chinese practice on the various religious occasions.

5.3.2.1 Morphology

‘Non-standard’ transliterations of personal names and place names
As a translation of a religious book originating from the Middle East, the CUV Bible 
features numerous foreign personal and place names transliterated from other writing 
systems into Chinese characters. Many of the personal names have been subsequently 
and widely adopted by peoples in Christendom whereas lots of the place names remain 
unchanged throughout history. In the meantime, on the basis of non-biblical usage, these 
names in foreign languages have been transliterated, and became proper nouns used 
by diverse authorised agencies in China (e.g., academic institute, publishing house and 
news agency), which has resulted in a mass of standard and ordinary transliterations.

Nowadays, a number of CUV Bible transliterations are to varying degrees different 
from standard and ordinary ones. The differences lie chiefly in phonetic similarity to 
the pronunciation in the original foreign language as well as in the specific selection of 
Chinese characters which is a matter of word formation. For those who are not familiar 
with the CUV Bible and/or do not acknowledge its authority as a corpus of transliteration 
of foreign names into Chinese, personal and place names in the CUV Bible seem not 
only ‘non-standard’ but also ‘archaic’ since lots of characters are not commonly used in 
contemporary transliteration any longer with regard to pronunciation, universality and 
(denotative and connotative) meaning.
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In the light of transliteration of names, the religious Chinese register’s speeches and 
texts basically adopt the CUV Bible’s versions when rephrasing verses that feature per-
sonal and place names or speaking of figures and places appearing in the Bible. In 
the meantime, the register’s practitioners hardly give any additional signs that they are 
aware that transliterated personal and place names in the CUV Bible have corresponding 
standard and ordinary ones.

For example, in the first sentence of Data example 5.1, the DCP minister mentioned 
底波拉 (pinyin: dǐbōlā), 巴拉 (pinyin: bālā) and 夏琐 (pinyin: xiàsuǒ) which are CUV Bible 
transliterations for Deborah, Barak and Hazor in the RSV Bible. Meanwhile, the standard 
and ordinary transliterations for these names are 德博拉 (pinyin: débólā), 巴拉克 (pinyin: 
bālākè), and 哈措尔 (pinyin: hācuòěr) respectively.8 In Data example 5.2 below, Brother 
KEL referred to 提摩太 (pinyin: tímótài) which is the CUV Bible transliteration for Timothy 
in the RSV Bible. People who bear this name in English are now ordinarily transliterated 
as 蒂莫西 (pinyin: dìmòxī).9

Data example 5.2: ‘Non-standard’ personal name featuring in a student service participant’s text10

而作为年轻的一代，我们也应做到保罗对提摩太所要求的……
Meanwhile, as the younger generation, we ought to realise what Paul asked Timothy...

Beyond the sheer differences in the transliterated names in terms of how Chinese char-
acters are combined, one can also perceive idiosyncrasies at the level of individual char-
acters. For instance, in terms of universality, 底 (dǐ), 琐 (suǒ), and 太 (tài) featuring in the 
3 names are all less commonly used Chinese characters in contemporary transliteration 
compared with their homophones such as 迪 (dí), 蒂 (dì), 索 (suǒ) and 泰 (tài).11 Moreover, 
琐 (suǒ) as a single-character morpheme has a negative denotative meaning (trivial, 
petty; petty and low) and therefore breaches a principle of neutrality in transliteration.12

Finally, regarding similarity to pronunciation in the original language, the 3 CUV Bible 
transliterations seem also idiosyncratic. For Deborah, I argue that dǐ in dǐbōlā pronounc-
es less similar than dé in débólā to the syllable ‘De’; hā of hācuòěr sounds more similar 
to ‘Ha’ in Hazor than xià of xiàsuǒ; for ‘thy’ in Timothy, tài in tímótài pronounces less 

8 See ‘Deborah’ in Appendix 6: Common first names, p.2086 in Oxford advanced learners En-
glish-Chinese dictionary, the 6th edition, 埃胡德·巴拉克 (pinyin: āihúdé bālākè) as the standard 
transliteration for former Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak, and ‘Palestine’, p.114 in World Atlas.

9 As represented by 蒂莫西·盖特纳 (pinyin: dìmòxī gàitènà) for former US Secretary of the Trea-
sury Timothy Geithner.

10 Extracted from Feelings and Experiences from Brother KEL, a student participant of the CCGN’s 
annual Youth Camp, 15th June, 2016.

11 As represented by 路易吉·迪马约 (pinyin: lùyìjí dímǎyuē) for Italian politician Luigi Di Maio, 蒂尔堡 
(pinyin: dìěrbǎo) for Dutch city Tilburg, 阿方索 (pinyin: āfāngsuǒ) for common Spanish first name 
Alfonso and 约里斯·马泰森 (pinyin: yuēlǐsī mǎtàisēn) for former Dutch footballer Joris Mathijsen.

12 Entry of 琐 (suǒ), p.1845, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
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similar than xī in dìmòxī. In addition, ‘k’ and ‘r’ as ending consonants in Barak and Hazor 
respectively are not transliterated in bālā and xiàsuǒ whereas bālākè and hācuòěr duly 
reflect the consonants by virtue of kè and ěr.

‘Non-standard’ words
In the CUV Bible, there are words whose meanings are in general unequivocal because of 
certain morphemes while not considered standard because their specific combinations 
of morphemes seem ‘unconventional’ and sometimes even ‘awkward’ with regard to 
the current Mandarin Chinese standards. Nonetheless, these ‘non-standard’ words are 
frequently applied by the religious Chinese register’s practitioners.

For example, in the first sentence of Data example 5.1, the DCP minister used 以色列
民 (pinyin: yǐsèlièmín) as the demonym of the people of Israel in Chinese. Undoubtedly, 
民 (mín) is a valid suffix in Chinese words in relation to ethnicity, such as 汉民 (pinyin: 
hànmín, Han people), 藏民 (pinyin: zàngmín, Tibetan people), and 回民 (huímín, Hui 
people). However, as a mono-character morpheme, 民 (mín) cannot be used as a suffix 
in all cases and the CUV Biblical term 以色列民 is an example of this; the combination 
of 以色列 (pinyin: yǐsèliè, Israel) and 民 (mín) is ‘not standard’. Instead, the standard and 
more colloquial term for the people in Israel is 以色列人 (pinyin: yǐsèlièrén) with 人 (rén) 
as its suffix; 以色列人 (yǐsèlièrén) also appears in several verses of the CUV Bible.13

Furthermore, in the third sentence of Data example 5.1, the DCP minister applied 得
着 (pinyin: dézháo) to express ‘could be (praised)’ or literally ‘to receive (praise)’. In this 
two-character verb, 得 (dé) is the key morpheme that means ‘to get, to obtain, to gain, to 
win’ whereas 着 (zháo) is the grammatical function word ‘used after a verb to indicate the 
result of reaching the goal or the action’.14 Such combination of the two morphemes is in 
practice very rare and the standard term for the same meaning is 得到 (pinyin: dédào)15 
in which 到 (dào) is the appropriate morpheme following 得 (dé).

Table 5.2: ‘Non-standard’ words featuring in diverse passages of the religious register

‘Non-standard’ words and original texts CUV Biblical 
references

Standard 
alternatives

交托 ( jiāotuō)：我们要对神所交托的负责……16

We should be responsible for whatever God 
commits to us...

1 Timothy 1:18 交代 ( jiāodài)
托付 (tuōfù)

13 Such as Genesis 32:32, Exodus 1:7 and Numbers 1:1 in the Old Testament, and Matthew 27:9, 
Acts 2:22 and Hebrews 11:28 in the New Testament.

14 Entry of 得 (dé), p.401, and entry of 着 (zháo), p.2423, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, 
Chinese-English edition.

15 Entry of 得到 (dédào), p.402, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
16 Extracted from a student presenter’s script for Bible Study in EMSI Breda student fellowship, 

28th March, 2014.
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Table 5.2:  Continued

‘Non-standard’ words and original texts CUV Biblical 
references

Standard 
alternatives

因着 (yīnzhe)：相信在未来一定会有千千万万的年轻
人因着Chista的启蒙……17

I believe that myriads of young people will...
because of CHISTA’s enlightenment.

John 7:43 因为 (yīnwèi)

呼求 (hūqiú)：我们的呼求……18

Hear our urgent cries...
2 Chronicles 20:9 呼喊 (hūhǎn)

祈求 (qíqiú)

同工 (tónggōng)：……請大家盡早向所屬堂會負責登
記的同工報名19

...please go to fellow worker(s) in your own church 
branch(es) and sign up as soon as possible.

Philemon 1:1 同事 (tóngshì)
同仁 (tóngrén)

Besides the two analysed words in the DCP minister’s passage, Table 5.2 above presents 
4 further basic cases of ‘non-standard’ word featuring in different passages and produced 
by diverse authors, their CUV Biblical references, and the standard alternatives. These 
cases are, likewise, considered idiosyncratic because of their particular combinations 
of morphemes while more or less understandable for the general outsiders since their 
standard counterparts share key morphemes with them. For example, 交 ( jiāo) and 托 (tuō) 
as the two morphemes of ‘non-standard’ term 交托 (pinyin: jiāotuō) appear respectively in 
standard 交代 (pinyin: jiāodài) and 托付 (pinyin: tuōfù); 因 (yīn) forms 因为 (pinyin: yīnwèi) 
as a standard word but combines with着(zhe) as 因着 (pinyin: yīnzhe) is ‘problematic’.

In addition, the 4 given words are more prominent compared to many others because 
they not only reoccur but also almost completely replace the corresponding standard 
words in line with their particular meanings in major Dutch DCP activities. For instance, 
cry is a frequently raised action in collective sermons and individual prayers; when raising 
this action in accordance with strong emotion, 呼求 (pinyin: hūqiú) is almost the only 
used term in Mandarin Chinese. Further, in mostly regular internal communication and 
sometimes religious rituals, 同工 (pinyin: tónggōng) is the only term in the Dutch DCP 
context for styling colleagues or co-workers while the terms in non-DCP occasions are 
mostly 同事 (pinyin: tóngshì) and sometimes a more classy同仁 (pinyin: tóngrén).

17 Extracted from Feelings and Experiences from Brother KEL, a student participant’s of the 
CCGN’s Youth Camp, 15th June, 2016.

18 Extracted from the lyrics of A Praying Army (祷告的大军), a religious song performed in CCGN’s 
activities on 4th June, 2016, CCGN Rotterdam. The English translation is taken from the artist’s 
official website, see https://www.sop.org/powerpoint/.

19 Extracted from a message in the WeChat chatting group of CCGN Rotterdam’s student fellow-
ship, 18th January, 2018.

5
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‘Non-standard’ inverse morpheme words
In standard Mandarin Chinese, there is a particular phenomenon that many pairs of 
two-character words comprise of same two mono-character morphemes but stand in 
inverse orders (‘AB’ versus ‘BA’, like Budapest and Pest-Buda as the current and the pre-
vious names of the Hungarian capital). Accordingly, these pairs are referred to as inverse 
morpheme words (同素逆序词, IMW). Nowadays, as a consequence of the standardisa-
tion of the contemporary Chinese language, some ‘AB’ words are stipulated as standard 
whereas their ‘BA’ counterparts have become ‘non-standard’ and outdated.20 As a pub-
lication of the early twentieth century, the CUV Bible contains loads of ‘non-standard’ 
‘BA’ style two-character words whose denotations are the same as the standard ‘ABs’. 
From a general outsider’s perspective, the ‘BAs’ very spellings and pronunciations are 
usually striking enough to provoke associations of ‘obsolescence’ and ‘awkwardness’.

Table 5.3: ‘Non-standard’ inverse morpheme words in the religious Chinese register passages

‘Non-standard’ IMWs and original texts CUV Biblical 
references Standard IMWs

咒诅 (zhòuzǔ)：母亲咒诅那小偷，米迦迫不得已还了回
来……21

Micah was compelled to restore...as his mother uttered 
a curse to the thief...

Judges 17:2 诅咒 (zǔzhòu)

果效 (guǒxiào)：……更有果效地事奉。22

...serve more effectively.
Isaiah 32:17 效果 (xiàoguǒ)

In the religious Chinese register, the ‘non-standard’ IMWs are carried forward and largely 
edge out their contemporary standard counterparts. As Table 5.3 above shows, 咒诅 
(pinyin: zhòuzǔ) and 果效 (pinyin: guǒxiào) are two high-profile and CUV Biblically based 
examples of ‘non-standard’ IMWs, whose standard variants are 诅咒 (zǔzhòu) and 效
果 (xiàoguǒ) respectively. In the CUV Bible, the current and standard forms simply do 
not exist, which also holds for the Dutch DCP members’ speeches and texts as 咒诅 
(zhòuzǔ) and 果效 (guǒxiào) take all positions where an ordinary Mandarin Chinese user 
will conventionally apply 诅咒 (zǔzhòu) and 效果 (xiàoguǒ).

5.3.2.2 Semantics

‘Non-standard’ words with ambiguity
Differing from the examples shown in 5.3.2.1, which are unequivocal and understand-
able, there are also ‘non-standard’ words in the religious Chinese register which involve 

20 In the meantime, there are also cases that ‘AB’ and ‘BA’ words are both standard.
21 Extracted from Today’s Bible Reading and Exchange in CCGN Rotterdam student fellowship 

on 18th October, 2016.
22 Extracted from a timetable of CCGN Rotterdam, March 2017.
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ambiguity. Specifically, to the general outsiders, these words are either unfathomable 
or deceptive on the basis of their specific morpheme combinations or their semantic 
extension. Taking the DCP minister’s passage in Data example 5.1 as an example (sum-
marised in Table 5.1), there are 3 basic cases of ‘non-standard’ and ambiguous words, 
namely 外邦人 (pinyin: wàibāngrén), 作歌 (pinyin: zuògē) and 属灵 (pinyin: shǔlíng). The 
first two words are of the same kind as their actual denotations differ from ordinary un-
derstandings with regard to their morphemes whereas the third one is relatively difficult 
to comprehend even from a literal sense.

外邦人 (wàibāngrén), whose corresponding term in the RSV Bible is the Gentiles, seem-
ingly means foreigner as its key morphemes 外邦 (wàibāng) are a classical Chinese 
phrase for foreign country, which has now basically shifted to 外国 (wàiguó). However, as 
the Gentiles in English has an ethnic (non-Jew) or a religious implication (not belonging to 
one’s own religious community), 外邦人 (wàibāngrén) is in practice given an extra ethnic 
or religious dimension in the CUV Bible which does not exist on other occasions. The 
term is frequently applied in the religious register and replaces standard and ordinary 
ones like 非犹太人 (pinyin: fēiyóutàirén, non-Jew) and 异教徒 (pinyin: yìjiàotú, heretic).

作歌 (zuògē) in phrase 作了一首赞歌 (pinyin: zuòle yìshǒu zàn’gē, to sing to praise) is likely 
to be understood as to write or to compose a song with regard to one meaning of the key 
morpheme 作 (zuò) and similar standard two-character words like 作曲 (pinyin: zuòqǔ, to 
compose music) and 作书 (zuòshū, to write a letter).23 Meanwhile, in the CUV Biblical verse, 
what Deborah and Barak did was to sing a song instead of to write or to compose one.

属灵 (shǔlíng, spiritual or related to the Holy Spirit) serves as a two-character adjective 
in the data example. For the insiders, its second morpheme 灵 (líng) is obviously related 
to 圣灵 (pinyin: shènglíng, the Holy Spirit). Nonetheless, such relatedness is exceedingly 
contextualised and therefore beyond ordinary Mandarin Chinese users who have no 
Christian knowledge. Plus, adjectives with 属 (shǔ) as their first morpheme are very 
rare; the only common usage concerns the Chinese zodiac (属相) and is unlikely to be 
reminiscent of the Holy Spirit in Christianity. The term appears in the religious register 
repeatedly though its very meaning could be alternatively and more clearly expressed by 
a longer phrase 和圣灵有关的 (pinyin: hé shènglíng yǒuguān de, relate to the Holy Spirit) 
or more general terms like宗教的 (pinyin: zōngjiào de, relate to religion), and 宗教信仰
的 (pinyin: zōngjiào xìnyǎng de, relate to religious belief).

Apart from the 3 cases in Data example 5.1, Data example 5.3 below features another 
prominent ‘non-standard’ word with ambiguity, 异象 (traditional Chinese: 異象, pinyin: 
yìxiàng) in the religious Chinese register. It consists of morphemes 异 (yì, strange, un-
usual, extraordinary) and 象 (xiàng, appearance, shape, image),24 and is the equivalent 

23 Entry of 作 (zuò), p.2574, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
24 Entry of 异 (yì), p.2273, and entry of 象 (xiàng), p.2098, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, 

Chinese-English edition.
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of vision (an experience of seeing someone or something in a dream or trance, or as a 
supernatural apparition)25 in the RSV Bible.26

Data example 5.3: ‘Non-standard’ word with ambiguity featuring in a chatting group message27

……門徒訓練、教會増長、大使命異象和跨文化傳教。
...apostle training, church proliferation, the Great Commission and vision, and cross-cultural 
mission.

As an English word, vision refers to supernatural apparition in the RSV Biblical context, 
and ‘the ability to think about or plan the future with imagination or wisdom‘28 in a more 
general context. Nonetheless, the ‘non-standard’ Chinese word 异象 (yìxiàng) ordinarily 
and only applies to strange and unusual phenomenon as vision does in the RSV Bible; it 
is rather ‘odd’ to utilise the very word for vision’s second denotation in a Chinese context, 
which is what the religious Chinese register’s practitioners do. That is to say, 异象 (yìxiàng) 
is semantically extended and in reality, replaces standard and common terms such as 远
景(pinyin: yuǎnjǐng, future, prospect), 计划 (pinyin: jìhuà, plan, programme or scheme for 
making, doing or arranging something) and 目标 (pinyin: mùbiāo, goal, aim, objective).29

Standard words with ambiguity
In addition to the ‘non-standard’ words analysed above, there is also ambiguity in how 
many standard words are used in the religious Chinese register, as their standard and 
ordinary meanings may significantly differ from the implicit and intended meanings in 
the religious context.

For example, 军长 (pinyin: jūnzhǎng) means ‘the (military) leaders’ in Data example 5.1 
whereas in the standard definition, the term is crystallised as a modern proper noun for 
the commander of a field army (higher than a division and lower than an army group) 
and shall only be applied to refer to soldiers of that specific rank. When paraphrasing the 
CUV Biblical verse, the DCP minister kept using the original CUV term 军长 ( jūnzhǎng) in 
spite of possible bemusement and anachronism. The more ‘appropriate’ and unequivocal 
replacements in this context are领袖 (pinyin: lǐngxiù), 领导人 (pinyin: lǐngdǎorén) and 头
领 (pinyin: tóulǐng), which all mean leader(s).

Meanwhile, in the same passage, the DCP minister used a standard verb 胜过 (pinyin: 
shèngguò) in an ambiguous manner that complies with neither the standard nor the CUV 
denotations, for which it is considered of unknown origin. Given the context of a military 

25 Retrieved from https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/vision.
26 See Genesis 15:1
27 Extracted from a message in the WeChat chatting group of CCGN Rotterdam’s student fellow-

ship, 18th January, 2018.
28 Retrieved from https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/vision.
29 Entry of 远景 (yuǎnjǐng), p.2366, entry of 计划 ( jìhuà), p.912, and entry of 目标 (mùbiāo), p.1377, 

The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
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conflict in the relevant biblical verses, it is then ‘inappropriate’ to apply 胜过 (shèngguò, 
to surpass, be superior to, to get the better of, be better than).30 On the one hand, when 
using the very verb, the DCP minister’s sentence is likely to be understood as meaning 
that one side is just generically ‘better’ than the other side, which deviates from what 
is written in the RSV Bible, namely one side prevails against its foe in a conflict. On the 
other hand, the verb does not apply to describing any result of military conflict anyway. 
A possible alternative for this case is 战胜 (pinyin: zhànshèng, to defeat, to triumph over, 
to vanquish, to overcome, to conquer)31 that share a key morpheme with 胜过 (shèngguò) 
and is applicable to indicating the result of a battle.

Table 5.4: Standard words with ambiguity in the religious Chinese register passages

Standard words and original texts CUV Biblical 
references

Standard 
denotations

Intended 
denotations

世代 (shìdài)：这就是我们的世代最真实
的写照32

This is a true portrayal of our generation.
Genesis 6:9 long period of time; 

for generations33
one 
generation

记念 ( jìniàn)：不然我们所做的并不会被神
所记念！34

Otherwise, they will not be remembered 
by God!

Genesis 8:1

to cherish the 
memory of some 
person or event 
by something or 
some action; to 
commemorate35

to remember

逼迫 (bīpò)：很多时候我们觉得逼迫才是
一种试炼……36

What we usually recognise as test is 
persecution...

- to force, to compel 
and to coerce37 to persecute

30 Entry of 胜 (shèng), p.1724, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
31 Entry of 战胜 (zhànshèng), p.2413, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English 

edition.
32 Extracted from the notice of CCGN’s youth camp 2018 (荷风飏2018青年营会再度来袭！ | 黑暗

世代的盼望) published on CCGN Utrecht Fellowship’s WeChat public account on 12th February, 
2018.

33 Entry of 世代 (shìdài), p.1752, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
34 Extracted from Today’s Bible Reading and Exchange in CCGN Rotterdam student fellowship 

on 30th January, 2017.
35 Entry of 纪念 (jìniàn), p.916, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
36 Extracted from Today’s Bible Reading and Exchange in CCGN Rotterdam student fellowship 

on 17th September, 2018.
37 Entry of 逼迫 (bīpò), p.96, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
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Following the analysis of the cases in Data example 5.1, Table 5.4 provides 3 more am-
biguous standard words that are typical and reoccurring in the religious Chinese register, 
including 世代 (pinyin: shìdài), 记念 (pinyin: jìniàn), and 逼迫 (pinyin: bīpò).

The ambiguity of 世代 (shìdài) concerns being singular or plural: the word means one 
generation (singular) in the CUV Bible as well as the line of the religious notice, but is 
defined as generations (plural) according to the standard. In this light, 世代 (shìdài) may 
be replaced by 一代 (pinyin: yídài) which has a clear determiner 一 (yī) to make it singular.

In the second example, 记念 ( jìniàn) is ambiguous in terms of the specific type of action. 
The term is the secondary form of 纪念 ( jìniàn) and means to remember in the CUV Bible 
and the DCP minister’s Bible study text. In the meantime, the verb’s standard definition is 
to cherish or to commemorate, which is a different and much more complex action com-
pared with just to remember. Some rephrasing options include 记住 ( jìzhù) and 记下 ( jìxià).

The third example, 逼迫 (bīpò) is a semantically extended term. Though appearing 
in the CUV Bible frequently and meaning to force, to compel and to coerce, 逼迫 (bīpò) 
is applied in the religious Chinese register as persecution or to persecute, which is 
ordinarily expressed by 迫害 (pòhài).38 In other words, the term remains semantically 
consistent in the CUV Bible and the normal Mandarin Chinese but has a new denotation 
in the religious register.

Words with nuance
In addition to ambiguity, nuance is another semantic aspect involved in the religious Chi-
nese register’s idiosyncrasies. According to the Mandarin Chinese norms, there are cer-
tain subtle nuances among numerous words that share identical or similar denotations, 
such as implication of sentiment (commendatory or derogatory) and scope of application 
(personal or impersonal object). These nuances are often overlooked in the speeches 
and texts rendered for or during Dutch DCP occasions. Table 5.5 below shows 3 typical 
examples, including 样式 (pinyin: yàngshì), 委身 (pinyin: wěishēn) and 塑造 (pinyin: sùzào).

样式 (pinyin: yàngshì, pattern, type, style, form) as a noun and 塑造 (pinyin: sùzào, 
to model, to mould) as a verb are frequently used words in the religious register.39 In 
the standard and ordinary Mandarin Chinese, they are only applicable to impersonal 
objects. Nevertheless, they are often applied to personal objects, like I observed in the 
language use of a student presenter and of Brother KEL. The case of 样式 (yàngshì) 
has literal references from the CUV Bible whereas the application of 塑造 (sùzào) does 
not and is therefore considered of unknown origin. The former can be replaced by 训练 
(pinyin: xùnliàn, to train, to drill, to help somebody grasp certain skill in a planned and 
systematic way) and 培养 (pinyin: péiyǎng, to train, to groom, to prepare somebody a 
particular task, occupation and so forth through long-term training and education);40 the 

38 Entry of 迫害 (pòhài), p.1493, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
39 Entry of 样式 (yàngshì), p.2225, and entry of 塑造 (sùzào), p.1833, The contemporary Chinese 

dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
40 Entry of 训练 (xùnliàn), p.2188, and entry of 培养 (péiyǎng), p.1453, The contemporary Chinese 
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latter’s near-synonyms include 样子 (pinyin: yàngzi, sample, model, pattern),模样 (pinyin: 
múyàng, appearance, look) and 风采 (pinyin: fēngcǎi, charisma, graceful bearing, elegant 
demeanour).41

Table 5.5: Words with nuance in the religious Chinese register passages

Words with nuance CUV Biblical references Nuances

样式 (yàngshì)：是真正基督徒应有的
样式和行为方式。42

A real Protestant ought to follow such 
style and manner.

Judges 8:18

noun applied to a personal 
object though normally 
‘not applicable’ for 
personal object

塑造 (sùzào)：在这样的关系联结中来
塑造我们……43

...relations...in which we are shaped...
-

verb applied to a personal 
object though normally 
‘not applicable’ for 
personal object

委身 (wěishēn)：更多的是委身其中……44

...but more importantly, being 
committed and...

-

verb applied to express a 
voluntary action though 
normally implying a 
sentiment of being 
coerced45

Apart from the personal/impersonal case, 委身 (pinyin: wěishēn, to submit oneself to a 
certain aspect) exemplifies another kind of word with deviant nuance, though without 
any literal CUV Biblical reference. According to the norm, the verb carries the implication 
that the action of submissions happens often against one’s will. In this light, the use of 
委身 (wěishēn) in the case of active and wholehearted commitment to religious ministry 
becomes then preposterous in respect of sentiment, from the viewpoint of standard or 
ordinary Mandarin. In comparison, I argue that 投身 (pinyin: tóushēn, throw oneself into, 
plunge)46 would be more suitable for a voluntary context.

dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
41 Entry of 样子 (yàngzi), p.2225, entry of 模样 (múyàng), p.1372, and entry of 风采 (fēngcǎi), p.578, 

The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
42 Extracted from Feelings and Experiences from Brother KEL, a student participant of the CCGN’s 

annual Youth Camp, 15th June, 2016.
43 Extracted from a student presenter’s script for Bible Study in EMSI Breda student fellowship, 

28th March, 2014.
44 Extracted from Feelings and Experiences from Brother KEL, a student participant of the CCGN’s 

annual Youth Camp, 15th June, 2016.
45 Entry of 委身 (wěishēn), p.1996, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
46 Entry of 投身 (tóushēn), p.1934, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
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5.3.2.3 Grammar

‘Improper’ function word
In the CUV Bible, there are verses that do not comply with the present standard of how 
certain function words are used, and can result in impressions of weak proficiency 
among contemporary readers. Despite possible ‘blunders’, practitioners of the religious 
Chinese register maintain numerous CUV Bible phrases verbatim that include ‘improper’ 
function words.

As summarised in Table 5.1, there are 3 basic cases of an ‘improper’ function word in 
Data example 5.1, all of which are related to a significant Chinese auxiliary 的 (pinyin: dè) 
though in 2 different ways. The first and CUV Biblically based ‘improper’ way is exempli-
fied by phrases 在神百姓中 (pinyin: zài shén bǎixìng zhōng, among the people of God) 
and 神旨意 (pinyin: shén zhǐyì, his/God’s will) in which 的 (dè, used when the attribute 
indicates possession)47 is missing. There should have been 的 (dè) between 神 (pinyin: 
shén, God), and 百姓 (pinyin: bǎixìng, the people), and between 神 (shén) and 旨意 (pinyin: 
zhǐyì, will) in order to reveal the possessive association between the relevant entities. 
The second ‘improper’ way has no literal CUV Biblical reference and is seen in the phrase 
甘心的牺牲 (pinyin: gānxīn dè xīshēng, offered themselves willingly) where the 的 (dè) 
between 甘心 (pinyin: gānxīn, to do something willingly) and 牺牲 (pinyin: xīshēng, to 
give up, at the expense of) is ‘redundant’.48 In essence, it is grammatically ‘improper’ to 
turn verb 甘心 (gānxīn) into an adjective by placing a 的 (pinyin: dè, auxiliary used after 
an attribute that modifies the noun in the usual way)49 after it.

Data example 5.4: ‘Improper’ function word featuring in a student service participant’s text50

……其二便是在营会之中有所得着。
...and secondarily, receive something from the youth camp.

In addition to 的 (dè), there is another prominent basic idiosyncratic case of an ‘improper’ 
function word, 得着 (pinyin: dézháo) or 着 (pinyin: zháo). In the student participant’s pas-
sage, there is a phrase of 所 (pinyin: suǒ) + verb structure, which in theory stands as an 
object after 有 (pinyin: yǒu) or 无 (pinyin: wú).51 Nonetheless, 得着 (pinyin: dézháo) after 
所 (suǒ) in the passage is not a ‘valid’ verb, but a phrase because of the existence of 着 
(zháo, used after a verb to indicate the result of reaching the goal or the action).52 That 

47 Entry of 的 (dè), p.404, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
48 Entry of 甘心 (gānxīn), p.627, and entry of 牺牲 (xīshēng), p.2046,The contemporary Chinese 

dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
49 Entry of 的 (dè), p.404, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
50 Extracted from Feelings and Experiences from Brother KEL, a student participant of the CCGN’s 

annual Youth Camp, 15th June, 2016.
51 Entry of 所 (suǒ), p.521, 800 words in the contemporary Chinese language.
52 Entry of 着 (zháo), p.2423, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
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is to say, 得着 (dézháo) is a perfect tense phrase (namely, have obtained) and therefore 
grammatically and logically ‘awkward’ when forming a longer phrase with 有 (yǒu) and 
所 (suǒ). This basic case is of unknown origin as in the CUV Bible, there is no example 
of 有 (yǒu) + 所 (suǒ) + 得着 (dézháo).

‘Improper’ collocation
Throughout CUV Bible verses, there are lots of verb + object collocations that are con-
sidered ‘not habitual’ from a standard and ordinary perspective and cause impressions 
of idiosyncrasy. These CUV Biblically based collocations are also found in the religious 
Chinese register along with some of unknown origin.

In the DCP minister’s passage shown in Data example 5.1, there are 3 cases of ‘im-
proper’ collocation, including 脱离捆绑 (pinyin: tuōlí kǔnbǎng, be delivered out of being 
bound), 兴起的属灵带领者 (pinyin: xīngqǐ de shǔlíng dàilǐngzhě, spiritual leaders who 
were raised up), and 走在神旨意的当中 (pinyin: zǒu zài shén zhǐyì dāngzhōng, do his/
God’s will). Along with the examples in Data example 5.1, ‘improper’ collocations also 
occur in other passages of the religious Chinese register. Table 5.6 below presents 3 
more basic cases of collocations with ‘improper’ verbs and objects.

Table 5.6: ‘Improper’ collocations in the religious Chinese register passages

Improper collocations and original texts Literal CUV Bible 
references

操练 (cāoliàn) + 功课 (gōngkè)：很多属灵的功课我们都需要在关系联
结中来操练。53

...relations...in which...we train ourselves in terms of many spiritual 
assignments.

-

献上 (xiànshàng) +自己 (zìjǐ)：我相信神一定不会让这个热心服侍，毫无
保留委身献上自己的团队消亡。54

I believe that God will definitely avoid the demise of this team that 
have enthusiastic service, unreserved commitment and self-yielding.

Romans 6:16

建造 ( jiànzào) + 生命 (shēngmìng)：……但是外在的事奉和工作都只能成
为我们内在生命建造的帮助……55

...but services and works on the surface can only facilitate the 
building of our internal lives.

-

Conventionally, 脱离 (pinyin: tuōlí, to separate oneself from, to break away from, be 
divorced from, leave some environment or situation, break or cut off some connection) 

53 Extracted from a student presenter’s script for Bible Study in EMSI Breda student fellowship, 
28th March, 2014.

54 Extracted from Feelings and Experiences from Brother KEL, a student participant of the CCGN’s 
annual Youth Camp, 15th June, 2016.

55 Extracted from Today’s Bible Reading and Exchange in CCGN Rotterdam student fellowship 
on 30th January, 2017.
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and 捆绑 (pinyin: kǔnbǎng, to tie up with rope, to truss up, to bind) are rarely juxtaposed 
to make a collocation;56 given the specific biblical context, a possible alternative of 捆绑 
(kǔnbǎng) is 险境 (pinyin: xǐanjìng, perilous situation).57 Likewise, the collocation of 兴起 
(pinyin: xīngqǐ, to raise up) and 属灵带领者 (pinyin: shǔlíng dàilǐngzhě, spiritual leaders) 
is also ‘problematic’. As a verb, 兴起 (xīngqǐ) shall only apply to impersonal object(s)58 
whereas spiritual leaders are personal. For the same object, I argue that 召唤 (pinyin: 
zhàohuàn, to call, to summon)59 is a better option. The third collocation with 走 (pinyin: 
zǒu, to walk, to go) and 旨意 (pinyin: zhǐyì, decree, order, especially imperial decree) is 
‘illogical’;60 the verb 走 (zǒu) is normally followed by adverbial of place and 旨意 (zhǐyì) is 
clearly not one. Otherwise, if the object 旨意 (zhǐyì) needs to be maintained, then suitable 
verb before it could be 遵行 (pinyin: zūnxíng, to act on, to follow).61

As to the cases in Table 5.6, the collocation of 操练 (pinyin: cāoliàn, to drill, to train, to 
instruct and practise military formations or athletics skills, to do exercise, to perform 
physical exercises)62 and 功课 (pinyin: gōngkè, schoolwork, homework, Buddhist routine 
rituals such as chanting sutras ad praying to the Buddha)63 is ‘not conventional’; the verb 
normally applies to objects of physical labour whereas the noun refers more to mental 
work. Further, 献上自己 (pinyin: xiàn shàng zìjǐ, to yield oneself) is ‘improper’ since the 
verb 献 (pinyin: xiàn, to offer, to present, to donate, to give an object, idea, etc. respectfully 
to an organisation or an esteemed person)64 has to be followed by impersonal objects 
(as something to be given; not the object to receive) whereas 自己 (pinyin: zìjǐ, oneself) 
is a personal object. Finally and similarly, in the collocation of 建造生命 (pinyin: jiànzào 
shēngmìng, to build one’s life), the verb 建造 (pinyin: jiànzào, to build, to construct, to 
make) normally applies to non-living objects but 生命 (pinyin: shēngmìng, life)65 contra-
dicts this inanimacy criterion, which makes the case rather ‘awkward’.

56 Entry of 脱离 (tuōlí ), p.1958, and entry of 捆绑 (kǔnbǎng), p.1132, The contemporary Chinese 
dictionary, Chinese-English edition.

57 Entry of 险 (xǐan), p.2078, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
58 Entry of 兴起 (xīngqǐ), p.2140, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
59 Entry of 召唤 (zhàohuàn), p.2424, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edi-

tion.
60 Entry of 走 (zǒu), p.2558, and entry of 旨意 (zhǐyì), p.2466, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, 

Chinese-English edition.
61 Entry of 遵行 (zūnxíng), p.2571, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
62 Entry of 操练 (cāoliàn), p.191, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
63 Entry of 功课 (gōngkè), p.673, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
64 Entry of 献 (xiàn), p.2084, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
65 Entry of 生命 (shēngmìng), p.1716, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English 

edition.
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‘Improper’ part of speech
In the religious Chinese register, there are words whose use as a particular part of speech 
in given phrases or sentences differs from how they are normally used in the standard or 
ordinary language, and are therefore considered used ‘improperly’. One such example is 
presented in Data example 5.5 below, concerning the utilisation of 带领 (pinyin: dàilǐng, 
to guide, to lead, to lead or to direct an activity to be carried out by a group of people)66 
as an adjective/attribute.

Data example 5.5: ‘Improper’ part of speech in a timetable67

通过《提摩太后书》的教导，帮助教会各团契的带领同工……
To help the leading fellow workers...based on the teaching of the Second Timothy.

Normally, the two-character term 带领 (dàilǐng) is used as a verb and sometimes as a 
noun, due to its inherent part of speech flexibility. However, unlike its English counterpart 
‘leading’ (a present participle and therefore adjectival), the Chinese term hardly ever 
functions as an attributive adjective. Similar words like 领导 (pinyin: lǐngdǎo, leader, 
leadership, person holding such a post) and 带头 (pinyin: dàitóu, be the first, to take the 
lead)68 that share key morphemes with 带领 (dàilǐng) can be placed before a noun as 
attributes albeit not adjectives themselves.

‘Redundancy’
Admittedly, redundancy is common among standardised human languages and does not 
necessarily constitute a grammatical error. In the CUV Bible, there are translated phrases 
that contain ‘redundant’ elements from a contemporary and normal perspective. In spite 
of this, these phrases are common in the religious Chinese register’s speeches and texts 
concerning topics other than their CUV Biblical origins. One basic case of ‘redundancy’, 
得益处 (pinyin: dé yìchù, to impart grace to) can be seen in Data example 5.6 below.

Data example 5.6: ‘Redundant’ character in a religious Chinese register passage69

要让他们得益处。
We should impart grace to them.

This case is a three-character verb-object phrase that has CUV Biblical references70 and 
consists of a mono-character verb 得 (pinyin: dé) and a two-character noun 益处 (pinyin: 

66 Entry of 带领 (dàilǐng), p.371, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
67 Extracted from a timetable of CCGN Rotterdam, March 2017.
68 Entry of 领导 (lǐngdǎo), p.1233, and entry of 带头 (dàitóu), p.371, The contemporary Chinese 

dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
69 Extracted from a student presenter’s script for Bible Study in EMSI Breda student fellowship, 

28th March, 2014.
70 Such as in Ephesians 4:29.
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yìchù, benefit, advantage, factor beneficial to humans or things).71 Following a contem-
porary principle of avoiding redundancy, the phrase may be replaced by a two-char-
acter phrase 得益 (pinyin: dé yì, to benefit from, to profit from);72 the mono-character 
morpheme 处 (pinyin: chù) is accordingly a ‘redundant’ character and may be removed 
from the three-character phrase.

As a mono-character morpheme, 益 (pinyin: yì) can stand as not only an adjective (ben-
eficial) in 益处 (yìchù), but also a mono-character noun itself (benefit, profit, advantage) 
which means exactly the same as the two-character noun.73 Moreover, regarding the 
prominence of dissyllables in contemporary Mandarin Chinese, it is better to form either 
a two-character phrase comprising two mono-character morphemes like 得益 (dé yì), or 
a four-character phrase containing two double-character words like 获得益处 (pinyin: 
huòdé yìchù), in which 获得 (pinyin: huòdé, to obtain, to acquire, to achieve)74 and 得 
(dé), 益处 (yìchù) and 益 (yì) are respective synonyms and have shared key morphemes.

5.3.2.4 Pragmatics

Words indexed to absolute monarchy
As previously addressed in Section 5.2, the CUV Bible was translated between the 1890s 
and the 1920s, in the final phase of China’s absolute monarchy. Because of this, the trans-
lation features plenty of terms and phrases that reflect the social, cultural and political 
conditions of the time, especially the hierarchical interpersonal relations. In time, many 
of them have been either excluded from the contemporary language or preserved only 
to a limited extent. In terms of pragmatics, the remaining terms are at present merely 
used in some special occasions (classical Chinese literature, TV series or drama) but 
not in people’s daily lives.

Out of an obedience to the Christian deity, the religious Chinese register preserves the 
terms and phrases that feature in the CUV Bible and are indexed to China’s past era of 
absolute monarchy. Prominent examples of this type can be seen in Data example 5.1 
(summarised in Table 5.1), including 旨意 (pinyin: zhǐyì, decree, order, especially imperial 
decree) and 赐予 (pinyin: cìyǔ, the action of granting/conferring/bestowing properties 
from somebody of higher status or of an older generation to somebody of lower status 
or of a younger generation).75 Even though high power distance is still pervasively ob-
served among the Chinese, including Chinese society as well as the diasporic Chinese 
communities, utilisation of these words in daily life is basically extinct, following the 

71 Entry of 益处 (yìchù), p.2277, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
72 Entry of 得 (dé), p.401, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
73 Entry of 益 (yì), p.2277, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
74 Entry of 获得 (huòdé), p.885, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
75 Entry of 旨 (zhǐ) and 旨意 (zhǐyì), p.2466, and entry of ‘赐’ (ci), p.322, The contemporary Chinese 

dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
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demise of absolute monarchy, shifting political discourses, and the rich availability of 
words that are more colloquial and neutral.

Classical Chinese words
As another revelation of the time of translation, the CUV Bible contains many classical 
Chinese words that are not inherited in the contemporary Mandarin Chinese vocabulary 
and insurmountable for the present generations. In the religious Chinese register, many 
of these words are still in use despite their obsolescence.

For example, in the DCP minister’s epitomic passage (Data example 5.1), 士师 (pinyin: 
shìshī, title of an ancient official who takes charge of penalty and punishment)76 is applied 
as the Book of Judges is translated as 士师记 (pinyin: shìshījì) in the CUV Bible. As a 
classical Chinese term, 士师 (shìshī) does have a meaning that corresponds to Judges 
in the RSV Bible. Nonetheless, it is rather difficult to decode the two-character word from 
a literal perspective; the combination of the two morphemes, based on their separate 
meanings, does not make a clear sense to contemporary users of Mandarin Chinese.

5.3.2.5 Orthography
In the religious Chinese register’s written form, there are several characters whose use 
does not comply with contemporary Chinese orthography. Some are variants of Chinese 
characters (异体字, variant form of a Chinese character; Chinese character which has 
the same pronunciation and same meaning as its standardised form but is written in a 
different way)77 and are excluded from the current normal list. Others function in ways 
that the present norm does not recognise. In reality, the use of these characters is com-
monplace in grassroot handwritings among the Chinese, while having no official status.78 
Among them, personal pronouns exclusively applied for the Christian God like 祢 (pinyin: 
nǐ, You) and 祂 (pinyin: tā, He/Him) are a typical, high-profile and repetitive category in 
the religious Chinese register’ texts but has no CUV Biblical reference.

76 Entry of 士师 (shìshī), p.1345, The classical Chinese dictionary, the 2nd edition.
77 Entry of 异体字 (yìtǐzì), p.2274, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition.
78 Section of 繁体字、异体字的使用 (the application of traditional and variant Chinese characters), 

p.31, Reader of basic knowledge of written and spoken Chinese.
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Table 5.7: Idiosyncratic Chinese characters in the religious Chinese register passages

Idiosyncratic Chinese characters and 
original texts Remarks Standard 

characters

祢 (nǐ): 宣告祢国度降临。79

We proclaim Your kingdom come.
‘non-standard’ function 你 (nǐ)

祂 (tā): 祂是把一个责任交给我们……80

He transfers a responsibility to us...
variant character 他 (tā)

As Table 5.7 shows, personal pronouns for God in the religious Chinese register are char-
acters with 礻 (示字旁, pinyin: shìzìpáng) as their radicals (偏旁), whereas the standard 
counterparts are 你 (nǐ) and 他 (tā) whose radicals are 亻 (单人旁, pinyin: dānrénpáng).81 
Such applications are presumably driven by religious piety because characters with 礻 
(shìzìpáng) are intrinsically related to deity while 亻 (dānrénpáng) as a radical ‘merely’ 
connects with secular human beings.

Regarding the first pronoun 祢 (nǐ), the use is ‘non-standard’ in terms of pronuncia-
tion and denotation. The character pronounces as nǐ in classical Chinese but has now 
switched to mí. On top of that, it does not function as a personal pronoun across history, 
but chiefly concerns paternal temple (父庙), place name and surname.82 As to the third 
person pronoun 祂 (tā), the character does not exist in the classical and contemporary 
norms despite possible vibrant usage on certain occasions.

5.3.3 Summary
In this section, through the analysis of a number of data examples, I have demonstrated 
the religious Chinese register’s primary linguistic characteristics. First, the register (in 
both oral and written forms) is perceptibly different from normal and ordinary versions 
of Mandarin Chinese because it features a high density of basic idiosyncratic cases 
which make the register rather esoteric to the general outsider. Secondly, the religious 
register’s basic idiosyncrasies fall into a number of generic categories and concern 
most linguistic domains, including morphology, semantics, grammar, pragmatics, and 
orthography. In other words, there are comprehensive differences between the register 
and normal Mandarin Chinese. Thirdly, the religious register has a strong association 
with the CUV Bible since most of the basic idiosyncratic examples have literal CUV Bib-

79 Extracted from the lyrics of Give Us Vision (新的异象，新的方向), a religious song played on 
28th November, 2015, CCGN Worship Night in Utrecht. The English translation is taken from 
the artist’s official website, see https://www.sop.org/powerpoint/.

80 Extracted from a student presenter’s script for Bible Study in EMSI Breda student fellowship, 
28th March, 2014.

81 Name of Radicals of Chinese Characters, p.2693, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chi-
nese-English edition.

82 Entry of 祢 (mí) p.897, The contemporary Chinese dictionary, Chinese-English edition, and entry 
of 祢 (nǐ), p.1040, The classical Chinese dictionary, the 2nd edition.
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lical references. However, there are also examples that have no CUV Bible references; 
they are similar to the direct extractions from the CUV Bible, and often belong to the 
same generic categories.

Essentially, the religious register’s idiosyncrasies derive from the language style of 
the CUV Bible. As a translation initiated by Western Protestant missionaries and accom-
plished before the systematic standardisation of contemporary Chinese, the CUV Bible 
has logically become outdated and awkward nowadays with regard to its translation qual-
ity and language style, which has already been critically examined in Chinese academia 
(See Section 5.2). Meanwhile, numerous words, phrases, and collocations are literally 
extracted from the CUV Bible and massively embedded in Mandarin Chinese speeches 
and texts circulated within the Dutch DCP community, even though the extractions do 
not comply with the present language norms and have standardised and ordinary alter-
natives. In this light, the religious Chinese register is a transitional form between the CUV 
Bible’s vernacular Chinese and the current version of Mandarin Chinese.

5.4 THE RAISON D’ÊTRE AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE 
RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE PRACTICE

In the previous section, I have interpreted why and how the religious Chinese register 
is considered esoteric, idiosyncratic and different from standard or ordinary Mandarin 
Chinese. In the present section I will discuss the raison d’être and implications of the 
religious language practice, referring to the theoretical frameworks of language and 
religion (Mooney, 2010; Darquennes & Vandenbussche, 2011) and the Next Christendom 
(Jenkins, 2002; 2010). In Segment 5.4.1, I will interpret the ideology in relation to the 
religious Chinese register and its usage, as it is an indicator of the DCP student service 
providers’ theological orientation. Segment 5.4.2 introduces the learning mechanisms 
by which the religious register is transmitted in the DCP student services; the student 
participants’ acquisition and use of the register suggests the religious service providers’ 
(or the church) role in language planning. In the final Section 5.4.3, I will describe the 
religious register’s range of practice as it implies local and global dissemination of both 
the language variant and its scaffolding ideology across different sociolinguistic scales.

5.4.1 An indicator of theological orientation
Despite the actual and pervasive practice in the Dutch DCP religious space, the religious 
Chinese register is not officially identified as a language variety by its users. Likewise, 
nobody is explicitly asked to speak Mandarin Chinese differently when entering the re-
ligious space and being involved in any liturgy. Once in a private conversation,83 having 
heard my preliminary remarks about the CUV Bible-related sociolinguistic product and 
its use, a minister of CCGN Rotterdam said ‘We are just accustomed to saying like this’, 
subtly negating the idea that their language practice is significantly different from normal 

83 In a private dinner party organised by a CCGN Rotterdam member on 9th March, 2019.
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and ordinary Mandarin Chinese in (socio)linguistic terms. However, according to my 
Protestant interviewees who either have left the diasporic religious community or still 
participate in the services regularly while being critical to the Dutch DCP ecclesiastical 
authority, it is a fact that an idiosyncratic and esoteric version of Mandarin Chinese is 
being used among the church members.

Vis-à-vis the raison d’être of the religious Chinese register, I argue that the very lan-
guage variant is a by-product of the local and transnational DCP institutes’ theological 
doctrines of infallibility and divine inspiration of the Revealed Scripture and opposition-
alism. For the general outsider, the sociolinguistic phenomenon (the religious register 
and its use) is an indicator of theological orientation in the Dutch DCP context.

Firstly, the religious institutes transfer sola scriptura into sola Chinese Union Version, as 
they neglect all other and later Chinese translations. Accordingly, the specific version of 
biblical translation into Chinese is enshrined in a literalistic manner; even though the Chi-
nese Bible’s language style obviously differs from the contemporary and standardised 
Mandarin Chinese, and many characters, words and phrases seem rather idiosyncratic 
(or ‘incorrect’ from a normative point of view) nowadays, most of the DCP church ad-
herents will not or dare not openly challenge the Bible’s ‘inappropriateness’ in linguistic 
terms. Instead, more than just to quote biblical verses and passages, they extract words 
and phrases from the CUV Biblical sentences (as presented in Section 5.3) and use them 
to replace standard and ordinary counterparts in their Mandarin Chinese speeches and 
texts in the religious space in order to express their commitment to the (CUV) Bible.

In addition to the enshrinement of the CUV Bible, the practice of the religious Chinese 
register is also an embodiment of the oppositionalist doctrine. As the tenet of ‘dare to be 
different’ is reiterated in the Dutch DCP community, the church adherents often attempt 
to behave differently in miscellaneous realms with the purpose of emphasising their 
religious identity against the people ‘of the world’. As to language practice, speaking 
Mandarin Chinese differently complies with the overarching and religiously driven tenet; 
it opposes not only the contemporary and secular norms of the base language, but also 
the professional language regulating institutions behind which are primarily the Chinese 
state, a common and deep-seated foe of many DCP institutes and transnational evan-
gelists. After all, Beijing is now the predominant and worldwide promoter of Mandarin 
Chinese of its own standards, which is usually beyond the old-southern diaspora and 
has gradually edged out other competing versions.

In summary, the Revealed Scripture functions as the de facto corpus of the religious 
variant whereas the particular theological orientation underpins the corresponding lan-
guage practice. At various sociolinguistic scales, the register has virtually become an 
identity marker (Darquennes & Vandenbussche, 2011). On the one hand, among the Chi-
nese diaspora in the Netherlands, DCP believers highlight their religious identity against 
non-Protestants by practicing the religious register. On the other hand, among members 
of the Dutch DCP community, users of the religious register differentiate themselves 
from others who enshrine neither the CUV Bible nor the DCP ecclesiastical authority. 
Meanwhile, in the realm of the Next Christendom and Southern Church (Jenkins, 2002; 
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2010), the religious Chinese register demonstrates how religious fundamentalism can be 
embodied through creating and practicing a faith-related language variant, especially in 
a DCP context. Since the description in this chapter is not exhaustive due to numerous 
limits, the religious register deserves further anthropological as well as sociolinguistic 
examinations with regard to its linguistic characteristics and language ideology.

5.4.2 Learning the unidentified register
As claimed in the previous section, the religious Chinese register is not openly and offi-
cially identified as a language variant by its users while being virtually and pervasively 
practiced as one. Hence, there is neither specialised teaching material (apart from the 
CUV Bible as the de facto corpus) from which newcomers may grasp the register’s key 
characteristics, nor any training sessions during which new participants are explicitly 
asked to adopt a more religious tone in their Chinese while participating in the Dutch 
DCP sphere. The clerics and the laity do not publicly judge each other’s speech on re-
ligious occasions regarding for example whether it is different enough from standard 
and ordinary Mandarin Chinese. Even so, it is possible to further demarcate new recruits 
from veterans relying on how proficient they are in practicing the religious register. Un-
surprisingly, the clerics’ speeches have the highest density and diversity of idiosyncratic 
elements related to the CUV Bible. Next come veteran student participants who are 
relatively less skilled but ‘well enough’ to lead other student fellows, since they actively 
and capably assist the clerics with their religious ministries. Finally, participants who are 
either new to or not involved in the student services often have the fewest idiosyncrasies 
in their language use.

Throughout the years of my fieldwork, I have witnessed numerous student service 
participants growing from green hands to sophisticates in practicing the religious Chi-
nese register. In essence, they have acquired the language variant implicitly by virtue 
of an apprentice learning mechanism, along with the religious faith and social values 
which are explicitly taught by the ministers and evangelists in the cram school-like DCP 
Chinese student services (see Section 4.3). Specifically, one will at first be exposed to 
massive input of the register through reading and listening (e.g., the CUV Bible verses, 
slides and religious songs, etc.), which are prepared and led by the clerics or the veteran 
student participants. As time goes on, one will have opportunities to output the register 
before others both online and offline. On the one hand, upon request each participant will 
‘share’ his/her ideas about the content of a Bible study session or of speeches given by 
other members. On the other hand, one is likely to give prayers, prepare religious songs, 
biblical texts and relevant hermeneutic contents, either ‘invited’ or on one’s own initiative. 
In both of these occasions, use of the register is inevitable as one needs to quote from 
other members’ speeches or refer to diverse written materials, especially the CUV Bible, 
as these may be considered more prestigious or having more authority. When involved 
in such processes recurrently over several years, every active DCP student service par-
ticipant will have acquired knowledge of the religious register and become accustomed 
to practice it mostly inside and sometimes outside the religious space.
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Regarding the Chinese international students’ acquisition of the religious Chinese 
register through participations in the DCP Chinese student services in the Netherlands, I 
argue that the local DCP institutes effectively function as a centre of not only Protestant 
faith, but also Mandarin language among their Chinese student adherents even though 
there is no overt and specialised language planning in the Dutch DCP sphere in relation 
to the language variant. The migrant church’s assumption of a central role in Mandarin 
Chinese, so to speak, has profound implications for the studies of the Chinese diaspora, 
in particular the diasporic Chinese community in the Netherlands.

Traditionally, consistent with the hegemony of southern Chineseness (see Section 
3.3), Mandarin Chinese was not the main Chinese variant of the Dutch DCP community. 
Even to this day, the old and southern Dutch DCP majority is not comparable to Chinese 
international students in the light of Mandarin Chinese proficiency. Nonetheless, in this 
area where the students as the new diaspora are considered prevailing, the old dias-
pora have managed to exert considerable influence with the aid of religious deeds and 
means. Furthermore, even though organising Mandarin Chinese education for migrant 
Chinese children (mostly from church members’ families), the migrant church is not 
associated with an authoritative role in language regulation among the Dutch Chinese 
whatsoever. After all, due to high internal language diversity (regional dialects), political 
divisions, and the chronologically late expansion of Mandarin Chinese worldwide, there 
is no conventional, centralised and professional Mandarin Chinese regulator within the 
diasporic Chinese community in the Netherlands.

5.4.3 The local and global dissemination
When performed by the old-southern DCP majority, the religious Chinese register was 
largely a closed-door language practice in line with its distinct religious character and 
function as well as the performers’ restricted interactions with Chinese migrants with 
other or no religious backgrounds outside religious space. However, since it started 
being acquired by increasing numbers of student service participants, the register is 
being disseminated to a much wider audience in the local Dutch Chinese community, 
other diasporic Chinese communities around the globe, and Chinese society, transcend-
ing boundaries between religious and secular spaces. As a sociolinguistic resource with 
religious characteristics, the register is jumping from local relevance to several higher 
sociolinguistic scales through online and offline communication (Blommaert, 2010).

For instance, some pious student converts applied the religious Chinese register when 
embarking on DCP evangelism in public spaces in the Netherlands and other countries, 
either individually or collectively (as aides to the local ministers and the transnational 
evangelists). During relevant mission works, they performed the CUV Bible and their bib-
lically based creeds in Mandarin Chinese before non-believers outside religious spaces. 
To this end, just like what they had experienced as learners, the student converts quoted 
verses from the CUV Bible and subsequently interpreted them on the basis of the reli-
gious register, which was massively influenced by the Bible. Furthermore, for the purpose 
of personal religious practice, many student converts produced texts or forwarded online 
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contents which were faith-related and often featured the religious Chinese register, on 
their personal social media pages/accounts. Since these online contents were visible 
to the student converts’ friends who were studying, working and living in a wide range 
of countries and had heterogenous belief backgrounds, the religious Chinese register 
transcended different levels of geographical and religious-secular boundaries in the vir-
tual realm, and reached those who were not yet familiar with the Dutch DCP community 
and its religiously influenced language practice.

Through vigorous use of the idiosyncratic religious variant of Mandarin Chinese, the 
converted Chinese international students make a universal and significant announce-
ment that they can become perceptibly different from their peers and other compatriots 
‘of this world’.84 Moreover, the students’ language practice partly, and vividly, reveals 
the interplay between language (Mandarin Chinese) and religion (the Dutch DCP faith 
and institutions) to the same this-worldly Chinese audience. In particular, it facilitates 
the dissemination of the register’s ideological and theological underpinnings and many 
other religious messages. In this regard, so to speak, such sociolinguistic phenomena 
suggest a worldwide dissemination of religious fundamentalism that is characterised 
by a Southern church (Jenkins 2002; Mooney, 2010).

First, since the migrant church has made its Chinese student members’ Mandarin 
Chinese speeches different from the secular standards and norms, the outside world 
can see that the migrant church can assume the role of language regulator within the 
diasporic community, assisted by the fact that a secular, professional and overarching 
regulating body or a consensus on a specific language norm set by the emigrating areas 
is absent. The essence of being different comes from the migrant church’s oppositional-
ist orientation, namely opposing the secular power centres, their rules and regulations, 
and the population who follow all of them. Secondly, given that the different Mandarin 
Chinese speech (i.e., the religious register) is developed on the basis of the CUV Bible, 
the audience can see that the specific version of the Holy Script functions as a corpus of 
Mandarin Chinese among native and non-native Mandarin Chinese speakers within the 
migrant church. Apparently, the CUV Bible’s function is an extension of biblical inerrancy; 
the 100-year-old translation work is ‘without error or fault’ in not only all its teaching, but 
also its language style even if it has already received massive criticism with regard to its 
translation errors and faults. Thirdly and quite obviously, the converted Chinese students’ 
speeches and texts contain explicit messages on miscellaneous religious, socio-cultural 
and socio-political issues, a large number of which are in compliance with what the 
local ministers and the transnational evangelists preach in the student services. On this 
account, the DCP student service providers’ convictions that exhibit hues of religious 
fundamentalism (see Section 3.4) are spread further and reach a much wider audience 
in addition to the enthusiastic Chinese student converts who can directly, recurrently 
and concentratedly hear, read and comprehend them within the Dutch DCP community.

84 John 8:23, RSV.
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5.5 SUMMARY

This final empirical chapter demonstrated a novel religious Mandarin Chinese register 
which exhibited idiosyncratic linguistic characteristics and was practiced in a wide range 
of Dutch DCP occasions, including the Chinese student services. The religious register’s 
raison d’être, practice and dissemination exemplify the interplay between language and 
religion in the era of globalisation, and therefore contribute to the research (sub)fields of 
language and religion (Mooney, 2010; Darquennes & Vandenbussche, 2011), the Southern 
Church (Jenkins, 2002; 2010) and the Chinese diaspora.

As the religious register’s idiosyncrasies correspond to the language style of the 
CUV Bible, I firstly contextualised the Bible in Chinese with regard to translation history, 
strategy and reception. In essence, every historical version of the Bible in Chinese has 
unique language style is indexed to certain temporal and socio-cultural contexts. For 
this reason, there are reading difficulties or receptions of idiosyncrasy among the major 
Chinese translations’ readers in/of other ages. Regarding the CUV Bible accomplished in 
1919, the most popular Protestant version in Chinese, its language style has now become 
outdated, inappropriate and ‘exotic’ given the foreign translators’ limited command of the 
Chinese language and comprehensive and drastic changes and standardisations of Man-
darin Chinese over time (Zhu, 1988; Li, 2002; Rong, 2010; He, 2015). In other words, the 
CUV Bible is somewhat difficult to understand for a contemporary Chinese readership.

Based on a number of data examples collected from diverse speakers and on different 
occasions and times, I demonstrated the religious register’s three primary linguistic 
characteristics. First, the register features a high density of basic idiosyncratic forms. 
Secondly, these idiosyncrasies belong to multiple generic categories and concern mor-
phology, semantics, grammar, pragmatics, or orthography. Thirdly, the religious register 
strongly associates itself with the CUV Bible as most of its idiosyncrasies have literal 
references in the CUV Bible, though some cases are not biblically based, yet fall into the 
same generic categories. Because of these features, the religious Chinese register is 
comprehensively different from standard and ordinary forms of Mandarin Chinese and 
can therefore be seen as a transitional form between the CUV Bible’s vernacular Chinese 
and the current version of Mandarin Chinese.

Besides the linguistic characteristics, this chapter interpreted the religious register’s 
theological and ideological underpinnings, learning mechanism and dissemination in re-
lation to the converted Chinese students. The religious register is considered a by-prod-
uct of the DCP institutes’ theological doctrines of infallibility and divine inspiration of the 
Revealed Scripture and oppositionalism. The register per se exemplifies how religious 
fundamentalism can be embodied in language practice in a Southern Church (Jenkins, 
2002; 2010), and practicing such register has virtually become an identity marker at dif-
ferent sociolinguistic scales (Blommaert, 2010) among the Chinese. Through an appren-
tice learning mechanism in the cram school-like religious services, Chinese international 
students acquire the religious register from green hands to sophisticates. Accordingly, 
the Dutch DCP institutes have assumed a central role in Mandarin Chinese among their 
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church members, as no conventional, centralised and professional Mandarin Chinese 
regulator is installed within the Dutch Chinese community. Because of the converted 
Chinese students’ online and offline practice based on their religious piety and higher 
mobility, the religious Chinese register per se and its religious fundamentalist underpin-
nings are being disseminated to a much wider audience among the Chinese worldwide, 
transcending boundaries between religious and secular spaces. In essence, it suggests 
an extensive dissemination of religious fundamentalism driven by a Southern church 
(Jenkins 2002; Mooney, 2010).
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

 

 

Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptising them in the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,1

所以，你们要去，使万民作我的门徒，奉父、子、圣灵的名给他们施洗。2

1 Matthew 28:19, RSV.
2 Matthew 28:19, CUV.
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6.1 RECAPITULATION

Focusing on the dynamics of diasporic Chinese Protestant (DCP) ministries of Chinese 
international students in the Netherlands in the 2010s, this interdisciplinary study exam-
ined the interplay between language and religion in the era of globalisation by means of 
online and offline ethnography. The multilateral DCP student ministries aimed to make 
Chinese international students in the Netherlands ‘different’ from their peers in religious 
and political orientations, but also exerted considerable influence on the student partic-
ipants’ Mandarin Chinese repertoires.

To recapitulate, Chapter One introduced the broader socio-political context of the 
study and then outlined the three relevant theoretical foundations and disciplines, namely 
the sociolinguistics of globalisation (Blommaert, 2010), the Next Christendom (Jenkins, 
2002, 2006) and the Chinese diaspora. To be specific, the DCP ministries of Chinese 
international students in the Netherlands were contextualised and analysed on the basis 
of sociolinguistic evidence and at different scales. Initially, at the global scale of the 
Next Christendom, the Dutch DCP exhibited similarities and commonalities with other 
churches in relation to peoples in/from Asia, Africa and South America in proliferation 
and theological orientation on the one hand, and had its own particularity determined 
by its intrinsic cultures and migration trajectories on the other hand. Likewise, at the 
scale of the DCP, the case in the Netherlands was characterised in relation to the Dutch 
society and the country’s diasporic Chinese community, and therefore manifested 
unique features in some certain aspects compared with the DCP communities in other 
Euro-American countries. Finally, at the scale of the Dutch DCP community, members 
were virtually grouped based on their ages, social status and different versions of Chi-
neseness; the ethnoreligious community may seem homogeneous to the host society 
but rather diversified and stratified to the New Chinese diaspora.

Chapter Two explained the methodology of sociolinguistic ethnography employed 
in the research, reviewed the longitudinal fieldwork and reflected on some ethical and 
practical issues that non-religious mainland Chinese researchers may need to deal with 
when doing ethnography in diasporic Chinese religious occasions.

According to the biblical rhetoric, the local ministers and the transnational evangelists 
who organised the DCP Chinese student ministries consider themselves as ‘shepherds’ 
and the Chinese international students who participant in their student ministry services 
are ‘lambs in pastures’.

With regard to the ‘shepherds’, Chapter Three examined the development of the Dutch 
DCP community and introduced basic information of the local as well as the transna-
tional DCP and non-Chinese institutes that (formerly) established ministries of Chinese 
international students in the Netherlands in the 2010s. Further, the chapter analysed the 
socio-cultural character of the Dutch DCP community and the hue of religious funda-
mentalism manifested by the major student service providers.

Chapter Four moved to what happened in the ‘pastures’ – the actual operation of Chi-
nese student ministry. Firstly, I summarised the most common types of the DCP Chinese 
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student services. Subsequently, I demonstrated the student participants’ mixed reac-
tions to the services in relation to the different versions of Chineseness and interpreted 
the integration of the different Dutch DCP generations in line with the hybrid utilisation 
of Chinese orthography.

Drawing on data on Dutch DCP speeches and texts given or produced by various DCP 
clerics and community members in different years, Chapter Five examined the religiously 
influenced Mandarin Chinese practice/register among the Dutch DCP community mem-
bers, which was in general idiosyncratic and esoteric from the perspective of outsiders. 
Following a brief review of the Bible in Chinese, the religious register and its practice 
were analysed regarding its major linguistic characteristics, its raison d’être, and the 
implications for the theoretical frameworks of language and religion (Mooney, 2011; 
Darquennes & Vandenbussche, 2011) and the Next Christendom (Jenkins, 2002; 2010).

6.2 OVERVIEW OF OUTCOMES

6.2.1 The Dutch DCP and the organisers of ministries of Chinese in-
ternational students
Based on the data from different sources and years, we saw that the Dutch DCP com-
munity exhibited a growing trend in the 2010s, as there were more DCP church systems 
and branches, a larger Dutch DCP population, and wider areal distribution of the DCP 
institutes in terms of Dutch cities and provinces than about two decades ago. Regarding 
the massive influx of international students from China in the Dutch higher education 
system, most of the major Dutch DCP institutes have organised their own ministries of 
these students. Besides, a native Dutch initiative and various transnational DCP and 
(South) Korean institutes and individuals were also involved in the Dutch DCP Chinese 
student ministries.

As a phenomenon, the local and the transnational DCP institutes showed more com-
monalities than differences in terms of its socio-cultural characteristics, which included 
(1) the hegemonic status of southern Chinese migrants in ecclesiastical leadership, (2) 
monoethnicity of Han Chinese, (3) exclusive focus on evangelism and low interest in 
social responsibility, and (4) weak representation of mainline Protestant denominations.

Referring to the differences, there was first of all a language-oriented division among 
the local DCP institutes. Some DCP institutes opted for Mandarin Chinese as the chief 
language of instruction in order to attract visitors from different dialect backgrounds. 
In other DCP churches, a southern regional Chinese dialect was the dominant language 
as the organisers were more committed to their original groups and to newcomers from 
the same region(s).

Second, there was an occupational or social class division between the local and 
the transnational DCP institutes. The mass of the Dutch DCP institute leaders were old 
Chinese migrants who worked in the country’s horeca industry whereas the transna-
tional DCP evangelists were mostly Chinese business elites in Asia and Euro-American 
countries. At the scale of student services, the alliance between the two different sides 
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increased the local DCP’s ability to cater to the Chinese student visitors, from which the 
Dutch DCP community got wide publicity among Chinese international students in the 
Netherlands. Regarding this common characteristic of all local DCP institutes, I coined 
the term ‘Horeca-ism’ as the horeca background is perhaps the most unique feature of 
the Dutch DCP institutes. The term stands for a bundle of salient characteristics of older 
generations in the Chinese diaspora in the Netherlands, regarding level of education, 
occupational background, home of origin and social status.

Finally, in the light of ideological and theological orientations, the local and the transna-
tional DCP student service providers exhibited characters of religious fundamentalism in 
accordance with Beck’s (1999) five criteria, including (1) Biblical inerrancy and literalism, 
(2) oppositionalism, (3) intolerance and exclusion and the absence of elections, (4) group 
membership and anti-individualism, and (5) being reactive and selective.

6.2.2 The DCP Chinese student services
The local and the transnational DCP religious institutes publicised their services for 
Chinese international students through the established offline network and the print 
media of the old diaspora as well as through the online applications and platforms that 
were rather popular amongst the new diaspora. There were various types and forms of 
student services offered, among which the weekly student fellowship meeting and the 
annual youth camp were the most significant ones considering their high frequency of 
occurrence and the density of religious content involved. The weekly meetings concen-
trated on Bible reading and biblical literalism whereas the annual youth camps reiterated 
the religious service providers’ fundamentalist creeds and conservative social values.

As a kind of arrival infrastructure (Meeus, Van Heur & Arnaut, 2019), the student ser-
vices aimed to influence the student participants’ subjectivity, which could result in 
diverted direction and a prolonged stay. In particular, DCP religious conversion, church 
attendance and acquisition of religious ideas were expected to become the student 
participants’ purposes their stay in the Netherlands, along with receiving higher educa-
tion. In line with the religiously influenced subjectivity, some student participants indeed 
chose not to return to Greater China immediately after graduation. Instead, they would 
stay in the Netherlands for a longer time and travelled to other European countries for 
DCP theological education or transnational DCP evangelism, which suggested their 
induction into the Dutch DCP community.

The DCP Chinese student services received a mixed reception among the student 
visitors with reference to the Chineseness exhibited in the services and by the service 
providers. On the one hand, the student religious services were positively received due 
to a resemblance to the cram school setting in China, an element of Chineseness the 
student participants recognised. On the other hand, negative reception and the depar-
ture of many student service participants were elicited by the way Chineseness was 
presented in the religious services’ food provision and the depiction of Chinese people 
in the diasporic Chinese horeca industry, which the Chinese students found problematic 
and did not recognise as ‘Chinese’.
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The relations between the remaining student participants and the old diaspora were 
asymmetrical as suggested by the functional inequality and hierarchical relationship 
between the Traditional and the Simplified Chinese orthographies within the Dutch 
DCP community, which were iconic practices of the old majority and the new minority, 
respectively. The evidence shows that only Traditional Chinese (TC) was applied as 
the conventional practice in most major occasions, whereas Simplified Chinese (SC) 
appeared only in peripheral and smaller-sized religious services. TC and SC, indexing 
two different versions of Chineseness, were clearly ordered, and their respective users 
were strongly indexed to each orthography’s centre(s).

Apart from the use of ‘pure’ TC and SC, a certain degree of hybridisation of the two 
orthographies also existed in the Dutch DCP services’ language practice. Such hybridi-
sation happened as the Dutch DCP community has neither a written language policy nor 
a governing body for regulating the use of Chinese language and orthography. Moreover, 
it suggests that amidst the rapid socio-cultural and demographic diversifications in the 
DCP space, the various ordered centres of Chineseness were competing with each other, 
and the new and the old generations only had a limited degree of integration.

6.2.3 The religious Chinese register
Influenced by the Chinese Union Version (CUV) Bible, the Dutch DCP community adopt-
ed a kind of religious Mandarin Chinese register, mostly on ethnoreligious occasions, 
including the Chinese student services, which seemed idiosyncratic and esoteric to 
the outsiders. I argued that the religious Chinese register had three primary linguistic 
characteristics, as (1) it featured a high density of basic idiosyncratic forms (characters, 
words, terms and collocations), which (2) were distributed across multiple linguistic 
categories, including morphology, semantics, grammar, pragmatics and orthography, 
and (3) strongly associated itself with the CUV Bible. Since the language style of the 
CUV Bible is nowadays considered obsolete or awkward in reference to China’s current 
official norms for contemporary Chinese, the register can be seen as a transitional form 
of Mandarin Chinese.

Despite the de facto practice of the religious register, there was no official recognition 
of the language variant or of the idea that the Dutch DCP community spoke different-
ly. Regarding the raison d’être of the register, I argued that it was a by-product of the 
local and the transnational DCP institutes’ theological doctrines, namely the infallibility 
and divine inspiration of the Revealed Scripture plus the church’s oppositionalism: the 
CUV Bible was enshrined in a literalistic manner whereas the contemporary and secular 
norms of Mandarin Chinese and the Chinese state were opposed. This sociolinguistic 
phenomenon was interpreted as an indicator of the Dutch DCP institutes’ theological 
orientation; practicing the religious register became an identity marker for Dutch DCP 
individuals.

The proficiency in practicing the religious register varied among the DCP clerics, vet-
eran student participants and newcomers. Through an apprentice learning mechanism, 
Chinese student service participants could grow from green hands to sophisticates in 
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practicing the religious Chinese register over several years, even though there was nei-
ther specialised teaching material nor explicit training for the language variant. In this 
regard, as there was also no powerful and professional regulating body for the Chinese 
language in the diasporic Chinese community in the Netherlands, the local Dutch DCP 
institutes functioned as the de facto centre of Mandarin Chinese among their Chinese 
student adherents, though without any overt and specialised language planning in rela-
tion to the religious Chinese register.

Having acquired the religious Chinese register, the student participants disseminated it 
further in- and outside the Dutch DCP community during evangelism and on non-religious 
or personal occasions in line with their high commitment to the Dutch DCP ecclesias-
tical authority, high transnational mobility and frequent online appearance. Hence, the 
language variant transcended boundaries between religious and secular spaces, and 
jumped from local relevance to higher sociolinguistic scales; the student participants 
became perceptibly different from their peers and other compatriots ‘of this world’. In 
addition, the students’ language practice facilitated the dissemination of the religious 
register’s ideological and theological underpinnings and many other religious messages.

6.3 THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Through the case of multilateral DCP ministries of Chinese international students in the 
Netherlands in the 2010s, this dissertation has shed light on the development in modern 
Christianity known as the ‘Next Christendom’, on what its study can contribute to the 
sociolinguistics of globalisation, and more specifically on how the Chinese diaspora 
interacts with the development of local and transnational DCP institutes, the encounter 
of Chinese students with service providers in the religious space, and with the use and 
dissemination of the religious Chinese register employed in the church. The two ana-
lytical categories I developed to deal with these interactions, namely the cultural phe-
nomenon of ‘Horeca-ism’ in Chapter Three and the religious Mandarin Chinese register 
in Chapter Five, focus on the intersection points of these three theoretical perspectives 
as they come together in this dissertation. This has allowed me to interpret a series of 
novel phenomena with reference to the relevant disciplines. In this final section, I will 
make some final comments on the contribution this thesis makes, and call for future 
work that can further examine the validity and applicability of the concepts I developed.

‘Horeca-ism’ as a diasporic Chinese notion enriches the studies on the emerging Chris-
tian churches that come out of the Global South, given that the Chinese diaspora has so 
far drawn much less attention compared to its African and South American counterparts 
within the same realm. ‘Horeca-ist’ institutes on the one hand resemble other southern 
churches with respect to their hue of religious fundamentalism, and on the other hand 
are characterised by a prominent and distinctive occupational background of its main 
actors, in line with the fact that the horeca industry is the largest business sector of the 
Chinese diaspora in the Netherlands. The migrant church was established by and for the 
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early migrants (since the 1960) who mostly made their livings in the horeca industry. The 
horeca-based migrant church thereupon managed to serve a working-class clientele who 
could not integrate into the host society and/or live outside the Dutch Chinese communi-
ty by virtue of essential material and spiritual provision. ‘Horeca-ism’ is unique since the 
relevant DCP churches do not have their centres in China as a southern country; instead, 
such southern diasporic churches basically emerge and develop in the Netherlands as a 
northern country. However, since the horeca industry remains a conventionally significant 
business sector among the Chinese diaspora in not only the Netherlands but also in other 
Euro-American countries around the world, ‘Horeca-ism’ is likely to be found in wider 
areas around the global North. Accordingly, ‘Horeca-ist’ churches may well be the most 
recognisable and active DCP branch or tradition at more national scales, and possibly 
even on the global scale. Besides the five features I proposed as typical, there may be 
further common traits among the ‘Horeca-ist’ institutes which were not unveiled in this 
study due to restrictions on conducting research in this field. In addition, while there is 
no denying that ‘horeca-ism’ in the Netherlands is linked to the history and traditions of 
the Dutch Chinese as its internal cause, external causes pertinent to the Dutch state, 
the host society, and the mainstream Protestant churches in the Netherlands have not 
been examined yet. Further research in other host societies should uncover whether 
particular conditions in each country induce ‘Horeca-ist’ institutes elsewhere to exhibit 
socio-cultural characteristics like those in the Netherlands, and what impact they have 
on their host societies’ religious landscapes.

Accompanying the Chinese, the Koreans play a supportive yet important role in the 
Chinese student ministries. With regard to the proposed seven patterns of religious 
transnationalism (Spickard & Adogame, 2010), we can see that the cooperation be-
tween the Dutch DCP institutes and South Korean individuals and organisations in the 
multilateral Chinese student ministries fall into ‘transnational organisation theory’ and 
‘reverse missions’. In the meantime, it also conforms partly to ‘South-South religious 
trade’ and ‘deterritorialised religious identity’ though with a distinctive character; while 
South Korea conducts outward cross-border missions it does not belong to the Global 
South any longer or to the Old Christendom, and the Dutch DCP identity does not aspire 
to transcend the border between the Chinese diaspora and other ethnicities or nationali-
ties. The multilateral student ministries do not belong to the Ellis Island model (eventual 
assimilation to the host society), ‘religious bi-localism’ or ‘religious cacophony’ (both 
concern scenarios of a single ethnicity/nationality).

Vis-à-vis the somewhat special role of the Koreans I argue that subsequent empiri-
cal works on DCP-South Korean collaboration may help develop a new account of reli-
gious transnationalism that more precisely captures the essence of emerging southern 
churches of transnational East Asians. Expectedly, transnational missionary activities 
out of South Korea and Korean diaspora targeting the Chinese diaspora (including Chi-
nese nationals) depend on the historical ties between China and the Korean peninsula 
within the Sinosphere, the current Sino-South Korean relations, the North Korea–South 
Korea relations and South Korea’s domestic politics. In this regard, core factors of a new 
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pattern would include, but not be limited to, cultural ties between peoples, ideological 
conflict between regimes, and international student mobility.

For the studies on the Chinese diaspora, ‘Horeca-ism’ offers a paradigm of internal 
relations between Protestant and non-Protestant members of a certain diasporic Chi-
nese community in the context of co-existing new and old migration shifts. In essence, it 
suggests that the Dutch DCP community largely remains a sphere of the old diaspora, re-
gardless of the tremendous influx of new migrants into the diasporic Chinese community 
in the Netherlands. The migrant churches receive newcomers for religious conversions 
while reluctantly or incapably dealing with their newer versions of Chineseness that 
correspond to enormous socio-cultural and socio-political differences between the new 
and the old generations. In reality, this kind of new-old relations are likely an extension 
of the situation in the Dutch Chinese horeca industry; a number of businesses owned 
and operated by the old diaspora take a lukewarm attitude towards customers of the 
new diaspora and have no interest in meeting their consumer demand that represents 
new versions of Chineseness.

Consequently, these ‘Horeca-ist’ DCP institutes lose a certain number of new visitors, 
strengthen conventional ideas and practices, and contrast with the wider diasporic Chi-
nese community in the Netherlands in the sense of in-group cultural diversity. Never-
theless, ‘Horeca-ism’ is considered a term that belongs to a certain historical period, 
when the mass of the ethnoreligious community in the Netherlands was employed in 
the horeca sector. Given the current Dutch DCP institutes’ policies and means of ap-
proaching and pastoring visitors from the new diaspora, this period may well last for 
several more decades. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that members of 
the new diaspora may themselves form new DCP institutes that better meet their own 
specific expectations, which could then break the extant hegemony of the old diaspo-
ra in the ethnoreligious community. Alternatively, the remaining non-horeca members 
might transform the current institutes from the inside, into more inclusive and culturally 
diversified ones. Either way, the term is indicative of the cultural dynamics of the Dutch 
DCP community, with its simultaneous existence of some significant cultural changes 
as well as resistance, as consequences of the cultural encounters between new and old.

In this dissertation, I have documented the religiously influenced and transnationally 
disseminated Chinese register used within the DCP community. As long as the CUV 
Bible remains dominant in most of DCP churches, supported by the doctrines of Sola 
scriptura and Biblical inerrancy, its impact on the church members’ Chinese repertoires 
is likely to be sustained and even to be enhanced. Therefore, in further studies on the 
Chinese diaspora and the DCP, the validity and universality of the register can be exam-
ined by means of more empirical research on DCP groups worldwide, and more linguistic 
analyses of DCP speeches and texts, also in the context of Chinese sociolinguistics.

Finally, as for the mutual relationship between language and religion, the religious 
Chinese register manifests the impact of a migrant church on a language of which the 
core cultural background is not conventionally Christian/Protestant. In theory, a mi-
grant church can act as the de facto centre of authority on a language for its members, 
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as it can be outside the jurisdiction of the conventional and professional centre(s) in 
the migrants’ original homelands, not to mention being politically hostile, and prone to 
canonise archaic religious texts. One might expect this to apply to many other migrant 
churches and religions in which novel language variants are emerging while unfamiliar 
to outsiders. In this regard, future research would be welcome on new (migrant) religious 
registers, and on schemes through which southern migrant churches, either temporarily 
or permanently, replace states or secular professional institutes as governing bodies 
regulating the linguistic behaviour of their members.
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SUMMARY

‘Dare to be Different’:

A Sociolinguistic Perspective on Diasporic Chinese Protestant Ministries of 
Chinese International Students in the Netherlands in the 2010s

This sociolinguistic-ethnographic study concerns language and religion in the context 
of the Chinese diaspora, focusing in particular on diasporic Chinese Protestant (DCP) 
ministries for Chinese international students in the Netherlands in the 2010s. It reveals 
the development of local and transnational non-Western Christianity in the Global North, 
the internal relations within the ethnoreligious community amidst the influxes of new 
Chinese diaspora, and the interplay between language and religion in the era of globalisa-
tion. The empirical sociolinguistic evidence is collected both online and offline, covering 
diverse DCP Chinese student services and other DCP religious events in- and outside 
the diasporic religious space in multiple Dutch cities and several other European loca-
tions. The study is conducted through participant observation, linguistic landscaping, 
interviews, sound recordings and document collections.

The book has six chapters. Chapter 1 outlines key theoretical foundations and de-
scribes the context in which this interdisciplinary study is situated, including the socio-
linguistics of globalisation, the Next Christendom and the Chinese diaspora. Chapter 2 
demonstrates a series of methodological matters, such as the choice of sociolinguistic 
ethnography, the timeline and the fieldwork sites, the researcher’s role in the field, and 
data analysis. Sociolinguistic ethnography facilitates a description and analysis of the 
linguistic practice within the Dutch DCP community, and a comprehensive interpretation 
of the corresponding dynamic social realities.

The collected empirical data are described and analysed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. 
Chapter 3 examines the organisers of DCP Ministries of Chinese international students 
in the Netherlands in the 2010s from three perspectives, namely their recent develop-
ment, socio-cultural characteristics, and hues of religious fundamentalism. In the 2010s, 
there is a proliferating trend of DCP institutes in the Netherlands. Most of the major local 
Dutch DCP institutes have, or had, organised Chinese student ministries, in which some 
transnational institutes also play an important role. These DCP institutes are similar to 
each other in (1) hegemony of southern Chinese, (2) mono-ethnicity of Han Chinese, 
(3) low interest in public service activities, and (4) weak representation of Protestant 
denominations. Meanwhile, there is a language-oriented division of the local Dutch DCP 
institutes (Mandarin Chinese/regional Chinese dialect as the dominant language), and 
an occupational/social class division of the local and the transnational DCP institutes 
(workers in the horeca industry/social elites). In terms of theological and ideological 
orientations, the DCP student service providers promote conservative creeds and a 
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certain political agenda, which are ‘different’ from the mainstream views in the host 
society and in China, and exhibit hues of religious fundamentalism. 

Chapter 4 describes the services of the DCP Chinese student ministries in the Neth-
erlands with regard to their operation, reception by the student participants, and gen-
erational integration. In general, student fellowship and youth camp are the two most 
important DCP student services among all types of service. Functioning as a kind of 
arrival infrastructure, the student services (1) add religious life to Chinese students’ 
purposes of going abroad, (2) divert the students’ homebound direction after graduation 
to a longer stay in the Netherlands and religious missions across other European coun-
tries, and (3) prolong the students’ overseas stay. The student services meet with mixed 
reception with respect to the Chineseness they project. The reconstruction of cram 
school setting and the promise of religious and secular benefits upon participation in the 
student services are Chinese elements that Chinese international students recognise, 
which result in a positive reception among some of the student participants. Meanwhile, 
different chronotopes of Chineseness in line with the prominent new-old differences 
lead to a negative reception among, and the departure of, many student participants as 
exemplified by the cases of (1) the student services’ internal food provision practices 
and (2) the depiction of the Chinese people in the diasporic Chinese horeca industry. On 
the basis of Chinese orthography data from the student services and various other DCP 
occasions, the Chineseness of the Dutch DCP community is considered as superdiverse, 
polycentric and ordered, which suggests a segregation of the different generations and 
an asymmetrical relationship between them. In the meantime, there is a very limited 
degree of unidirectional and bottom-up integration.

Chapter 5 demonstrates a novel religious Mandarin Chinese register circulated in the 
Dutch DCP community in relation to its linguistic characteristics, raison d’être and impli-
cations. The religious register features a high density of basic idiosyncratic forms; which 
belong to multiple generic categories and concern morphology, semantics, grammar, 
pragmatics, or orthography. The religious register strongly associates itself with the 
Chinese Union Version (CUV) Bible as most of its idiosyncrasies have literal references 
from it; and the CUV Bible published in 1919 is somewhat difficult to understand for a 
contemporary Chinese readership. The religious register is considered a by-product 
of the DCP institutes’ theological doctrines of infallibility and divine inspiration of the 
Revealed Scripture and oppositionalism. Through an apprentice learning mechanism 
in the cram school-like religious services, Chinese international students acquire the 
religious register from green hands to sophisticates. Because of the converted Chinese 
students’ online and offline practice, the religious Chinese register per se and its religious 
underpinnings are being disseminated to a much wider audience among the Chinese 
worldwide, transcending boundaries between religious and secular spaces.

The concluding Chapter 6 recapitulates the data presented and analysed in the three 
empirical chapters, and interprets what the findings mean for pertinent academic fields. 
First, the proposal of ‘Horeca-ism’ enriches the studies on the emerging Christian church-
es that come out of the Global South, and offers a paradigm of internal relations between 
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Protestant and non-Protestant members of a certain diasporic Chinese community in the 
context of co-existing new and old migration shifts. Second, the empirical description of 
the DCP-South Korean collaboration may help develop a new account of religious trans-
nationalism that more precisely captures the essence of emerging southern churches 
of transnational East Asians. Third, the discussion on the religious Mandarin Chinese 
register manifests the impact of a migrant church on a language of which the core cul-
tural background is not conventionally Christian/Protestant.
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